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INTRODUCTION

Much of course has been written about youthful employment and unemployment.

A variety of inquiries have examined various phases of the processes by

1

which young people search out and secure employment. Other investigators_

have attempted to identify relationships between work histcries and variables

such as age, cex, race-ethnicity, and socio-economic status.
2

Still others

have focused upon the employability impact of educational achievement,

secondary school curriculum, or in school behavior.
3

Studies have dealt with

such diverse topics as youthful unemployment and drug use, crime, leisure

time utilization, and entrance into the armed forces.
4

More recently,

attempts have been made to study both short and long term benefits of parti-

cipation in federally funded youth employment training programs.
5

For the

most part, the major motivation for these studies ha been a desire to enhance

the employment opportunities of low income, disadvantaged youth. Since

employment is at least a two sided coin involving employee and employer,

it could reasonably be assumed that both sides--employee and employir--would

be appropriate subject for inquiry. Surprisingly enough, such is not the

case. In the'vast majority of studies, irregardless of methodology or focus,

the data base is youth themselves. The insttnces where the source of data is

employers are few indeed.
6

Hence, in seeking to explain observed variations

in the work related behavior of youth, researchers frequently are forced to

Make assumptions about those who employ youth. For example, more than a few

investigators have suggested that abolition of the minimum wage would lead to

an increase in youth employment, particularly the employment of unskilled,

under-educated youth.
7

At the same time, the few studies which have raised

this issue with employcrs suggest quite the contrary; that a lowering of the



minimum wage would not be the stimulus for a substantial increase in youth

employment.8 Similarly, assumptions are made that with an improvement in

reading, math, or presentation of self, a youth's probability for job entry

will be significantly enhanced. Whether or not this would be the case in

most or even a few work settings has not really been determined.

How different employers perceive different youth; the criteria and processes

they utilize for selection or rejection of youthful applicants; how they

compare youthful employees to older workers; what they expect of youthful

employees; and what they see as their responsibilities or obligations for

assisting youth in the school to work transition are questions which have

yet to be answered.

The reader might have already anticipated the primary purpose of this parti-

cular study is to attempt to answer certain of these employer related questions.

It is important at this time to provide the reader with some understanding of

the history and context of Vs study.

Originally, our purpose was to examine differences in the job placements of

697 low income youth; 510 of whom had participated in various Youth Career

Development (YCD) School-to-Work Transition programs during the 1979-1980

academic year, and 187 youth who served as a control group. The results of

that study are found in a report submitted to D.O.L. ("The School-to-Work

Transition: Low Income Youth and Their Employers," David Gottlieb and Eleanor

Driscoll, December 1981: E.T.A. - Youth Administration contract number

99-9-257-33-48.) Data were collected from a total of 697 employers. How

respondents were selected and the data collection process are discussed in the

first chapter of that report.
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In general, the findings of that study yielded two conclusions: 1) For the

most part, differences between where Y.C.D. participants and controls obtained

employment were minimal, and 2) Work places where this sample of youth obtained

employment were not really different from where the majority of American youth,

disadvantaged or advantaged, obtained entry level part-time or full-time work.

In order to determine whether or not the kinds of employment training programs

in which youth participated might play some part in where they find employment,

a second study, also funded by D.O.L., was undertaken. In this case the idea

was to collect data from those employers who were reported to have hired

participants from other than Y.C.D. School-to-Work Transition programs. The

sampling and methodology utilized in this second phase of the inquiry are

described in Chapter 1 of this report.

Since preliminary analysis 9f this second set of interviews showed little

variation from the earlier Y.C.D. study, a decision wa/Imade to combine both

sets of data into a single analysis and report. Hence, this report is based

upon interviews obtained from a total of 1,496 employer respondents-1,136 who

represent firms or agencies which were identified as having employed C.E.T.A.

eligible program participants.

The reader should keep in mind that the units of analysis for this study are

employing organizations and not youth. Hence, we deal here with the practices,

procedures, policies, attitudes, and expectations of those organizations which

play a very significant part in absorbing entry level youth into the labor market.

David Gottlieb
The University of Houston

Eleanor Driscoll
The Educational Testing Service

August , 1982
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CHAPTER I: 'SAMPLING AND METHODOLOGY

This study represents the compilation of data obtained from 697 employer

interviews conducted during the spring (Phase I) and 799 conducted during

the fall of 1981 (Phase II).1 The sample consisted of the employers of

1,496 disadvantaged (CETA eligibl'e) youth, 1,136 of whom had participated

in the various career development programs listed in Tables 1 and 2 of this

chapter. Program participants had enrolled in these programs on kvoluntary

basis either as high school students (36%), graduates (21%), or dropouts (43%).

Youth who were in the Phase I sample took part in the programs while in-school,

and those in the Phase II sample were primarily enrolled in out-of-school

programs, serving youth who were no longer enrolled in school. At the time

these data ere collected; enrollees had completed program participation and

most, who had been enrolled in high school, had earned their high school

diplomas. The employers selected for this study represented organizations,

agencies, corporations, and institutions which had employed these youth for

either full- or part-time jobs.

The remainder of the sample is composed of employers of 360 youth who had

serveeas 'part of control groups in the cities where the youth programs were

located. The control group youth were selected by the youth program staff to

match participants in sex, grade level, and socio-economic background.
A

Because complete records (demographic profiles) were not available for 167

youth, the analyses in this report are based on a'final sample of 1,329;

1,014 program participants and 315 control group youth. In total then, about

three fourths of the final sample is composed of employers of program youth

1

Analysis of Phase I of this study are provided in a report entitled, The
School to Work Transition: Low Income Youth and Their Employers, David Gottlieb

and Eleanor Driscoll, December, 1981.



and another fourth.were employers of youth who had not participated in any

tareer development programs.

The youth ranged in age between 18 and 24 when their embloyers were contacted

for this study and the majority of them were under 21 years old. The sample

had a fairly equal representation of sexes; 47% male and 53% female: Most

of the youth were Black (52%) and the remainder were White (29%), Hispanic

(18%), and 1% were American Indian/Alaskan Native or Asian/Pacific Islander.

. At the time that they entered the various youth programs, the economic status

of nearly all of the sample was under 85% LLSIL; that is, the youth was a

member of a family which has an annual income which, based upon family size and

geographical location, is below 85% of the lower living standard income level.

Employer interviews were conducted in each of the 50 cities listed in Table 3.

The number of interviews conducted in each of these cities was large enough /

so that in the final sample there was a geograph'ic representation of youth from

each of four regions of the United States: 474 (36%) from the Northeast, 456

(34%) from the Sunbelt, 222 (17%) from the Midwest, and 177 (13%) from the West.

Program Descriptions

The Youth Career Development Proram

Seven organizations or delivery agents provided the YCD career development ser-

vices: The National Urban League, The U.S. Employment Service, the Women's

Bureau of the Department of Labor, SER Jobs for Progress, the National Council

of Negro Women, the National Council of La Raza, and the Recruitment and

Training Program.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Department of Labor issues an updated
estimate of a lower budget for a hypothetical family of four each year. These

estimates are used in determining CETA eligibility.

6
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The YCD'curriculum covered the following areas: 1) familiarization with

occupation and career information resources, 2) career elosure and explora-

tion, 3) job search skills development, 4) methods of realistic occupational

goal setting and planning, 5) self awareness and motivational training, 6)

job development and referral, and 7) counseling for vocational and personal

guidance.

Each of the seven delivery agents w4re responsible for the operation of a

set of demonstration projects that shred the above core curriculum components

but each organization presented a unique variation of the YCD School-to-Work

program. (for example, The Women's Bureau project foeused on expanding young

women's awareness of nontraditional career choices. The National Council of

Negro Women projkt wa$ designed to provide career development services to

both male and female minority students. The primary goal of the SER demon-

stration project was to serve the needs of Hispanic-American youth by assisting

them in their transition from high school to permanen,, non-subsidized, full-

time demployffent. Placing economically disadvantaged Hlspanic-American youth

in non-subsidized employment was also the goal of the project managed by the

National Council of La Raza.

AAL

The various projectsprovided different concentrations of classroom vocational

training, either paid or unpaid job shadowing, internships, and job placements.

Basic skills and English as a second language were necessary components of the

classroom training of some of the projects. No stipend was provided to

program participants, but many did receive some academic credit.

Program staff developed and maintained linkages with local school districts,

private and public employers, C.E.T.A. Prime Sponsors, community-based service

organizations, and other agencies in order to support and coordinate the project.

7
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The seven YCD projects varied in terms of their linkage and coordinative

c\
arrangements at both,the national and liocal levels.

The non-YCD projects were:

Job Search Assistance - Job Factory

The purpose of this program was to determine whether direct instruction in

job acquisition skills eases the transition of disadvantaged youth into

the labor market. Job search assistance programs were of relatively short

duration,"with intensive interventions including formaq instruction in job

search behavior with experience and supervision in actually looking,for

work. Thdc;-rage,participant was 18 years of age and could be a dropout,

high school student or graduate. Data for this program was coyected by

staff at the Brandeis University Center for Public Service.
1

4

Private Sector Imitiatives

Project 70,001 - This was a non-stipend, pre-employment training

program that prepares youth for unsubsidized jobs in the private sector.

The emphasis was on job development rather than vocational education.

Program components included counseling services, GED preparation, supportive

peer group through 70,001 Career Association (SEVCA), and job placement.

Small to medium sized companies, particularly retailers, provided employ-
,

ment opportunities.

Jobs for Youth.- This was a non-stipend, pre-employment'youth service

program conducted by non-prq'fit Jobs for Youth agencies. J)FY provided job

readiness counseling, multiple private sector job placements, on-going

progress monitoring, and work related educational support. Small to medium

sized employers were assigned a JFY service representative responsiple for
0

ensuring that the employer's needs were met. Participants were. 16-21 year



old out-of-schobl youth. Staff at the Corporation 'for Public Private

Ventures in Plliladelphia and Management Sciences Group, Inc. in New

York collected the data for the Private Sector Initiatives projects.

Public vs. Private Sector Jobs Demonstration

The purpose of this project was to test the widespread assumption that

'youth would gain more from private rather than pUblic sector employment.

The project examined the relative benefits of serving youth through sub-

si'dized full-time jobs (100% of the minimum wage) in both the private and

public sectors. It involved a short one week orientation followed by job

placement. Recipients of project services were 16-1 year old out-of-school

yOuth who were randomly assigned to public and private sector jobs. (The

private sector included both profit and nonprofit employers.) Data collection

for this project was completed by staff at the St. Louis University Center

for Urban Programs.

Ventures in Community Improvement

This program was designed to be a model community improvement program

dependent upon strong ties among organizations and officials in the areas

of housing, manpower, education, labor and local government. Youth were

placed under the upervision of skilled journeymen in the building and

related trades and assigned to projects involving emergency home repair,

, home weatherization, and public facility renovation. The/goal was to equip

youth with skills and disc lines needed to become apprentices in the

building trades, nabl them to obtain jobs involving the physical

enhancement of their communities. The program served 16-19 year old out-

of-school youth. The data collection was completed by Public Private

Ventures in Phi elphia and Management Sciences Group, Inc. in New York.

. 13
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Vocational Exploration Demonstration

This vocational exploration program was aimed at examining relationships

in a variety of vocational exploration program (VEP) models among the people

served, program activities and services, impacts and envieonmental factors.

It also was planned to investigate the affects of VEP programs upon tfie

attitudes and institutional behaviors of business and,organized labor. The

program was conducted by Community Based Organizations (CB0s), prime sponsors,

organized labor, and vocational schools. Youth had minimal classroom instuc-

tion with either on-site placement with employers; vocational laboratories

in vo-tech schools or added classroom experience including field work (e.g.,

interviewing with'employers). The program served both in-school youth and

high school graduates whose mean aje was 17.5 years. Responsibility for

data collection was with the St. Louis University Center for Urban Programs.

Data Collection

Instruments used in the data collectidn included-a Follow-up Survey, an

Employer Interview, and an Individual Participant Profile (IPP). The Follow-

, up Survey is a 59-item questionnaire that was administered approximately

eight months after ifie participants left the Orogram. The questionnaire

was to be administered via an individual interview between the youth and the

program staff member. Items in the follow-up survey deal with, among others,

the youth's post-training experiences in areas of employment and education,

social adjustments, and future plans. The items dealing with post-program

employment experiences are discussed in this report. One of the items seeks

/to identify location of most recent employment and whether that employment

was full or part-time. That information was used in order to identify

- employer organizations and the respondents who provided information for this

study.

10 14
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The Employer Interview is a 50-item quettionnaire organized into three

parts: a) General Characteristics of the Organization, b) The Organization's

Employment and Training Practices, and c) The Organization's Experience

with Youth Employees. The questionnaire elicits factual information about

the organization; its policies and employees; as well as attitudinal

information regarding the employer's experience with and assessment of young

, workers. The questionnaire does not seek information on individual youth,

but rather on youth in general; that is, young people between the ages of

16 and 21 years.

The Individual Participant Profile consisti of a 49-item sheet on which

program stafilwere to record information dealing with a variety of the youth

background characteristics. The items in the first half of the IPP are

mostly near demographic and cover such information as the individual's sex,

age, race, marital status, and so forth. This information was collected

in order to describe the youth sample and to provide controlling variables

in the data analyses.

Project coordinators in each of the program sites were responsible for

coordinating all of the data collection for the YCD-Phase I portion of the

study. Either local project staff or representatives from the organization's

national office recruited interviewers. In some cases, local project staff

conducted the employer interviews. For Phase II of the study, the research

a6encies for each of the projects were responsible for conducting employer

interviews.

The Employer Interview was to be conducted with employers of individuals who

had participated in programs, and employers of individuals who ierved as

members of control and comparison groups. Interviewers sought out the youth's

11
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most recent full- or part-time employer as identified in the eight month

Follow-up Survey. It was suggested that someone who was knowledgeable

about the organization's staff and hiring practices be contacted for the

interview. For small organizations, the interviewee was often the owner

or manager. For large organizations, it was often necessary for the inter-

viewer to seek out both personnel and line managers in order to complete

the entire questionnaire.

Interviewers were asked to read the introduction on the cover sheet of

the Employer Interview to the employer and to make it clear that the interview

was being conducted by the University of Houston for research purposes.

Though the interviewers assured confidentiality and explained that the

information collected would be use'd only for research purposes, some employers

did have reservations about responding to some questions in the survey

instrument. Several interviewers felt that some employers were

apprehensive about expressing their personal opinions in response to certain

questions. Still in the great majority of cases, all information sought in

the instrument was provided by the employer-respondent.

Interviewers were instructed to then read aloud each of the questions'in the

survey and enter the responses as the employer answered the question. The

approach was one of working with the respondent to obtaiR information by

reading and explaining the material in a relatively informal manne . In-

structions referring to specific items were provided. For some questions, it

was recommended that th,e employer be "probed" in order to obtain more detailed

information and t tap reasons for offered responses. Interviewers were

encouraged to r cord accurately all responses, most particularly complete

responses to all of the open-ended questions.

12
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Once the Employer interview was completed, it was matched with the I.P.P.

and eight month Follow-up data from which the employing organization had

been identified. Hence, it is possible to examine what kinds of youth went

into what types of employment settings.

If several youth happened to be employed at the same place, only one inter-

view with that employer was accepted. No employer information was sought

for youth in the military. Each project site was expected to produce a

certain .number of Employer Interviews, based largely on the number of youth

that they were able to contact from a previous three month Follow-up Survey.

However, most project coordinatprs fell short of their allocations for the

following reasons: 1) Several youth in the sample from a given city had

the same employer; 2) Some of the youth were in the military at the Eight

Month Follow-up point; 3) Some youth were unemployed either because they

were in school or out of the labor force; and 4) Some employers who were

contacted refused to be interviewed.

Employers who were interviewed were representatives of eight types of organi-

zations: (1) Health, Education, Welfare Agencies, Governmental Services [HEWG],

(2) Wholesale-Retail Trade [WRT], (3) Services and Select Retail Trade [SSRT],

(4) Manufacturing [MANU], (S) Financial, Insurance, and Select Business

Services [FINS], (6) Transportation, Communications, Utilities [TCU], (7) Con-

struction [CONS], (8) Farming, Fisheries, Forestry [FFF].

13
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TABLE 1

PART I EMPLOYER INTERVIEW SAMPLE
FROM YOUTH CAREER DEVELOPMENT SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION PROJECTS

Pro ects Participants Controls Total

National Urban League
Englewood, NJ L

,

0 1

Cambridge, MA 15 11 26
New Orleans, LA 23 3 26
St. Louis, MO 4 4 8
San Diego, CA 24 7 31

Winston-Salem, NC 37 8 45

, Subtotal 104 33 137

U.S.Employment Service
Jersey City, NJ 6 5 11

Rome, GA 21 4 25
Kansas City, MO 25 14 39
Phoenix, AZ 8 9 17
Yakima, WA 20 0 20

Subtotal 80 32 112

Women's Bureau
Atlanta, GA 13 15 28
Dallas, TX 16 3 19
Portland, OR 21 6 27
Mason'City, IA 15 9 24
Philadelphia, PA 8 0 8

Subtotal 73 33 106

SER

Fall River, MA 16 0 16
Miami, FL 18 14 32
Ft. Worth, TX 25 8 33
Sacramento, CA 17 8 25

Subtotal 76 30 106

National Council of Negro Women
Bronx, NY 37 d 5 42

' Charleston, SC 14 6 20
Sanl3ernadino, CA 26 8 34

Subtotal 77 19 96

La Raza
Denver, CO 23 3

,

26
Houston, TX 39 9 48

Subtotal 62 -TY- 74

Recruitment & Training Program
Mount Vernon, NY 10 0 10
Nashville, TN 15 12 27
Evansville, IN 3 5 8
Greensboro, NC 7 6 13
Buffalo., NY 3 5 8

Subtotal. 38 28 66
COO= 000M

GRAND TOTAL 510 187 697

14
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TABLE 2

PART IL EMPLOYET2 INTERVIEW SAMPLE
FROM OUT-OF-SCHOOL PROGRAMS

NAME OF PROJECT SITE# LOCATION PARTICIPANTS CONTROLS TOTAL

Public vs. 06-01 Phila., PA 36 0 36
Private

06-02 Portland, OR 11 0 11

06-03 St. Louis, MO 71 0 71

06-04 New York, NY
.

60 0 60

06-05 Detroit Lakes, MN 54 0 54
,

Subtotal 232 0 232

Job Factory 13-01 Cambridge, MA 5 10 15

13-02 Cambridge, MA 2 6 8

13-03 Cambridge, MA 2 3 5

Subtotal 9 19 28

Vocational 18-02 Allentown, PA 14 0 14
Exploration
Demonstration 18-03 Atlanta, GA 12 0 12

18-04 Colorado Springs, CO 8 0 8

18-05 Duluth, MN 10 0 10

18-06 Haverhill, MA 13
,

0 13

18-07 Helena, MT 12 0 12

18-09 Lansing, MI 8 0 8

18-10 Memphis, TN 10 0 10

18-11 New Orleans, LA 14 0 .14

18-14 Pittsburgh, PA 5 0 5

18-15 San Francisco, CA 17 0 17

18-16 Tacoma, WA 17 0 17

Subtotal 140 0 140

1 5
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TABLE 2 (continued)

NAME OF PROJECT SITE # LOCATION PARTICIPANTS CONTROLS TOTAL

Private Sector 34-15 Jobs for Youth

Initiatives Boston; MA 47 51 98

Demonstration
34-16 70,001 Atlanta, GA 19 20 39

34-17 70,001 Boston, MA 9 11 , 20

34-18 70,001 Richmond, VA 8 5 13

34-19 70,001 San Antonio, TX 17 15 32

34-20 70,001 Tulsa, OK 28 30 58

Subtotal 128 132 260

Ventures in 41-15 Atlanta, GA 0 6 6

Community
Improvement 41-16 Browar4, FL 8 0 8

41-18 Milwaukee, WI 13 2 15

41-19 Aewark, NJ 21 6 27

41-20 New Haven, CT 30 0 30

41-21 Philadelphia, PA 27 8 35

41-22 S. Bronx, NY 18 0 18

Subtotal 117 22 139

CMCIMM .00==

GRAND TOTAL 626 173 799



TABLE 3

CITIES WHERE EMPLOYER INTERVIEWS WERE CONDUCTED

PARTICIPANTS CONTROLS TOTAL

Phoenix, AZ 8 9 17 '

Sacramento, CA 17 8 25
San Bernadino, CA 26 8 34
San Diego, CA 24 7 31

San Francisco, CA ,,17 0 17

Colorado Springs, CO 8 0 8
Denver, CO

.
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New Haven, CT 30 0 30

Broward, FL 8 0 8

Miami, FL 18 14 32

Atlanta, GA 44 41 85
Rome, GA 21 ,4 25

,

Mason City, IA 15 9 24

Evansville, IN 3 5 8

New Orleans, LA 37 3 40

Boston, MA 56 62 118
Cambridge, MA 24 30 54
Fall River, MA 16 0 16
Haverhill, MA 13 0 13

Lansing, MI ) 8 0 8
Detroit Lakes, MI 54 0 54

Duluth, MN 10 0 10

Kansas City, MO 25 14 39
St. Louis, MO 75 4 79

Helena, MT 12 0 12

Greensboro, NC 7 6 13

Winston-Salem, NC 37 8 4t

Englewood, NJ 1 0 1

Jersey City, NJ 6 5 11

Newark, NJ 21 6 27

Bronx, NY 55 5 60
Buffalo, NY 3 5 8
Mount Vernon, NY 10 0 10

New York, NY 60 0 60
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Tulsa, OK

Portland, OR

Allentown, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Pittsburgh, PA

Charleston, Si

TABLE 3 (continued)

PARTICIPANTS CONTROLS TOTAL

28

2

14

71

5

14

30

6

0

8

0

6

58

38

14

79

5

20

Memphis, TN 10 0 10

Nashville, TN 15 12 27

Dallas, TX 16 3 19

Ft. Worth, TX 25 8 \,.._ 33

Houston, TX 39 9 48

San Antonio, TX 17 15 32

Richmond, VA 8 5 13

Tacoma, WA 17 0 17

Yakima, WA 20 0 20

Milwaukee, WI 13 2 15

GRAND TOTAL 1136 360 1496



CHAPTER II: YOUTH PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS AND CONTROLS: WHERE THEY WORK

Eight industrial classification categories are-utilized in this research in

order to differentiate between the many organizations.which employ youth. 0

The title of each of the eight is preswited with examples of the kind's of

work places found in each category, as well as the number of employer re-

spondents in each category.

Table II - 1

Organizational - Industrial Classiftcation

I. Service and Select Retail Trade (SSRT) N=388

Service Stations
Restaurants
Repair Services

II. Health, Educatiorh Governmental Service, Welfare
Agenc1es7HEWG1 N=352

Legal or governmental agencies
Hospitals
Schools
Laboratories

III. Wholesale-Retail Trade (WRT) N=239

Food Stores
General Merchandise Stores

IV. Manufacturing (MANU) N=173

Machinery
Chemicals
Electrical Equipment/Supplies

V. Financial, Insurance, Select Business Services
(FINS) N=68

Computing Services
Banks
Accounting Firms
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VI. Construction (CONS) N=52

Carpentry
Plumbing
Painting-Plastering 1

VII. Transportation, Communic'ations, Utilities (TCU) N=44

Trucking, Shipping Firms
Communications
Telephone, Electric Services

VIII. Farming, Fisheries, Forestry (FFF) N=13

Landscaping
Farms

There are few, if any, real differencesrbetween the place of employment of

program participants and control group members.

TabTe II-2 illustrates the percentage distribution of type of employing

orOanization for both groups.

Table 11-2

Employing Organizations: Participants/Controls

,SSRT HEWG WRT MANU FINS CONS TCU FFF N

Participants 29 27 17 13 5 4 3 1 1014

Controls N 29 26 20 12 6 4 3 1 315

P>C 0 1 -3 1 -1 0 0 0

(338) (352) (239) (173) (68) (52) (44) (13) 1329

Table I indicates that the largest proportion of participant youth are

employed in the SSRT and HEWG areas, while control group youth tend to

be more evenly distributed among three Work settings: SSRT, HEWG, and WRT.

Three categories of organizations employ over one-third of the yo4th from

the sample: restaurants (lag), professional, technical, and managerial

offices (11%), and sales organizations (10%).

20 2 4
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Some thirteen percent (13%) of the youth are working at public organizations,

mostly in the HEWG category. A fifth 6f these public organizatioRt are

federal-agencies; twenty seven percent (27%) state; ,eleven percent (11%)

county; and the remainder (43%) city.

Thirteen percent (13%) of the private organizations are international, in

1

scope, twenty three percent (23%) are national, and sixty five percent (65%)

local. Most (83%) of the organizations are profit making an0 a little more

than a third (36%) are family owned and operated.

Table 11-3

Program and Place of Employment - Percent

HEWG MANU WRT TCU SSRT FINS FFF CONS N

U.S. Employment Service 28 12 19 2 28 '6 2 2 ( 80)

National Urban League 27 10 33 5 13 6 '0 6 ( 63)

Womens Bureau 32 11 19 3 28 6 0 1 ( 97)

National Council of Negro Women 41 5 18 1 28 6 0 1 ( 87)

Recruitment Training Program 30 13 28 3 23 3 0 0 ( 61)

SER 25 18 28 1 18 10 0 0 ( 83)

La Raza 18 29( 21 3 15 8 3 5 ( 61)

Public vs. Private Ventures 28 10 15 5 35 6 1 0 (231)

Job Factory 32 18 21 0 14 14 0 0 ( 28)

Vocational Exploration Program 21 20 15 2 34 4 1 4 (140)

Private Sector Initiatives 25 12 12 2 )40 4 1 5 (260)

Ventures in Community Improvement 20 12 17 8 25 1 1 15 (138)

TOTAL 1,329
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fable II-4

Programsand Place of Employment - Percent

Private Public

U.S. Employment Service 87 13

National Urban League 78 22

Womens Burau 79 21

National Council of Negro Women 82 18

Recruitment Training RW.6644, 78 22

SER 83 17

LaRaza 86 14

Public vs. Private Ventures , 91 9

Job Factory 96 4

Vócational Exploration Program -90 10

Private'Sector Initiatives 91 9

Ventures in Community Improvement 90 10

The type of organizations where participant and control7group youth are

employed is shown by program operator in Table 11-3. The pe*ntages of

youth employed in each of the eight organizations does vary qmong the

various programs_ Although most youth were,employed in SSRT and HEWG

organizations, there were some exceptions. The National Urban League and

SER, assuming a positive relationship betwhen employer interviews and

youth placements, were most heavily concentrated in Wholesale and Retail'

Trades. La Reza conducted most of its interviews with MANU employers.

Regardless of program variations, it is clear from Table II-4 that the majority

of youth were employed in the private sector which accounts for three fourths

of all employer interviews.

22
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Although seventy percent (70%) of the youth in this sample were from North-

eastern and Sunbelt states, each ali of the country was geographically

represented. It is apparent from the table below (Table iI-5) that

differences in type of employment across sections of the country were not

great, though a few are worth mentioning. The Midwest and West have the

largest percentages of employment in SSRT and the Northeast has the smallest

percentage in this category and the largest in HEWG4 It.wobld appear then,

that even though regions of the country may differ significantly in economic

base and industrial composition--entry level youth are fairly monolithic
qh

in the places they work and the jObs they hold.

Table 11-5 (
Geographical Location and Place of Employment - Percent

HEWG MANU WRT TCU SSRT FINS FFF CONS N

Northeast 31 14 15 4, 22 7 1 6 (474)

Sunbelt 23 14 22 3 30 4 1 3 (456)

Midwest 22 12 18 4 37 3 1 2 (222)

West 27 9 16 2 36 6 2 3 (177)

TOTAL 1329

Table 11-6 shows that both sex and race-ethnicity are associated with

'employmeni'assignment. In general, females are more concentrated in HEWG

organizations than males who are more likely to be emploYed in MANU and

CONS than are females. The greatest variation between groups is found in

HEWG organizations wheOe black females show an employment rate twenty-six

percent (26%) gt:eater than white males. A particularly large percentage

of white males are in WRT compared to black and hispanic males who tend to

be concentrated in SSRT and MANU respectively.
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11-6v

Sex, Race-Ethnicity, ace of Employment - Percent

HEWG MANU WRT TCU SSRT FINS FFF CONS N

Black Female 39 6 15 3 28 7 ...... 1 . (59)

White Female 26 15 2a 3 28 5 1 1 (205)

,

Rispanic Female 32 17 19 2 20 10 1 (128)

Black Male 21 10 15 5 39 3 1 6 (317)

White Male 13 18 25 3' 28 2 2 9 (175) l`*-

Hispanic Male 16 26 18 4 21 4 3 8 (108)

Other 25 15 5 0 40 15 0 0 ( 20)

TOTAL 1312

A comparison of white versus non-white youth indicates that non-white youth

outnumber whites tft'HEWG employment (29% t0%). In contrast, whites

show a higher rate of employment in both WRT (23% to 16%) and MANU (17% to

1 2% ) .

Difference, between black and white females are few with two possible excep-

tions. Black young women are more likely to have obtained employment in

HEWG (39% to 26%)., and white women are more likely to be in MANU (15% to 6%).

The heavier employment of black females in HEWG could be explained in part

by operating program access to HEWG organizations. The National Council of

Negro Women participants were more likely to hold employment in HEWG organi-

zations than were participants from any other program (41%). Hispanic

females are similar 6 other young women in employment setting although a

smaller proportion, than is the case with either, black o white females,

are found in SSRT.J/There are several differences between the males which

merit nottng. White males, as was the case with white females, are less

prevalent in HEWG than are black males. Hispanics and white males are more
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likely to be,in MANU than are black males. Black males, on the other hand,

are more heavily employed in SSRT than are either whites or.hispanics.

If we ask which organizations account for at least two thirds of the

employment of each sex-race-ethnicity group, we find the following:

Black Females

HEWG - 39%\
SSRT - 28%7 67%

White Females

SSRT - 28
HEWG - 26% 74%
WRT - 20%

Hispanic Females

HEWG - 32.
SSRT - 20%
WRT - 19%

71%

Black Males

SSRT - 39
HEWG - 21% 75%
WRT - 15%

White Males

SSRT - 28
WRT - 25% 71%
MANU - 18%

Hispanic Males

MANU - 26
SSRT - 21%
WRT - 18%
HEWG - 16%

81%

Again, operating program access to varying employment organizations would,

to some extent at least, help account for some of the observed variation

in job placement. La Raza, for example, had the largest percentage of

participants in MANU while National Urban League participants.were more

likely to find employl-in WRT. More than a third (35%) of all PPV

participants were working in SSRT; such was the case for only a small

proportion of NUL (13%), Job Factory (14%), and La Raza youth (15%).

Age is of course an important variable in,accounting for differences in

employment status, hours worked, and type of job held. Similarly, there

is an abundance of empirical evidence to show that educational achievement

is also a critical intervening variable. Found in Table 11-7 are relation-

ships between age, educational status and place of employmthit. The age
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groupings are based upon the approximate age of the youth at the time of

the employer interview. The edutational status of the youth is based upon

school status at the time of program entry. It is assumed that those who

were school dropouts at the time the IPP form was completed remained dropouts.

Further, although there would be some attrition, it is assumed that most of

those who were students did go on to complete their high school studies.

School status and age (as defined above) of sample youth were examined in

order to determine how these two variables were associated with job setting.

Because the distributions for those classified as "students" and those classi-

fied as "graduates" were quite similar, the two were combined into a single

category. Therefore, two groups are compared--high school students and

graduates Versus high school dropouts by two age divisions.

Table 11-7

School Status and Placement of Employment Percent

High School Student
or Graduate

HEWG MANU WRT TCU SSRT FINS FFF CONS N

18-20 yrs. old 29 14 23 2 23 7 1 1 (429)

High School Student
or Graduate
.21-24 yrs. old 27 12 19 4 28 9 1 1 (197)

High School Dropout
18-20 yrs. old 25 15 8 2 44 2 1 3 (212)

High School Dropout
21-24 yrs. old 24 13 15 5 34 5 1 5 (212)

The data presented in Table II-7.would more than suggest that age, at least

once employment is undertaken, is not as important an explanatory variable

as school or educational status, particularly among those youth ages 18
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to 20 years. Dropouts, ages 18-20 years, for example, are far less likely

than students or graduates to be employed in WRT (8% to 23%) and almost twice

as likely to be working in SSRT organizations (44% to 23%). For the older

youth,differences in educational status are less impressive, with the largest

discrepancy being in SSRT employment where older dropouts show a six percent

(6%) advantage. This same pattern holds true when there is control for the

sex and race-ethnicity of the youth. Beyond the age of adolescence (ages 21-24),

neither age nor educational status generate many differences in the employment

location of program participants and controls. For younger youth (18-20),

however, educational achievement does appear to play a significant role in

employment.

From the data collected in this study, we are unable to determine just what

job the youth hold, their wages, or whether they are full- or part-time employees.

We can, though, provide some more detailed information about the organizations

where they are or were employed. Such data, which deals with the characteristics

of employing organizatiods, will shed some light on the age and racial7ethnic

composition of the employing organization, as well as average entry level wages,

employee benefits, and employee turnover.

Characteristics of Employing Organizations

We turn now to a discussion of the characteristics of those organizations which

have participated in this study. Obviously the policies, precedures, and

products of an employer will play some part in the hiring and retention of

youth. Here we focus upon the size of these organizations; sex, race, and age

composition of the work force; wages and benefits provided to employees; and

whether or not special provisions are made for youthful employees.
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Number of Employees

The average number of full-time employees (30 hours Or more per week) at

work during a peak period for all work sites in this sample is 274. The

largest group of such employees is found in TCU where the average full-

time force is 629. The next largest is FINS with an average of 614

full-time employees. Organizations in the SSRT, CONS, and FFF categories'

tend to be small, employing less than 100 people.

The average number of Art-time and seasonal employees (30.hours or less

per week) is 77. There is less variance in the number of part-time employees

across organizations, with the largest being TCU again. The distributions

for all eight industrial categories are presented in Table 11-8 below.

Table 11-8

Organization Size by Industrial Classification'

Average Number of
Full-Time Employees

Average Number of
Part-Time Employees

HEWG 430 104

MANU 417 52

WRT 115 56

TCU 629 114

SSRT 99 78

FINS 614 52

FFF 70 28

CONS 84 35

It is interesting to observe that SSRT is 6e-only industrial classification

which shows approximately the same average number of both full- and part-time

employees. In every other type of organization, the former group outnumbers
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the latter. Restaurants and other organizations in the SSRT category

play a significant role in youth employment. Many of these youth are

employed on a part-time or temporary basis.

Employee Sex

Women constitute a larger segment of the work force than males in three

types of organizations: HEWG (65%), FINS (64%) and SSRT (54%). Males

outnumber females in all other organizations, particularly in CONS (85%),

FFF (78%), and TCU (68%). Across organization types, the average employer

in this sample reported that employees are about half male (47%) and half

female (53%).

Employee Race-Ethnicity

The overall racial-ethnic composition of the work force in this sample

shows that of alT employees An the average organization:

57% are White

29% are Black

11% are Hispanic

3% are Other

When these percentages are compared with the distribution of employees by

industrial classification in Table 11-9, it is apparent that whites are over

represented in MANU, FINS, and CONS. Blacks, 29% of the total sample, are

over represented in HEWG, TCU, and SSRT. [ilspanics, 11% of the employee

sample, are over represented in FFF and MANU.
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Table 11-9

Employee Race-Ethnicity by Industrial Classification - Percent

White Black His anic Other Total

HEWG 53 34 10 3 (100)

MANU 64 17 15 4 (100)

WRT 61 23' 14 ..-2 (100)

TCU 52 36 10. 2 (100)

SSRT 53 36 7 4 (100)

FINS 67 19 10 4 (100)

FFF 60 19 19 2 (100)

,

CONS 69 15 13 . 3 (100)

Percent of
all Employees (57) (29) (11) (3) (100)

Age

The overall age composition of the employees in organizations included in

this sample indicates that 16-21 year olds make up us over one-quarter

(7-28Z) of the total work force. The average age composition across work

settings is as follows:

a. 10% are 16-18 years of age

18% are 19-21 years of age

27% are 22-29 Years of age

22% are 30-39 years of age(

13% are 40-49 years of age

7% are 50-59 years of age

3% are over 59 years of age
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The following table illustrates employee age composition for each of

the eight industrial classifications.

Table II-10 ,

Average Employee Age and Industrial Classification

Percent
16-18 19-21 22-29 10-39 40-49 50-59 59+

HEWG 8 12 25 26 16 9

MANU 3 15 29 23 16 9

WRT 10 22 26 20 12 7

TCU 5 14 31 28 14 7

SSRT 17 22 28 15 10 5

FINS 2 13 31 26 13 12

FFF 10 21 33 17 13 4

CONS. 5 13 26 33 18 4

Total g of
all Employees

(10) (18) (27) (22) (13) (7)

4

5

3

1

3

3

2

1

(3)

Looking across each row, the average percentage of employees in each age

group is given for each work setting. For example, in the first row,

HEWG, the largest age groups are 22-29 (-P25%) and 30-39 year olds (m26%).

However, since our primary concern is with youth, we shall confine our

summarization of Table II-10 to the 16-21 year old columns.

Combining these two columns (ages 16-18 and ages 19-21) for each industrial

classification, we find that youth represent from 15% (FINS) to 39% (SSRT)

of th reported work force. By using the overall average percentage of

employees who are youth (28%) as a reference point, we can make some

judgements as to the types of job settings where youth are either over or

under-represented.
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Wages

The average hourly wages earned by young employees (ages 16-21) varies

by the type of employing organization. However, for all places of employ-

ment combined, the average lowest hourly wage is reported to be $3.69 and

the highest is $5.52. From T'able II-11 it can be seen that the lowest

wages are in those occupations which have ttlr highett percentages of

young employees: SSRT, and WRT. Conversely, those occupations in which

youth are a distinct minority tend to pay the highest wages: CONS, TCU,

and MANU. These differential wages do, no doubt, influence Job satis-

faction and probably contribute to job mobility among youth.

Table II-11

Rang ofHour1TyJa_gfsforYote11oees*

1981 Dollars

Low Middle High

HEWG 3.65 4.12 5.17

MANU 3.83 4.69 6.24

WRT 3.56 4.17 5.45

TCU 4.53 5.89 7.65

SSRT 3.41 3.86 4.84

FINS 3. 1 4.39 5.46

CONS 5.41 7.41 9.67

46*Includes average tips and commission if applicable.

Yet another interesting, but not surprising, relationship is found to

exist between sex and wages. Generally, the greater the proportion of

women employees in an organization, the lower the average hourly wage.

The correlation between percent of male employees and average wages per

hour was modest, but significantly positive (1-.25). Race and ethnicity

alone does not appe4r to play a part in average hourly wage variations.



In summary, those orgylzations employing the largest proportion of youth

tend to have the fewest full-time and/isr permpnent employees and offer the

lowest hourly wages. The problem becomes even more severe for females,

especially those working in organizations where women represent the

majority of all employees.

Work Settings

The information received from employer respondents shows that in the vast

majority (82%) of jobs that young people hold, there is a lot of-group

interaction among employees. Youth interaction with other employees is

less frequent in MANU and TCU where one-quarter of the employers reported

that little or no interaction.occurred between youth and their fellow workers.

As might be anticipated from the classification of industrial organizations,

the majority of work conducted by youth takes place indoors. Some 75%

of the employerfreport this to be the case. Outdoor work is most common in

FFF. A combination of indoor and outdoor work is found in TCU and CONS

organizations.

Union Membership

For the majority of positions held by young employees, union requirements

rarely exist. Overall, in'only 1E, or one out of six work settings is

such membership mandatory. Youth are much more likely to be union members

if they are employed in three types of organizations: TCU (43%), CONS (41%),

and MANU (26%). As noted earlier, these industries hire the smallest ot

percentage of employees 21 years or younger.
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Benefits and Entitlements \
Factors other than wages are associated with job satisfaction and, in turn,

job stability- Too often the benefits and entitlements of organizations
%

are not taken into consideration when assessments are made of youth in the

labor force.

Nearly three-fourths (73%) of all employer respondents report that there

are "regular annual or semi-annual pay increases for young employees."

Again, analysis of variations among employing organizations indicates that

such favorable wage policies are more likely to be found in those companies

that employ the fewest number of youth ages 16 to 21 years. This is

illustrated by the following comparison of percentages of employers who

have regular periodic pay increases. Note that the second set of organi-

zations are those which employ the greatest number of youth:

FINS - 88% WRT - 76%

MANU - 85% HEWG - 73%

TCU - 83% SSRT - 65%

. This finding is supported by the significant negative correlation that

exists between percent of youth employees and total nIumber of benefits

offered by the organization.

The relationship between employee age and wage policy does not hold up with

respect to merit sllary increments. All together, seventy perceht (70%)

of the empldyers provide young employees with "pay increases based on a

merit system." This procedure is most frequently present in FINS (90%)

and MANU (80%) organizations. Merit increments are much rarer in HEWG (59%)

and other types of organizations.
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No doubt there are some benefiis and entitlements which are provided

to all full-time employees regardless of age. At the same time, many,

if not all .benefits do require a probationary period of successful employment'.

The relatively high job mobility of young people wodld mean that many, at

least at the entry job level, will not actually take advantage of or

participate ilfthese various entAlement programs.

Table II-12

industrial Organizations and 1B2plef(ts/Entitlements

for Full-Time Employees

(Percentage oloaployers Providing Each)
HEWG MANU T. TCU SSRT FINS FFF CONS TOTAL

Paid Holidays 81 g5 7 80 .54' 93 62 62 74

Paid Vacations 78 92 82 , 80 68 96 62 56 77

Paid Sick Leave 76 57 61 73 35 88 46 48 58

Hospital or Medical 72 86 68 75 58 90 54 73 70

Educational Benefits 37 36 18 46 17 72 15 25 29

Pension Plan 39 43 32 77 18 50 23 33 34

Life Insurance 54 69 48 77 38 79 46 38 52

Profit Sharing 3 25 21 32 11 28 31 14 14'

Discounts on Products 1,1 48 57 16 44 .35 8 14 35

Free Transportation 6 4 2 7 4 7 8 10 5

611d Care Services 9 1 1 4 1 0 0 0 3

Other Fringe Benefits 18 16 15 20 21 25 23 10 18

Table 11-12 shows the percentage of employers who Teport providing each of

eleven different benefits to youth who are employed full-time. The table

indicates that over two-thirds bf all employing organizations offer paid

holidays and vacations and hospital-medical benefits. More than half offer

reimbursed sick leave and some kind of life insurance coverage. Only a
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handful of employers -offer fringe benefits such as profit sharing, fre,

transportatiOn or child care services.

To simplify comprehension of the data presented in Table 11-12, a summary

of the higks and lows for each benefit/entitlement is shown below. Free

transportation and child care benefits were omitted bqcause so few organi-

zations provide such benefits. Also note that because FFF is composed of

so few organizations (12), it too is excluded from this sumarization.

o

Sectors Mbst Likely
to Offer Benefit/

Entitlement

Sectors Least
Likely to Offer

Benefit '4

Paid Holidays '-ve MANU 95- ..CONS 62

FINS 93 SSRT 54
A

Paid Vacations FINS 96 SSRT 68
MANU 92 CONS 56

Paid Sick Leave FINS 88 CONS 48
HEWG 76 SSRT 35

Hospital or Medical FINS 90 WRT 68
MANU 86 SSRT 58

Educational Benefits FINS 72 WRT 18

cTCU d46 SSRT . 17

Pension Plan TCU 77 WRT 32
FINS 50 SSRT 18

Life Insurance FINS 79 SSRT 3
TCU 77 CONS 38

Profit Sharing TCU 32 SSRT 11

FINS 28 HEWG 3

Discount5 on Products WRT 57 CONS 14
MANU 48 HEWG 11

It is clear that FINS organizations are most likely to offer every benefit/

entitlement except di.scounts on products. Other sectors which score high

.as providers of several benefits are MANU and TCU. Conversely, an exami-

nation of the organizations least likely to offer voh of the benefits/

entitleTents shows SSRT, CONS, and WRT appearing most frequently.
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It is interesting tonoie that there is a fairly nice fit between the

likelihood of organizations offering youth employees benetits/entitlements
4

and the average proportion of youth employees in the organization. The

three highest benefit providers (FINS, MANU, and TCO employ relatively

small percentages of youth while two of the lowest providers (SSRT and

WRT) are major employers youth.

Whether or not access to or knowledge about benefits/entitlements plays

some role in job satisfaction assessments,or the careei- judgements made

by youth cannot be answered by thiszesearch. The data which is available

from this particular reseWch would suggest, however, that access to

benefits/entitlements tre less predictive of job mobility than is the

age of the employee. Keeping in mind, Of course, that age is also highly

correlated with where one works,,hours worked, the quality and status of that

work, and how the employee is perceived by co-workers and supervisors.

The importance of age of employee as a critical and predictive variable is

'§upported by emploYer responses tb numerous questions asked in this survey.

These data certainly make clear that employers do perceive significant

differences between older and younger workers. An example of the 'saliency

of age is found in anal;)611of data dealing with the hiring of new employees,

1

entry level jobs, and job turnover.

the average number of new full-time employees hired each year was estimated

by the employers interviewed to be eighty-four (84). There are significant

variations between the eight types of organizations with MANU, FINS, and

TCU reporting the highest annual rates of new empjoyment. Annual full-time

employment opportunities are less abundant in SSRT and WRT organizations,

\\ as can be seen in the following table.
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Table II-13
-

New Hires, Percent Youth, and Job Turnover Rate

No. New Full-
time Employees

HEWG MANU WRT TCU SSRT FINS FFF CONS TOTAL

Hired Annually 101 121 36 120 70 121 30 90 84

Percent New Full-
time Employees
Who Are Youth 35% 38% 50% 42% 50% 36% 51% 40% 43%

Annual Entry-Level
Job Turnover Rate 33% 39% 38% 33% 71% 31% 42% 63% 47%"

The percentage of youth in the pool of new full-time employees ranges from

50% (SSRT and WRT) to 35% (HEWG). Although the range is only 15%, it is

interesting to note that the estimates of SSRT and WRT employers confirm

earlier findings that the percentages of youth employees are greatest in

these two organizations.

The overall turnover rate indicates that about one out of two entry level

emplores are replaced on an annual basis. With the exception of SSRT and

CONS, the entry level turnover rate is fairly constant among all other

organizational types. Because the majority of new full-time youth employees

are hired into entry level jobs, there ;is a modest but significant positive

correlation between the proportion of youth employed in the organization

'and the entry level job turnover rdte (r=.23). This is supported by the

fact that SSRT organizations hire more youth than other types of organtzations

and they also report the highest average entry level job turnover rate (7=71%).

However, it should be noted that WRT organizations are alsd leaders in youth

employment and they report a reiatively modest average turnover rate (33%).

Hence, we can conclude that the variations in entry level job turnover can be

explained part4ally but not solely by differences in the age composition of
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organizations. Other factors related to employee characteristics must

explain why turnover rates are higher in some organizations. The overall

sex or racial-ethnic characteristics of the work force did not explain a ,

significant amount of the variance in employee turnover rates.. Correlations

ofyercent. male and percent white employees with turnover rate were in-

significantly small. However, two other characteristics of the work

environment which are related to employee age are also related to turnover

rate: salary and benefits. As already noted, correlations of salary and

number of benefits with percent of employees 21 years and younger were modest

but significant (r=-.24 and r=-.29 respectively). From these negative

correlations it may be concluded that in general, organizations with larger

percentages of youth employees tend to offer their staff lower pay and fewer

benefits. In addition, correlations of salary and benefits with turnover rate

were small but significant (r=-.11 and r=-.12 respectively).

This conclusion may not explain differences in turnover rates for the eight

categories of organizations as they are currently classified. F.or example,

WRT organizations hire the same proportiOn of youth employees into entry

level jobs as SSRT and offer only slightly better wages and benefits than

SSRT, but have only about half as large of an employee turnover rate. This

may be due to the fact that SSRT industries, which are composed largely of

food outlets, restaurants, and service stations, are perceived by youth as

temporary, gap filling places of employment. WRT organizations may be viewed

as presenting moreopportunities for the future. As will be discussed 'in

Chapter V. youth's assessments of the role and status of various work

settings is not that different from the perceptions and assessments of adults.

In fact, many employers applaud the courage and motivation of youth who do

leave entry level jobs in pursuit of challenging and rewarding work.
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A little more than three-fourths (77%) of the employers state that the

job turnover rate is higher among younger than older workers. As can be

seen in the following distribution, agreement with this statement does not

vary too much across industrial classifications:

a

GS.

Percent Agree
"Turnover Rate is Higher

For Young Employees"

(%)

HEWG 73

MANU 78

WRT 78

TCU 69

SSRT 81

FINS 85

FFF 85

CONS 61

No matter what type of organization, the majority of employer respondents

believe that youth are more likely to depart entry level jobs than are

adult workers. Again, however, it should be noted that this assessment

does not always reflect negative attitudes toward youth on the part of

employers.

Hiring

Responsibility for hiring of new youth employees was investigated by asking

respondents, "In this organization, who makes the final decision in hiring

youth?" Responses are distributed almost evenly between:

,Only the Supervisor 32%

Supervisor.and Other Administrators 31%

The "Front Office" or Personnel Office 28%

Other 9%

100% N=1308
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Hiring of youtN by the supervisor alone was most characteristic of the two

organizations which hire the largest proportions of youth, SSRT (42%) and

WRT (32%). Organizations most likely to require a cooperative hiring effort

were the typically white collar, professional employers, FINS (43%) and HEWG

(40%). However, hiring in FINS organizations is also frequentTy the

responsibilityof the front office or personnel office (34%). Centralized

hiring is the most frequent selection procedure followed-to TCU (43%) Wnich,

like FINS, tend to be large orrnizations.

Having some knowledge of and understanding about hiring practices of

organizations should be of value to youth seeking work. Presentation of

self as a serious job candidate may be enhanced by awareness of the actual

procedures of application, interviewing, and hirtng.

Over two-thirds (68%) of organizations do have a fixed probationary period

for all new employees. An additional four percent (4%) siy hat their

probation policy applies only to employees filling certain job.slots. Only ,

one emplo ecifies that his company's probation policy applies only to

youth employees.

While nearly-three-quarters (74%) df the organizations provide new employees

with some type of orientation program, only nine (9) employing organizations

offer special orientation programs for new youth employees. Another four

percent (4%) provide such programs for select employees who will be filling

"special" job slots. There is some variation among the eight types of

organizations with regard to the offering of orientation activities, with

HEWG organizations being the most inclined to offer them (86%) and CONS

companies the least likely (52%).
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Less than one-quarter of the organizations say that supervisors of.youth

employees are offered instruction in how to deal with young people. Youth

sensitivity programs are provided most frequently by HEWG (37%) employers.

Although these organizations are not the Major employers of youth in

general, they do account for a large number of job placements of youth in

this study. As noted earlier, given the large number of non-profit

agencies in the HEWG classification, it is not surprising that so many of

-// these agencies provide special training for youth supervisors.

It is interesting to note that less than one-fifth of the organizations

which are major employers of youth have implemented special sensitivity

training sessions for youth supervisors. Only 22% of the SSRT companies and

15% of the WRT firms offer this instruction to supervisors. Evidently the

managers of thee companies have concluded either that investment in this

type of instruction are not worth potential benefits, or experience has

taught-them that such supervisor awareness activities are of little'value.

As will be discussed in Chapter V, many employers feel hat young employees

ave "mature and irresponsible work attitudes which will net be greatly

altered because of changes in supervisor behavior. In addition, among

SSRT employers, there is the conviction that entry level youth employees

view their placements as temporary jobs rather than long range career commit-

ments. The large turnover of youth in these organizations would support

their conviction that youth are less committed to their jobs than other

employees and hence, there is little the employing organization can do to

offset or modify youth behavior.

Less than one out of ten (8%) respondents say that their organizations

provide a job counselor solely for youth employees. Such staff are most
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likely to be found in HEWG organizations which, again, hai.fe employed

a very large number of youth from federal job training programs.

While few organizations provide specialized job counseling for youth alone,

many do provide some kind of counseling services to all employees. The

counseling area and percentage of employers who provide each type of

service are:

Employee relations problems - 52%

Personal problems - 47%

Career planning - 35%

The organizations which most frequently report offering each of the above

forms of counseling are HEWG, TCU, and FINS. It therefore seems that

counseling services are less accessible in those organizations where youth

are a large portion of the total full-time work force. Again, there is

evidence that in those organizations where youth represent a significant

proportion of employees, particularly at the entry level, there is less

available in the way of "holding" or "retention" factors. There is less

counseling and guidance; less investment in training supervisors; lower

wages; fewer benefits and entitlements; and limited conviction that it

is possible or even desirable to attempt to alter the work behavior of entry

level youth employees.

Once youth gain full-time employment they are subject to policies, practices,

benefits, employer expectations, and conditions applicable to all full-time

employees. In some cases, organizations will attempt to better prepare

supervisors so that they might be more sensitive to and aware of youth

"attitudes and behavior. Still, there is little evidence to suggest that

employing organizations have either formalized br implemented age based
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work policies or practices. Age is of course an important variable in
el

who is hired, where, and for what kinds of work. Employers, as will be

pointed out in other chapters of this report, do have very firm opinions

about how younger employees differ from older employees.

The point here is that once full-time employment is achieved, young

workers are supposed to be treated no differently than full-time employees.

Whether or not such is the reality of the matter cannot be determined in

this particular inquiry.



CHAPTER III: ENTERING THE JOB MARKET: BARRIERS TO EMPLOYMENT

That youth encounter a variety of barriers and hurdles in seeking out

gainful employment has been well documented by other researchers. An

excellent example of such inquiry is found in the work represented by

Michael Borus and his associates at Ohio State University.
1

The NLS

data make quite clear that factors such as age; sex, race, and ethnicity

do act as barriers to employment and will account for variations in

earnings and benefits. The NLS data, as is the case with similar studies,

is based upon information collected from youth respondents. These data

reflect the experiences and recollection of the youth themselves. In this

chapter we look at the matter of barriers from the perspective of the

employer. The question asked is:

"What are the qualifications and criteria utilized by employers

in their assessment of youthful job applicants?"

Further, how do these qualifications and criteria vary by type of employing

organization?

In Table III-1 are the distribution of responses to two questions:

I: Which of the following are qualifications for full-time

positions to which youth might-apply?

II: Which of the following should be qualifications for full-time

positions to which youth might apply?
1

Clearly, these are declared qualifications and do not reflect hidden

discriminatory barriers such as race, sex, ethnicity, or other illegal

1

Pathways to the Future, Volume I. A report on the National Longitudinal
Surveys on Youth Labor Market Experience, 1979. Michael E. Borus and
associates of Ohio State University Center for Human Resource Research.
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or culturally inappropriate screening criteria. Respondents were not

asked, for obvious reasons, if they did in fact discriminate or establish

qualifications based upon sex or race.

OW the one hand are those qualifications which are being utilized and on

the other, those qualifications which employer respondents feel,should be

utilized.

Table III-1

qualifications for Full-Time Employment for Youth

Quaaification

Qualifications
Utilized
% Yes

Qualifications
Desired
% Yes D>U

Age
,8

81 (-4)

Ability to Read 83 89 (+6)

Personal Appearance '2 82 85 (+3)

Ability to Write 81 87 (+6)

Ability to do Basic Math 69 76 (+7)

Job Training by Employing Organization 68 71 (+3)
_

Job References 62 66 (+4)

Previous Job Training or Work Experience 32 39 .. (+7)

Physical Examination 32 42 (+10)

High School 'Diploma 30 43 (+13)

Table III-1 provides a number of interesting and perhaps striking outcomes.

All employers declare some level of qualifications or 6riteria for youth

employment. All but a small percentage of organizations have at least four re-

quirements which youth must meet in order to become employed full-time:

44% have 7 to 10 qualifications
44% have 4 to 6 qualifications
12% have 1.to 3 qualifications
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Further, as many employers place an importance upon the need for an ability

to read and write as cite the saliency of personal appearance. Interestingly,

previous job training or work experienCe ranks at the bottom of the qualffi-

cation ladder. This finding might not be considered surprising given the

fact that most youth are hired at the entry job level. On the other hand,

Table III-1 does show that almost two-thirds (62%) of employers note that

references from previous employers is a qualification for full-time employment.

Hence, further evidence is provided of the importance employers place on work

related attitudes and behavior as opposed to job skills and job training.

Shifting to t e right hand column of Table III-1, it can be observed that

A

most employer respondents do endorSe the qualifications established by their

organizations. In only one case (age) is there any drop in the difference

between qualifications practiced and qualifications preferred. That quali-

fication is age and the difference is four percent (4%). The greatest

discrepancy is found in the matter of the high school diploma as a barrier

to youthful full-time employment. Although fewer than one-third of the

respondents report that their organizations do require a high school diploma--

nearly half of the respondents believe that the possession of the diploma

should be a job entrance qualification. The value placed upon the holding of a

high school diploma may have as much to do with the seeking of c'ertified evidence

of appropriate cognitive skills as jes with seeking evidence of stability

and responsibility. The military, for example, has concluded that the

single best predictor of attrition during the first term of military enlistment

is earning of the high school diploma. Again, not because the high school

diploma is in itself a guarantee of ability to read at a minimal level or to

solve rudimentary math problems, but rather as a symbol of endurance,
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stability and determination. For many employers, it is speculated, ompleting

high school is considered indicative of the proper work attitude.

While there are high levels of consensus among employers as to the

nec'essity for entrance quaWicitions, there are significant qualifications

by employers in different industrial organizat'ions.

Breakdowns by industrial classification produce the following ranges in

terms of the percentage of organizations requiring each entrance qualification:*

High Percentage
Qualification( Requiring

Age FINS (93%)
TCU (92%)

Ability to Read FINS (98%)
HEWG (89%)

Personal Appearance FiNS (97%)
SSRT (87%)

Ability to Write FINS (98%)
HEWG (86%)

Ability to do Basic Math FINS (85%)
WRT (82%)

Job Training by Employing FINS (83%)

Organization HEWG (71%)

Job References

Previous Job Training or Work
Exper,tence

Physical Examination

High School Diploma

FINS (69%)
HEWG (66S)

'CONS (61%)
TCU (49%)

TCU (60%)
HEWG (60%)

FINS (64%)
HEWG (50%)

*FFF was omitted due to small sample size (N013). 4

52
49

Low Percentage

1

Requiring

CONS (710
WRT (84%)

CONS-(66%)
SSRT (77%)

CONS (53%)
MANU (61%)

CONS (63%)
MANU (75%)

CONS (60%)
MANU (61%)

TCU (59%)
MANU (62%)

SSkT (59%)
WRT (60Z)

WRT (24%)
SSRT (28%)

SSRT (1350
WRT (19%)

SSRT (1650
CONS (17%)
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Of the ten practiced entrance qualificatios, nine are most fully aced

by organizations falling within the FINS and HEWG, typically white collar

grouping. It is only in the demand for a previous training or work experience
411k

where FINS and HEWG employers 4.rd not the most stringent in job entrance

qualifications.

It would be reasonable to assume that there would be some positive correlation

between number and kinds of entrance qualifications 4nd such factors as

employee wages, benefits, and entitlements. Analysis of these data would

suggest that such is not always the case. For example, constrmction organi-

zations (CONS) report the highest average hourly wages for young employees,

but'rank among the lowest of all organizational groupings in qualification

demands. FINS is highest in both entrance qualification expectations and

employee benefits, yet average, in reported hourly wages. TCU organizations

are not among the leaders in entrance qualifications or benefits, but are among

the highest in average hourly wages paid to youth employees. HEWG organizations

are low, in comparison to other organizations, in both number and kind of

benefits and wa4.5, yet do,report that potential employees must meet quite a

few entrance qualifications.

The two organizational types where the expected relatiOWSMp between qualifi-

cation and wages-benefits is found are SSRT and WRT. Both pay lower average

hourly, wages, provide comparatively little in the way of benefits and impose

very few entrance level employment barriers. The two also report having the

largest proportion of 16-21 year old employees. The age factor does then
.

appear as a critical vaMable in explaining differences in entry level qualifi-

cations, wages, and benefits.
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,Generally, the findings are reflective of a system which operates effi-
N,

cientiy in absorbing new young workers into those jobs which are viewed

as bring most appropriate for young, first time, entry level novices. The

jgates are owned most widely to the unskilled and inexperienced for entry

into.those jobs which demand the(Aleast in the way of experience or skill.

That the system operates efficiently in channeling many young'people into

limitAd job openings is not to say that the system operates effectively or

equitably. For one, it tends to treat youth as a monolith--utilizing age

as a critical and frequently overriding variable. For another it utilizes

entry qualifications which way in fact be unrelated to job performance.

Third, it may not allow some youth to practice and apply already acquired

job skills. Fourth, it restricts the range of work opportunities and work

settingsfavailable td the young: Fifth, it is a system which lacks con-

sistency in matching,qualification with job assignment, wages, and benefits.

It places, with few exceptions, strong emphasis upon educational credentials

without much apparent evidence of the nee for and benefits to be derived

from such credentials. Finally, it is a syômwhich continues to perpetuate

the popular myth of youth as individuals incapable of being serious, respon-

sible, and productive workers. Again, the young are channeled into jobs

where, full time or not, there is little expectation on the part of the

employer or employee that the young worker will remain with that job. Both

employer and employee view the job as temporary, a stepping stone at best,

a first stop on the road to more attractive, more challenging adult work.

These are jobs made easy to obtain and easy to leave. Yet, when the

young employee does leave, the reaction on the part of many employers and

much of the public is frequently one of hostility and wonderment.
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It would be more reasonable and realistic to view these jobs as "kid jobs

///

for kids." ,Puzzlementwould be more understanding.if in fact young people

chose to remain with these less desirable entry level jobs on more than a

.4
temporary bas.4. No doubt an adult retaining similar employment would be

considered lacking in motivation, ambition, or intelligence.

Some 85% of the employers report that.the age of the youthful applicant is

a critical factor in hiring for full-time jobs. The most liberal cutoff

was age.16, the policy of 46% of the employers. As might be expected, those

most likely to accept full-time workers at age 16 are organizations which

have the largest proportion of young workers: SSRT and WRT. Only a small

percentage of the remainder of employe7 required that youth be older than

age 18. More than one-half of the employers in MANU, TCU, and CONS required

that youth be 18 or older in order to seek full-time employment.

Age is an important factor and Should be considered in both the design of

youth employment-programs and in the expectations of youth. Providing inten-

sive job skill training to youth 'under age 18 may result in discouragement (

for those who will not find the opportunity to apply those skills until a

later age. Employers who hire the youngest ofyouth are more inclined to

stress the importance of proper work attitude and educational qualifications

rather than job skills.

As illustrated in Table III-1, next to age, ability lo read and write and

personal appearance arethe most prevelant employmAt qualifications. Fewer

employers required an ability to do basic mathematics, although it was

listed as a qualification by over two-thirds of them.
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The need for a sound educational background, particularly in the basic

skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic, is quite prevelant in the

responses of employers. Certainly the data obtained from employers would

support the proposition that at the entry level at least these basic

educational skills are considered to be more important than prior work

experience or job training. Further, many employers feel that much of

the problem of youth unemployment could be reduced were our public schools

to function more effectively in the education of the young. The question

of just what is required to enhance the successful employability of youth,

more specifically Osadvantaged youth, does have serious policy implications.

There are those who would take the positilon that basic education-educational

achievement is the most salient factOr in explaining high rates of un-

employmei among low income youth. Others place a greater emphasis upon

the lack of work experience and marketable job skills. Still others would

argue that the most important variables are motivation and attitude. That

youth, again more specifically low income youth, for whatever the reasons,

lack the necessary desire to obtain and hold employment. No doubt each of

these factors as well as cyclical economic conditions, discrimination
_-)

minimum wage, and demographic shifts do impact on who among the young look

for what types of jobs, job behavior, job retention, and job mobility.
1

More recently in a U.S. General Accounting Office report entitled, "Labor

Market Problems of Teenagers Results Largely from Doing Poorly in School,"

findings were presented, which are quite contrary to prevalent wisdom.

1
John Cogan, "The Decline in Black Teenage Employment, 1950-1970."
A working paper from the National Bureau of Economic Research; Hoover
Institution, 1981.
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Namely, this G.A.O. report states:

"Measured unemployment is not a good indicator of how many

teenagers are having serious labor market problems. This

conclusion was reached by G.A.O. which also reports that not

doing well in school is a major component of the problem.

G.A.O. could find no evidence that being out of work occasionally

as a teenager had any advehse effect on future job success or

on the tendency to commit crime while a teenager.

More pertinent to our discussion is the following point made by the G.A.O.:

"This information on the types of services the youth receive in

employment and training programs suggests that recent Federal

programs have emphasized meeting the immediate and short term need

for jobs. The results of our analysis suggests a very different

emphasis. In our view, the characteristics of youths indicate that

a far greater need exists for services designed to enhance their

basic skills and employability.
3

,

Further, the G.A.O. report goes on to make the following needs estimates:

"Using the subgroup characteristics to assess the types of services

required, we conclude that among disadvantaged youths, 184,000 need

jobs, 644,000 need their basic skills improved, and 134,000 need

both jobs and remedial services.
"4

2.
Labor Market Problems of Teenagers." U.S. General Accounting Office,
Washington, D.C., March 29, 1982.

3
Ibid, P. 46

4
Ibid, p. 52
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Citation of these findings does not imply endorsement by the co-authors of

this report. In fact we would raise some very serious questions as to

what we see as puzzling leaps between data and conclusions. Inclusion here

is rather to make the point that there is little consensus among researchers

as to the specific factors which do contribute to the employment experience

and_behavior of different segments of the youth population. Further,

that the conclusions drawn by G.A.0.--that is the significance of basic

educational skills as an enhancer of youth ethployability--as opposed to job

traininTand job experience--is certainly.supported by what employers told

us they look for when hiring low income, entry level youth.

(Although this research cannot answer the question as to what empl ers

consider to be an "ability to read," "ability to write," or "ab lity to

do basic4thattlematics," an attempt was made to learn more about how employers

assessed the abilities of youthful applicants. They were asked what tests

or procedures are used to select youth for jobs in order to find out how

they make judgements about the abilities of applicants.

The outcomes of this particular inquiry are surprising and puzzling and

suggest perhaps that while employers do pay lip service to the importance

of basic education skills, other entry criteria may be of equal or even

greater importance. On the one hand, as has already been noted, employers

state that they have entrance qualifications and believe these qualifications

need be enforced. On the other hand, as Table 111-2 illustrites, only a

small percentage of employers say that they have standardized procedures in

place for selection among young ethployment candidates.
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Table 111-2

Procedures Used in Selecting Youth Applicants

Procedure Percept Using,
Civil Service Test 5

Oral Test 10

Written Test 18

Performance Test 19

Personal Interview 97

While virtually all employers require a personal interview, few require tests

of any form. Since twice as many employers require basic reading and wrtting.

skills as require a high school diploma, how employers measure these skills

remains a mystery. Clearly, assessment is not made through standardized tests

or on the basts of some objective measurement. The absence of measurable or

performance criteria probably contributgs.to suspicions of discrimination

among yoAh; that is, sex or race, not ability or motivation, is the critical

variable in who gets hired. No doubt there is some practice of statistical

discrimination on the part of some employers. That is, employers may prefer

to hire members of certain groups (e.g., whites, males, adults, high school

graduates) because, on the averagg,membersof that group have more of the

characteristics conducive to good job performance.

As Paula England pointS out:

"By using group averages to make hiring decisions, employers avoid

the costs of getting the information from each individual applicant

that would allow them to predict productivity thus, statistical

discrimination occurs whenever an individual is judged on the basis

of the average characteristics of the group..,to which he or she

belongs rather than upon his or her own personal characteristics."
5

5
Paula England, "Explanations of Occupational Sex Segregation: An Interdis-
ciplinary Review," Unpublished manuscript, January, 1981.
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Again, this research can neither confirm nor deny the existence of age, sexual,

racial, and educational discrimination in the youth job market. What the data

do tell us is that the majority of employing organizations' do not provide youth-

ful candidates with tests or some other format which wovld provide the employer

with evidence of the candidates'writing, reading or arithmetfc ability. The

personal interview and prior work references, while helpful and even necessary,

are not sufficient to assess those cognitive skills which most employers say

applicants must possess if they are to qualify for full-time employment. Those

organizations Which use tests most frequently are those which emPloy smaller

proportions of youth. This finding is illustrated in the following list of

tests and the types of employers who use them the mot frequently:

Performance Tests:' FINS 37% TCU 32%

Written Tests: HEWG, 38% TCU 30%

Oral Tests: HEWG 17% TCU 11%

Civil Service Tests: HEWG 16% TCU 16%

It was also discovered that larger organizations (those who employ more people),

have more selection proceddres (r=.16)*.

As there are qualifications for job entrance, there are also behaviors or condi-

tions which wouid disqualify youth from full-time employment. In Table 111-3

are presented the percentage responses to a question dealing with the factors

which would disqualify youth from getting a job.

Table 111-3

Factors Which Disqualify Youth For Employment

Disqualification Percent Uiing Factor

Record of Drug Abuse 43

Record of Alcoholism 37

Prison Record 35

Arrest Record 28

Limited English Speaking Ability 2?

Handicaps (visual, speecii, etc.) 20

Other Health Problems 60 18

Indebtedness 8

Overweight 7
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The disqualifications listed cover a wide range of behaviors and conditions,

including asocial or delinquent attributes as well as those over which

the applicant may have little control. Not- lurprisingly, it is evidence

of the former which is most likely to preclude youth from employment.

How employers learn about past transgressions of applicants or what flexi-

bility they practice in making judgements about the severity of an offense

cannot be determined by this particular study. What these data do show

is that there is much more consensus among employers in the area of entrance

qualifications than there is in the matter of disqualifications. It should

be noted from Table 111-3 that no sfngle disqualification was endoried by

a majority of the employer respondents. These findings suggest that employers

place more importance on the applicant's ability to read or write than they

do on the applicant's behavioral record. Obviously this conclusion cannot

be drawn from this study. On the contrary, the stress which respondents

consistently place on proper work attitude and behavior of youth would suggest

that the importance of behavioral disqualifications is being understated.

Had the question, for example, been worded, "Which of the following is most

likely to prevent you from employing a youthful applicant: a record of drug

use or an inability to do basic mathematics?" the outcome might have been

quite different from that which was obtained in this study. A future research

inquiry dealing in greater detail with the weight employers place upon

qualifications and disqualifications would help to clarify inconsistencies in

this area.

There are a number of interesting and significant differences between the

eight organizatio/Ial clusters in llow their representatives rank these dis-

qualifications. For those disqualifications endorsed by at least a fifth

of the respondents we find the following variations:-

z
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Disqualification

,Record of Drug Abuse

Record of Alcoholism

Prison Record

Arrest Record

Limited English Speaking Ability

Handicaps (visual, speech, etc.)

High Percentage Low Percentage

Endorsing Endorsing

WRT (53%) MANU (35%)

TCU (46%) CONS.(27%)

WRT (41%) FINS (28%)

SSRT (41%) CONS (23%)

FINS (59%) MANU (18%)

WRT (42%) CONS (10%)

FINS (41%) MANU (11%)

WRT (36%) CONS (10%)

FINS (32%) MANU (12%)

TCU (25%) CONS (18%)

CONS (35%) FINS (15%)

TCU (32%) HEWG (13%)

One possible explanation for the pattern of organizations in the first

column of percentages is that WRT and FINS are composed largely of white

collar organizations where employees handle large amounts of currency and.

frequently interact with customers. Therefore it makes sense that the

employment of youth with records of delinquency or asocial behavior would b9

prohibited in these work settings.

Physical handicaps are important barriers for youth seeking employment in

CONS and TCU organizations, many of which require physical stamina and

endurance.. However, looking at the second column of percentages, it is clear

that CONS organizations, along with those in MANU, are the most lenient in

their willingness to hire youth who would be disqualified. from working in

other settings.
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Whether the interpretations offered do represent organizational reality and

intent cannot be determined here. More important, however, is an under-

standing of the practices and behaviors of employers in the screening of

youth who are seeking full-time, and for the most part, entry level employ-

ment. Entry level is stressed since for youth,that is precisely the level

at Which the majority of youth do enter full-time employment. We have

found though, that entrances into the labor market, even at the novice

level, is not without its barriers and at times questionable prattices.

Employers do set qualifications. for job entry and a significant number,

though not the majority, will disqualify applicants who_fail to meet certain

behavioral, verbal, and health expectations. We have found that there seems

to be more in the way of qualifications than disqualifications; though this

result may be more the product of the way questions were structured than

a reflection of reality.
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CHAPTER IV: EMPLOYER EXPERIENCES WITH AND ASSESSMENTS OF

YOUTH EMPLOYEES

There is more than a little consensus among employers as to what they

believe are the areas in which entry level youth employees are in need

of better preOaration. Table IV-1 illustrates the distribution of re-

sponses to the question:

"Which of the following are the three areas in which theft

is the greatest need for young employees to be better prepared?"

Table IV-1

Employers' Impressions of Preparation Needs

Area Percentage of Agreement

Work Attitudes 75

Basic Education 56

Knowledge of Proper Behavior on the Job 56

Job Skills 36

Interpersonal Relations 33

Technical Education 16

As Table IV-1 indicates, three quarters of all respondents note the need for

better preparation in the area of work attitudes. "Work attitudes" is

hardly a specific term and no doubt encompass6s a wide range of behavtors.

A better fix on just what employers mean by "work attitudes" is discussed

in Chapter V of this report. In that chapter the focus is upon how employers

compare older and younger workers. For the moment it is sufficient to point

out that when respondents talk about the less than desirable work attitudes

of the young they are referring to both the unpredictability of working youth

and perhaps a perception of youth as.lacking a serious adultlike, commitment
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to the employer and the job. The unpredictability of these young workers

is manifest in tardiness, absenteeism, and abrupt, unannounced departures

.from the job. Adults, as will be noted in Chapter V, are considered to be

more dependable, reliable, and predictable. Since youth have fewer familial

and financial obligations they can, according to employers, be somewhat

more cavalier in their job behaviors. While employers recognize that the

young do have this greater flexibility and frequently leave a current job

for a better job, they would prefer to see much iliore in the way of tradi-
----

tional, adult-like job behavior. They want 'to see behavior and attitudes

which are more reflective of an appreciation for, and concel2n with the

needS and expectations of the employer.

Table IV-1 shows also that a majority of employers see a need for improvement

in the basic educational background of youthful employees. Knowledge of

proper behavior on ;he job is also mentioned by over one-half df the respon-

dents. Specific job skills and interpersonal relations.have the endorsement

of about a third of the employers. The area least frequently mentioned is.

"technical education."

The lack of emphasis placed upon job skills and technical education is not

surprising given the nature of the jobs assigned to entry level employees.

In most Cases these are not jobs which require significant technical skill

or specialization. Thek are jobs which call for a minimal level of verbal

and math skills and some assurance of employee dependability. The employers

expect a warm body capable of handling' rudimentary responsibilities and

functions. Therefore the outcomes to this question should not be too

surprising. At this level of employment, the employers do not expect.youth

who will be well versed in advanced job skills or technical education. What,
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they do expect is the .mastery of basic academic skills, adherence to the

work schedule, and awareness of appropriate employee behavior.

Table IV-2

Organizational Type and Preparation Needs

Preparation Needs HEWG MANU WRT TCU SSRT FINS FFF CONS

Work Attitudes 72 77 77 73 80 68 69 62

Basic Education 64 53 59 64 49 71 46 35

Knowledge of Proper
Behavior on the Job 50 60 54 59 63 44 62 38

Job Skills 40 40 34 25 28 44 .23 58

Interpersonal Relations 36 20 33 39 35 31 38 25

Technical Education 18 25 11 14 10 21 8 33

(352) (173) (239) (44) (388) (68) (13) (52)

In Table IV-2 the six perceived needs areas are examined for each of the

eight organizational types. Certain aspects of the pattern of responses

support the conclusions drawn from Table IV-1. Although a majority of

respondents feel that there is a great need for young.employees to be better

prepared in work attitudes and appropriate on-the-job behavior, those in

SSRT are most likely to state these as two areas of paramount importance.

Improvement in basic education, job-skills, and technical education are viewed

as impo'rtant the least frequently by SSRT emp3oyers.

Emphasis on basic education is most evident in FINS organizations where

youth would be most inclined to be'assigned paperwork. Similarly, job

skills are also frequently endorsed by FINS employert: Organizations wheft

manual skills are required (CONS, MANU) exprdss thg strongest need for

improved job skills and technical education. There is léss variance across

organizational classification with respect to the importance3hat the
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employers place on interpersonal,relations. However, this quality is

of least concern in organizations where typically a great deal of physical_

labor is conducted (CONS, MANU).

Although"it can be assumed that regardless of the type of organization,

youth are most likely to fill entry level jobs, it 'is apparent from Table

IV-2 that those entry level jobs have very different requirements. Entry

level jobs in some organizations demand cognitive-or technical skills

while others simply require appropriate work attitudes and a certain degree

of commitment. However, adolescence is a developmental stage charact zed

by experimentation, mobility, and the desire for immediate gratification;

traits which usually do not result in loyalty to an employer.

To substantiate the adolescent developmental picture described earlier, we

can look at'the repsons why young people leave their employment. Three

reasons are cited by employer respondents. They are listed below in order

of the frequency with which each is said to be the most typical reason for

the termination of employment for youth:

1. Voluntary Termination (quit) 73%

2. Laid Off 13%

3. Involuntary Termination (fired) 14%

According to employers, in seven out of ten cases, youth cho9e to leave a

current job. In the rest of the cases departure is explained almost evenly

by involuntary termination or a reduction in work force.

As the following table displays, there are significant differences in

factors associated with job separat.i-efl across industrial organizations.



Table IV-3

Most Typical Reason for Youth Termination
of Employment by Organization Type

Reason HEWG MANU WRT TCU SSRT FINS eFFF

Quit 70 76 75 65 78 83 77

Fired 11 13 17 14 17 12 0.

Laid Off 19 11 8 21 5 5 23

çpus

44

6

50

Voluntary termination occurs most frequently in FINS organizations. As

was noted in Chapter III, these orgalhizations tend to have relatively high

job entrance qualifications and employ only older (19-21 year old) youth.

Older youth and those who are selected more carefully probably have better

qualifications and are therefore able to *it their jobs in favor of more

, attractive employment. In fact, when FINS employers were asked for the most

ypical.reason
why youth voluntarily quit their jobs, acceptance of a

better job was the response of the majdrity (58%). This was lea.4' likely

belthe case among CONS employees (34%) who max be restricted in finding

better employment due to union control. . Combining l industrial classi-

fications, employers s ate the following a s che most popular reasons for

youth quitting their jobs:

Acceptance of a better job (higher
pay, better hours, etc.) 43%

Uninterested in work (no reason specified) 33%

Personal Reasons (family, child-birth, etc.) 24%

Although there is little variance among organizations with respect to

the percentage of employers who feel that youth q because they are unin-
.

terested in work, this reason is particularly popular among MANU (36Z) and

SSRT (35%) employers. Personal reasons for quitting are cited most frequently
a

in CONS (34) and TCU (32%), organizations which are typically unionized.
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Involuntary, termiiiation (firing) is most frequebt In SW. and WRT, the

two organizations which employ the largest proportion of yout4, particularly

16-18 year olds. .These organizations may also be characterized as having

lenient employee selection procedures.. Therefore, involuntary termination

seems to be most typical of those organizations employing younger teens into

jobs which require only minimal skills.

tot

Across all organizations, the following five reasons are cited by employers

as being among the three-most typi6a1 ones for youth -being fired:

Absenteeism 72%

Iriadequate job performance 50%

Improper attitude 45%

Tardiness 43%

Deviation from work rules 35%

Firing is predicated on tardiness and'absenteeism most often in MANU industries.

Interestingly, firing is based on improper.attitude most often in SSRT and

WRT organizations, both of which are major employers of youth. Deviation

from work rules and inadequate job Performance result in firing most often in

FINS organizatiOns. 4

Involuntary termination and quitting are not common in CONS organizations

which ar often unionized and where-employees ATe expected to have some trade

skills and technical expertise upon job entry. However, lay offs are reported
IP

to be highest in CONS industries where high interest rates affect employee

termination decisions.

o.

Employers were asked to'indicate which problems they perceive to be serious

among their youth employees. The 'average employer noted three serious



-problems.from the list-of ten:shown in Table IV-3. The problems selected

for this question were meant.to represent a Wide range of attitudinal,

(
behavioral, anct conditional factors which migh affect employee performance.

Table IV-3

Problems of Youth Employees as Perceived by Supervisors

Problem Percent Selecting

Improper Attitude f 64

Transportation 38

Domestic Problems 30

Drugs 25

Child Care 19

Drinking 19

Trouble with the Law 11

Health Problems 7

Languade Difficulties 6

Indebtedness, 7

Other 11
.

(N=1329)
-

One interesting feature of the table above is that the only problem which

generated agreement from more than one-half of the" respondents is "improper

attitude." The fact that maintenance of an appropriate work attitude is

a particular problem among .yOuth will be further supported by the comments

of employers discussed in Chapter V.

Comparison data on older and younger workers was not collected for each of

the other nine problem areas. Hence, it is impossible to conclude whether

the next three most important issues, transportation, domestic problems, and
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drugs are more problematic for younger or older employees. Although the

question did specify that supervisors respond with reference to youth

employees, the problems they list may be problems among older workers as

well. Regardless of which population suffers more, many of the problems

are no doubt exacerbated by the age and socio-economic status.of young

entry level workers.

Less than one-quarter of the employers agree on the seriousness of more

than four of the ten problems listed. For those problems deemed important

by at least 25% of the respondents, the following variations occur among

industrial organization types:

- Improper Attitude: This is a problem cited about equally 6§-

frequently by all employers except those in

CONS, only 50% of whom consider their youth

employees to have an attitude problem.

Transportation: This problem is of about equal concern to all

employers, regardless of organizational type.

Domestic Problems: Problems at home are of particular concern to,

HEWG employers, 39% of whom checked this response.

Drugs: Drug abuse is of especially great concern to those

and MANU employers, and of least concern to those

in FINS.

After addressing the problems of youth, employers were -a8ed whether ,their

organization makes any accommodationS for young employees (i.e., create jobs,

modify or .thange rules, etc.). Across all organizations, 32% of the

employers say that they do ake accomodations for youth. Their responses

by industrial classification are-given table below.
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Table IV-4,

Organization Tipe and AcComodatians Made for Youth

HEWG MANU WRT TCU SSRT FINS FFF CONS

Yes 42 21 27 39 31 30 31 22

No 58 79 73 61 .69 70 69 78'

HEWG and TCU organizations are more inclined to make accommodations for

youth than other employers, It may be that several of the organizations

in both of these categories are nonprofit or public sector agencies which

have more leeway in bending their policies for certain employees.

Some of the employers who said that their organizations do make accommo-

dations for youth explained the ways in which such accommodations are made.

The most frequently reported accommodation was allowing flexible hours so

that youth can work around their school schedule. Several employers did

not mention time schedules specifically but rather "general flexibility to

accommodate youth." The next most popular area in which accommodations are

made is hiring. Employers reported hiring youth from governmen programs,

0

special school programs and,htrin9 youth for summer jobs. In a dition ta

scheduling and hiring, severaf employers say that they "do not demand as

much of youth and give them extra support." Certain jobs are created or

targeted for youth who are given an "easy break-in period."

youth are hired without experience and "trained from scratch.

n some cases,

Only a

few emploYers mention providing transportation or flexible hours eue to

child care or transportation problems.
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Although this particular'study does focus upon the attitudes and experiences

of youth employers there are certain data provided, by youth employees which

would be helpful to this discussion of job retention and attrition.

Through a merging of information from the eight month follow up study and

the employer survey, it is possible to locate the most recent full tiime job

held by program participants within the framework of the eight-part industrial

organization classification system. In this way we are able to learn more

about the relationship between organizational work setting and job assignment.

The commentary which follows is based upon data obtained only from program

participants who currently held or had held full-time jobs. The sample size

for this set of items was N=376 because eight month follow-up data was only

available for the spring 1981 (Phase I) youth.

Each questiqn is presented with the distribution of responses for the eight

organization types.>

What Are Your Feelings About the Kihds of Work You Do (Did)?

Percent

Great--I like

HEWG WT SSRT MANU FINS TCU CONS FFF TOTAL

it a lot 56 35 40 38 54 25 80 20 44

It's OK 42 59 54 59 46 75 20 80 52

Don't like the
work at all 2 6 6 3 4

N= 102 82 79 58 28 12 -10 5 (376)

Keeping in mind the significant variation in sample sizes between the eight

organizational types, we find satisfaction,to be highest among youth employed

in CONS and lowest for those in TCU. The two non-customer oriented, white
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collar organizations, HEWG and FINS, receive an-enthusiastic evaluation

from a little more than half of their youthful employees. The very small

number of youth indicating a strong distaste for their work can be attributed

to the high rate of job mobility among young people. As noted earlier,

these youth do not stay with jobs which they consider to be unsatisfactory.

There is much more in the way of diversity of opinion when program parti-

cipants are asked a question dealing with wages.

How's Your Pay for the Kind of Work You Do (Did)?

Percent

HEWG WRT SSRT MANU FINS TCU CONS FFF TOTAL

Good pay for
what I do 33 28 25 33 25 33 50 20 30

Just about
what it 45 41 49 36 50 50 30. 60 44

should be

A lot less
than the job 21 31 26 31 25 17 20 20 26 .

is worth

N... 102 81 79 58 7'28 12 10 5 (375)

Progra parcipants tend to be almost evenly divided at the extreme ends

of the ge scale dimension. A little more than a fourth believe the wage

paid wa§- either "good" for the worKdone or "a lot less" than the job

was worth. The remainder, about one out of every four, believe they

received a fair wage for their work. Those most enthusiastic about the pay

they receive were in CONSthe same industry which generated the highest

level of job satisfaction: At the same time, the wage factor does not

appear to account for the lower degree of work satisfaction expressed by .

employees in TCU jobs. 'Thlt group is most likely to indicate that they
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consider their pay to be satisfactory or good. A comparison of the

responses to these two -q-'1.idffions (wages and job satisfaction) suggests

that both the actual wage received and ,,assessment of the fairness of that

wage for the job being done are factors at play when youth evaluate overall

satisfaction with a job.

A question dealing with the "worthwhileness" of the job produces an overall

distribution which resembles the findings on job satisfaction in that there

were very few negative responses.

When you finish a days work, do (did) you feel like you did something worthwhile?

Percent

HEWG WRT SSRT MANU FINS TCU CONS FFF TOTAL

Almost Always 68 56- 39 52 64 67 50 40 56

Sometimes 30 37 44 41 32 25 50 60 37

Almost Never 2 7 17 7 4 8 7

N.-- 102 82 79 58 29 12 10 5 (376)

Whether they were talking about curi.ent employment or a most recent full time

job, the majority of participants report a consistent feeling of having done

e
a job which was worthw e. That sense of value placed on the job was highest

for those employed i (68%) and TCU (67%). As was the case in an

examination of wages, value placed on the job does not help explain the low

level of overall job satisfaction expressed by TCU youth employees. These

data do show that the majority of youth employed,in SSRT, although not overly

critical about the equity of their wages and overall feelings about the work

they do, seldomly feel that the work they do is worthwhi10. Given the nature

of many of the jobs that fall into the SSRT category, this finding should not

be surprising. These are frequently the first full time jobs held by the
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youngest segment of the youth cohort. They are jobs which,are held for

a relatively short period of time: require minimal skills or credentials,

and do not produce surprises for new entrants. They have a fairly clear

Octure of what the job entails as well as' wages offered. There 'is little

discrepancy between what is anticipated and what is found, hence, the laa

of criticism over wages or job task. Evaluation of the value or worthwhile-

ness of the job is, however, another matter.

A fourth question asked of program participants does deal with job expectations

and job experiences,.

If ou knew then what ou know now about this b--would ou have taken the 'ob?

Yes, I would

HEWG WRT SSRT

Percent

MANU FINS TCU CONS FFF TOTAL

take the job
again

75' 74 74 74 89 50 100 80 )5

I'm not

too sure
14 13 16 20 11 25 20 16

No, not if
I know what 11 13 10 6 1 25 9

I know now

102 82 79 58 28 12 10 5 (376)

Three out of every four participants indicate that eveb with additional-job ,

. knowledge they would again take the same job. The reasons for that decision

or the availability of options cannot be determined in this analysis. It

should not be assumed that each participant had equal access to the same

number or kinds of job opportunities. What can be concluded from these data

is that the large majority or participating youth say that they are certain

(75') or somewhat certain (167) that they would reapply for the same full-
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time job they hold or did hold prior te6e time of the eight month follow

up study. Further, with the exception.of TCU jobs, only about one out of

every ten participants say that they would not again take the same full-time

job. Why TCU employment should account for the most critical assessments

in overall job satisfaction as well as job reconsideration remains

an unanswered question. Again, participants in TCU employment-2were

net severe in their wage equity responses nor were they among those most

negative in how they evaluated the "worthwhileness" of their jobs.

_Regardless of-organizational job setting and with the exception of TCU,

ihe large majority take the position that new knowledge would not alter their

initial job decision. Discounting those who are 16ss than certain shows

the same response rate for the four industrial organizations employing the

major share of program participants. HEWG, WRT, SSRT, and MANU each have

about 75% of current and former employees reporting that they are certain

they would repeat their earlier job acceptance decision. These data would

strongly indicate that few youth, employed at the entry level', experience

serious discrepancies between what they expected of a job and what they

actually found once they were on the job.

A final question asked of program participants focuses upon longer range

career projections.

If ou have our wa would ou want to work for this lace five years from now?

Percent

HEWG WRT MANU FINS

Yes, I'm
sure I would 34 21 21 40 25

I'm not sure 34 42 25 25 32

Definitely not 32 37 54 35 43

N . 102 80 78 57 28

74

TCU CONS FFF TOTAL

33 40 40 29

25 40 60 33

42 20 38

12 10 5 (372)
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Most participants express some degree of doubt as to whether they would

choose to remain with their current employer_five years from the time they

participated in the eight month follow-up survey. The question, it should

be kept in mind, does not deal with a specific job or career, but rather the.

"place" of employment. Those most certain that they would stay for the

longer term are in MANU and CON\(both 40%). Conversely, those.most

definite in rejecting the idea of long term employdient in the current work

place are found in SSRT (54%) and TCU (42%). The doubters are fairly well

evenly distributed.

Again, indications of job mobility and a lack of commitment to the current

employer are to be expected with this youthful sample of entry level

employees. Further, the desire or expectation to move on is greatest in

precisely that industry which attracts the largest share of such youth

and serves a major function as first job socializer--SSRT (54%).

In summarizing the data presented in this chapter, it seems prudent to remind

the reader again that our concern here is with the experiences and evaluations

of those who employ entry level youth workers. In this case redundancy

should be tolerated since the point is of critical importance. Because the

focus of the employer survey was on entry level jobs for youth, respondents

did place a greater stress on attitudes, job behaviors, basic educational

,needs. Such might not be the case if the subject of concern had been the

employment of adults, more mature youth, or entry into middle management

and entrepreneurial functions. Recognizing the purpose of this study allows

for a greater understanding, of the data obtained in this inquiry. Given the

developmental stage of the youthful subjects of this research and the nature.

of their first full-time job, the comments of employers make sense and
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and should have been anticipated.

Knowing the context of this study should also allow for formulatian'of

judgements as to the nature or tone of comments expressed by employer

respondents. What may appear at first to be a highly critical or even

harsh assessment of the young may in fact reflect understanding and some

degree of sympathy. Comments about improper work attitudes or a lack

of basic educational skillS, or frequent job switching on the part of fhe

young does of course represent a view held by many employer respondents.

At the same time'employers of these youth do recognize that these perceived

shortcomings are not necessarily permanent nor totally the fault or respon-

sibility of the young. They are behaviors and dharacteristics which are an

annoyance and frequently an inconvenience to employers. Employers assume

that high school graduation credentials should be hard evidence of at least

rudimentary reading, weiting, and arithmetic skills. Too often employers

find that such is not the case and their criticism is directed as much,

if not more so, to schools as to the young employee. Employers are confronted

with serious work scheduling problems when employees are tardy or absent

from the job. Still, they tend to recognize that youth, particularly thoSe

of poor economic status, are confronted' with problems, (e.g., transportation,

child care, illness, familial conflect), which prohibit compliance to a fixed

time schedule. Employers say that youth are more likely to quit a job than .

be fired or laid off. Replacement of entry level workers is time consuming

and expensive. Yet, the majority of employers indicate that in most cases

those who voluntarily leave the job are seeking entrance to a better job.

Employers also seem to understand that the adolescent stage of development

is not characterized by stability or enduring commitment.
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The comments and evaluations offered by respondents are no doubt an

faccurate reflection of employer experience with young entry level, low

income youth. They should not be interpreted as being either cynical

or hostile.

The data presented in this chapter also make clear that youth are not

monolithic in their job related attitudes and expectations. .Similarly,

the industrial organizational work setting of young employees are not cut
Co*

of a common cloth. Knowing more about the variations among youth and

between different industrial brganizations enables a 'mire accurate under-

standing of the dynamics of work entry.
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CHAPTER V:. EMPLOYMENT AND GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES

Employers were interviewed not only about the organization's experience

with youth emp1oyees, but also about how employers compared younger and

older workers.

A set of fourteen items in the Employer Interview were directed at learning

more about how the interviewee, as either the owner, manager, or repre-

sentative of the organization's personnel department, would cOMPare older

and younger workers. Fourteen different statements were made regarding

the qualitiel of older and younger workers (e.g. "Older'Workers have worse

attendance records,than ypunger ones.")..The employers were asked to tell

the interviewer whether they agree or disagree with each comparison, or

if they think that older and younger workers are the same. The interviewer

then checked, one of the three responses on the queitionnaire.

The multiple choice responses (agree, disagree, saMe) were then analyzed in

seve 1 different ways to determine whether there are differences between

the opinions of employers based on (1) the industrial classification of the

//
organization, (2) whether the organization is private oe public, (3) the

number of\full-time employees, (4) the age compositton of the on-site work

force, (5) the sexual composition of the work force, and (6) the racial

composition\of the work force.* The industrial classification analysis is

presented in this chapter as wel) as some discussion of-attitude differences

'based on the age composition of organizations. No significant differences

were found when there was control for sex and race,composition of the work

force or when comparisons were made between private and public organizations.

* (1) HEWG....CONS
(2) Y., employees 16-21 years old
(3) 7., male employees

(4) % white employees
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Quite a few of the responses given to the fourteen agree-disagree statements

were significantly correlated with resi5onses given for other statements (see

Table V-2). All but two correlations were positive, meaning that the employers

who responded favorably toward youth for one statement also supported youth

in the other. Relationships were modest in size with the largest correlation

being r .40 between statements 13 and 14. The relationship between these

two responses indicates that employers who feel that there is less risk in

hiring older workers are also likely to agreetwith the statement, "All things

being equal, any employer would prefer to hire o er Arkers."

After responding to each statement, employers here asked to briefly explain

why they feel the way they do about either generation of enployees. Their

explanations provide a wealth of additional insights about employer attitOdes.

Frequently the multiple choice respones could have been misinterpreted had

it not been for the employer explanations of why they hold particular opinions

regarding older and younger workers.

In this chapter, each of the fourteen comparison statements regarding older

and younger, workers is examined. For each comparison, the opinion held by

the majority of employers is presented first. Each of the three opinions

are discussed separately, including ariy differences between organizational

types (Table V-1 serves as reference for this analysis).* Employers'

explanations of their opinions are summarized so that the most prevalent

Comments made by employers aro highlighted in this analysis.

t*The Farming, Fish4g, and Forestry category w 11 be omitted from discussion
due to the small number of employers interviewed.
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TAHLE 9-1
RESPONSES TO STATVENTS COKPARING OLDER AND YOUNGER WORKERS

(In Percentages)

Health,
Zol., Legal Whole- Trans.. Services

Gov't, Wel- Menu, Sale Commun. 4 Select.
Re 11 Util leCail /

Finance
Insur. k Farming,
Select. Forestry
Bus. Ser I I Fishin Const

Older workers have worse
attendance record: than
younger ones.

Agree . -4

Disagree 71

Same 25

4

71

25

6

68
27

3

73

24

.5

71

24

5

71

24

1

66

32

0-

69

31 ..

2

75

23

Young workers 'usually a iWe

at work later than older et.

Agree 52

Disagree 16

Same ' 32

.

46

20

34

55

12

33

55

11

32,

46
19

35

,

56

14

29

.2

48
13

38

58
8

33

9

52

26

22

Young worker# generally 4
do better quality work
than older ones.

Agree 6

Alfsagrite 49

Same 45

.

. 4

54

46

\

4

41

7

47

46

2

53

44

8

47

45

9

40

51

o

61

38

4

65

31

Older workers usually take
longer.6 get their work done.

Agree 17

Disagree 45

Same 38

.

18

47

34

14

42

, 43

18

45

36 .

,

21

37

42

16

44

40

9
47

44

31

31

38

14

64

22 '

Young worbeis show less ini-
tiative.than older wOrkers.

Agree .33

Disagree . 30

Same 37

28

37

35 .

32

24
44

40 .

28
32

.

26

35

39

35

27

38

22

29
48

lli
46

37

41

22

Older workers are less
adaptable to new problems.

Agree 43

Disagree 29

Same 27

45

31

24
4

47

23

29

44

28

27

49

23

28

40

31

29

..

40

,26
34

54

15

31

42'

- 36

21

Older workers can
communicate better.

Agree' . 42-

Disagree 20

Same 38

4 41

21

38

38

16

46

'45

,22'

32

37

16

46

43

18 .

34

41

21

38

- 46

8

46

1

. 46

17

37

Young workers ICeep their jobs
longer than older workers.

Agree . 4

Disagree 78
Same 18

3

82

14

-

6

73

20

3

79

18

9

72

19

4

76

20

3

75

22

.

8

85

8

10

75

15

Older w6rkers have a better
chance of being promoted.

Agree 28

Disagree 31

Same 41

34

34

12

29

32

40

27

27

46

26

37

37

23

30

47

19

35

46

31

46

23

43

22

35

.

Toung workers get worse
performance evaluations.

Agree . 21

- Disagree .33

Same .

44,-

'

-

20

40

40

21

27

52

23

29

- 48

17

38
45

25

28

47

15

35

50

8

33

58

20

34

41

Young workers get along
Netter with their coworkers.

Agree 19

Disagree 23'

Same 58

16

29

55

18

lb

66

1/
21

62

28

21
.......51 /

.

,

23 .

21

56

. le

25

, 63

15

23

61

'

15

27

58

Young workers should receive .

preferential treatment in
hiring 6 employment policies
A practices.

Agree 1#

Disagree 58

Same 28

15

61

25 -

9

54

37

14

59

26

.

14

46

39

14

56

30

12

65
23

23

61

15

i

1.5

63

21

There Is less risk in hiring
older workers than there is ',.

hiring young workers.
Agree . 35

Disagree 27

Same , 38

9

35

24
35

0. 41

16

42 -

36

25
39

,

28

28
44

33

29

38

.

32

31

37

'

33

17
,

50

29

41

31

All things being equal, any,
employer would prefer to hire
older workers.

Agree 29
Disagree 42

Same '29
,

28

45

27

25

43
31

29
40

31 ,

26

37

37

10

42

28

27

39
34

25

42

/3
.

40'
-40

19
..

339- 168-
Range in sample size

347 173

* Note thiDamall sample size when inter'preting resit.

235-
238

42-
43 384 68 13 52



TABLE V-2

Intercorrotations Between ResPonses to Fpurteen Employer Attitude Statements*

State-
ment
No. 1 2 3 4 5

1 1.0 .22 .20 .15 .08

2 1.0 ,NS, .NS .25

3 1.0 .25 .13

- 4

5

1.0 .07,

1.0
0 %

6

7

8

9

10

11

14

* Responses were coded as follows:

_-
6

.09

NS

. .14

1-.25

i

(3) ma Positrve attitude toward youth
2) m Neutral attitude toward youth

(1) Negative attitu5le toward youth'

'

.07

1.0

7 8 9 10 . 11 12

NS .23 NS NS .15 .12

.17 .11 .13 .26 NS NS.

.08 .25 .09 NS %21 .12

NS .10 NS .NS .26 ,.15

.25 .10 .20 .35 NS .NS

NS .07
,

NS '111( NS .25 NS

1.0 .10 .21 .25 NS NS

1.0 NS .08 .14 .12

1.0 .33 NS

1.0 NS -.09

1.0 .11

1.0

13

.11 NS

.26 .19

.10 :11

NS NS

.29 .25

/ NS iN

.25 `.32

-.38 .33 43

NS NS

NS 7.08 '

1.0 .40

1:0



Statement #1: "Oldet Workers have worse attendance records than younger ones."

Almost three-quarters (71%) of the employers disagree with this statement.

Although there is 1 ittle. difference in the percent of disagreement reported

by the employers in the various organizational categories, employers in

CONS sliow the most disagreement with this statement. It is interesting to

note that construction organizations employ a relatively small percentage of

youth.

Many of the employers who-disagree describe older workers as more "reliable,"

"responsible," "dependable," or used similar terms such as "dedicated,"

"conscientious," "loyal," or "committed." Oldet workers are characterized

as being better trained in work habits and more committed,to the work ethic

as follows:

"Older workers grew up when working was more important."

"Youth are nt induStrially disciplined."
. a

"Youth will Jork two or three weeks steadily and th'en stop showing
up."

"They' (older workers) take their jobs and their responsibilitfes
more seriously."

"You can rely on them every day:"

"Young.people do not have tliPr work ethic often associated with the
depression era older workers."

'Young workers are goalless.'" "Priorities are not right yet."
-

The need for job security of older workers is also cited as reason for

7
their better attendance records:

"Wder workers have responsibilities and have to show up because
,they need the job more."

"Young ones are not dependent on their paycheck for self support
and usually fun préceeds work."
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_"Older workers have'a more immediate and necessary economic need."

Older workers are judged to be more "settled," "stable," and "mature,"

as reflected by remarks suchras, "Older workers are more aware of what

they want out of life. With maturity comes .a stronger sense of responsi-

bility which influences their overall attitude toward work."
-

Some employers:feel that older workers have better control of their

personal lives and access to more reliable transportation. .0ne employer

commented, "Work is not number one priority to some youth. They are absent

because of domestic, child care, and transportation problems."

Another opinion held bY some employers who disagree is tliat younger workers

. are frequently in low levelj menial jobs and therefore .have less incentive

to develop good at endance records. The comments below support this belief:

"Young usua ly have worse records, but it probably has more to do
with job level than age level."

"The only serious attendante problems are at low level, minimim
wage labor positions which are mostly youth.".

A very smal) percentage of the employers (4%) agree with the stKement that

"older Workers have worse attendance records than younger ones." Their

CoMments in support of younger workers include the following:

"Health problems keep older workers out more, and they know how to
play the sick leave game."

"A% heads of hOuseholds, older workers havgfimily problems that
keep them out."

"Young workers need the job more. They are likely to be participating
in their first job. Older,w6rkers tend not.to be as concerned."

"Young workers (16-21) have had excellent attendance."

"Young workers on probation are better."

8-3
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One-quarter of the employers (25%) indicate that older and younger employees

heave similar attendance records. The FINS category has the largest pro-

polion of employers who feel this way, perhaps begause these organizations

employ small numbers of youth and are quite selective in hiring practices.

Some employers who say that there is little or no difference between the

attendance records of younger and older workers believe this is so because

poor attendance frequently leads to penalties'or possible dismissal.

These respondents say:

"Absences are not tolerated."

A "Workers with previous attendance problems are not kept on."

"No attendance problem--it would come out of their.pay."

Other comments from those who responded "same" are as follows:

"Attendance varies with the individual and type of job."

,"Both (age groups) use Tegitimate reasons not to attend work."

"Attendance record is a personal problem more than a structural group
problem."

'Statement #2: "Young workers usualli arrive at work later than older ones."

More than half (52%) of the employers believe that younger workers are more

often tardier than older workers and hence, agree with this statement.

Expressions of agresent are most likely to come from employers in the

SSRT, ifT, and MANU categories. Although large /lumbers of youth are employed

by both SSRT and WRT organizations,.MANU organizations employ reTatively few

young-workers. Greater tardiness among youth in those three organsizations

4e partially due to their adherente to time cloCks and scheduling.of

shifts. 'In other words, these employers'may be more "time conscious" and

hence, more aware of promptness among employees.
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Many of the comments made by those who agree with this statement are similar

to those made by employers who considered youth to have worse attendance

records. Youth are characterized lacking "responsibility" and having

"poor attitudes." Frequent cOmments

"Most all young people have pretty irresponsible attitudes."

"The young do not really care."

"They do not have enough concern."

"Youth have not developed the right attitude yet or respect for the
job."

"Lack of discipline--do not take job seriously."

Once again, the poor work habits gf youth are commented upod as follows:

"Young do not know what is required in a job and that being on time
is important."

"They have no self discipline."

"Young have not developed regular work habits."

"They seem to e lazy and wait until the last minute to do anything."

One manager thought.that youth have problems with tardiness due to "improper

planning and use of time." Older workers were considered to be "more

conscious of time." Some employers note that with on-the-job experience

"the problem of tardiness is worked with--often 'successfully."

0

0 er workers are viewed'as having family obligations that necessitate good

wor habits. On the other hand, youth are seen as haying more "outside

\

prespures such as domestic problems, transportation, etc." Social activities

are also reported to interfere with prompt'arrival at work. Typical remarks

are:

"Because they are out partyipg the light before and cannot get up."

"Young workers have so many activities going on in their lives."
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Of interest is a small group of employers who agree that younger workers

arrive at work later than older workers, but who make the point that the youth

are not tardy. These employers report that younger workers are on board
4

when "the whistle blows;" they just do not arrive as early as older employees.

One employer made the point: "Young workers are right on time. Older

workers come early." Another manager believes that "They (youth) do not

feel it's necessary to come early."

Some 16% of the employers disagree with the statement that young workers

arrive at work late. The CONS, HEWG,and TCU classifications of organizatiahs

show the strongest di%Agreement with this statement. Some employers intiicate

that 'although youth arrive at work late, employers could not call them tardy

due to flexible hour plans:

"This does not apply to our empfloyees because thehir working hours

are flexible."

"Flexible hours offer discretion to workers, but younger workers
have a lifestyle that seems to make them arrive later."

Other comments laud youth for their promptness:

"Youth tend to arrive earlier because they are more enthusiastic."

"They are eager about learning the job."

"Our young workers have been very time conscious."

ro

Nearly one-third (32%) of the respondents
4

see no difference in tardiness

which could be attributed to the age ofDthe employes. As with the attendance

,issue, FINS organizations were the most inclined to say that younger and

older employees are the same in promptness. From the following comments of

employers who responded "same" to this item, it appears that this group is

composed of employers with three different perspectives: 1. No one is. late,

2. Only certain emploYees are late, and 3. Lateness is a problem among most

employees.
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1: "Being late would not be tolerated."

"Everyone gets here at the same time because they are paid by
-the hour and must sign in."

"Young and old arrive a few minutes early."

"If that is a problem the worker is terminated, Young or old."

2. "Based on supervision, not age."

"Depends on the individual and circumstances."

"Cannot generalize."

3. "Overall problem with everyone."

"Traffic problems are popular excuses."

Statement 03: "YoUng workers generally do better quality work than older ones."

Almost half (49%) of the employers disagree with this statement. Those in

CONS, TCU, and HEWG show even larger percentages of disagreement. This

finding may, in part, exp.lain why those organizationi employ few' youth.

Employers who support alder workers again fault youth for having poor

attitudes and lacking motivation to work. Remarks such as the following are

made:

"Young workers are more impatient, therefore quality of work is less
than that of older workers."

"Young workers of today are sloppy. The older ones have more of a
sense of pride."

"Lack of care. Attitude seems to be one of 'I dO not need your job'."

"They (youth) do not show the interest and enthusiasm older workers
do."

These employers favor older workers because "Older workers do better quality

(work)--they bring better performance standards to the job." Employers also

indicate that youth are inexperienced and should receive more training,

especially!or technical jobs.. They disagree with the statement that younger
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workers produce better quality work with comments such as the following:

"Definitely not, they do not have the experience."

"Quality is based on experience more than age."

"Young workers are not well prepared to perform their jobs well."

Very few of the respondents (6%) agree with this statement about younger

wprkers. Not surprisingly, many of the employers who believe that'youth

do perform superior quality work are from SSRT and WRT organizations which

employ high percentages of youth. A small but significant correlation

exists between the percentages of 16-21 year old youth that theSr ation

t

employs and the conviction that'younger employees do better quali

( .10). However, it is curious that the FINS category reported the highest

.percentage of agreement since organizations in that category underemploy

youth. The comments of this group of employers contradict those made by

employers who feel that youth have poor attitudes and laa motivation. In

fact, their remarks represent a wholehearted endorsement of young workers.

"They (youth) are excited about the challenge of learning and
advancing in their jobs."

"It's usually their first jobs. They try hard to impress their
supervisors in how well they can perform."

"Young workers are more euthusiastic, more pncerned with details,
and more concerned with iosing their jobs.

"Young peopleare more open to change; old people are set in their
ways I I

4.

"Youth are trying to get ahead. When people are at a job too Tong,
their quality of work is not as good."

Again, the factor of employee selectivity does no doubt play an/importarit

, part in the more favorable responses of FINS employers. Some of the employers

believe that youth have mshtal and physical qualities that enhance the quality

of their work:
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"Young workers tend to be more innovative as well as creative."

"They have more energy and physical productivity."

Other employers qualify their supporfof,youth by sa.Ying that it depends

on which'job they.are doing:

"Youth oftén take more time and care, especially in this department."

"Youth perform better in the positionswe put them in."

A large percentage (45%) of the employers feel that older and younger

workers do the same quality of work. Employers from MANU and FINS are

most inclined to rate older and younger workers as similar with regard

to the quality of their work.- It may be that these organizations have

strict quality control procedures and Would not retain employees who do

not meet standards, regardless of their age. For example, one comment

was, "Everything is so regulated it's hard to find varying levels of

quality."

Many employerS note that a comparison between age groups is not possible

because work quality "depends on the individual and the job which has to

be done." Others remark that the individual's attitude.and training would

have.to be taken into account in order to make such a statement:

"They are the same, once they are trained."

"It depends on the interest, initiative, dedication, etc,"

Some-employers.note negative qualities in both age groups which they believe

balance out generational differences. One commen't is, "Young workers take

a while to get adjusted to the job; older workers who remain for a long

time become complacent," Other employers believe that both groups have

valuable qualities and that a mix of younger and older workers is desirable.
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These employers state that "usually a combination of older and younger

(Workers) results in the best campaign," and "they all work.together so

they have to keep the quality up."

Statement *4: "Older workers usually take longer to get their work done."

Most employers (45%) again demonstrate their support for older workers

by disagreeing with this statement. Respondents from the CONS industrial

category report the highest level of disagreement (64%). It seems that

the loss in physical speed which comes with age is compensated for with the

older worker's technical expertise. In fact, the comments made most often

.by those whO thought older employees work faster attribute this to the

greater experience of older employees. Familiarity with their jobs and with

the working environment are credited for the timely actompl-ishments of older

employees.

"Work is usually complieted by.older workers in a short pqriod of time
because of knowledge and experience."

"Older workers have more job related experience and know the ropes."

"Young workers are slow:because they lack experience."

Many of the employers feel that older workers tend to be "more organized"

and "use their time more wisely." Comments regarding time management are

typical: 1
"Young workers do not know how-to pace themselves. They do nol know
how to discriminate between productive and nonproductive tasks."

"Older workers try to finish their work right away. Youth do not
understand the importance of'time--they are too busy talking to
each 'other."

"Younger workers are distracted a lot easier."

,-"Older workers tend ,to busilless--not as much horseplay."
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Again, as with earlier cOmparisons;.there are those who qualified

their support for older workers by commenting that individual differences

must.be taken into account:

"It depends on the individual, the job, and work habits."

Some 17% of the intervieweeS agree that older workers take more time to

*

get their work do60. All industrial categbries report similar levels of

agreement except FINS which registers only nine percent (97.). It is not

surprising that FINS would be reluctant to agree in that these organizations

emplby, high percentages of older workers. However, most of the employers

who agree with this statement are not necessarily criticizing older employees;

they feel that -the extra time is usually well spent improving the quality

of products or servic'es. Older wOrkers are described as more thorough,

conscientious, and attentive to details. Speed was not.appreciated by,these

who comment that 61dei. workers take "pride" in their work:

"They (older workers) may take a few minutes more, but they are
thorough."

cis

"Older workers take longer but provide better work."

"They are a little slower; but more careful."

"They take their time and do it right the first time."

"Ytinger employees tend to rush through things."

"Younger workers do not have the patience in certain jobs.",

In contrast, there are some Jobs in which speed is appreciated. Older

ca,

workers are described as less energet$4 and younger workers are preferred

for manual labor, assembly line jobs, and fast food service. in addition,

relatively large percentages of employers in TCU agree that older workers,

take longer, perhaps due to the fact that these occupations necessitate ,

. physical speed and strength (e.g., trucking, shipping, etc.)
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A little over a third (37%) of the employers feel that. older and younger

workers take about the same amount of time to complete their work. Some

of them make it clear that it "depends on the individual" or that it

"depends4on the job."

Other comments give the impression that variances in speed are either

uncommon or are not toNrated. This may explain why such large percentages

of FINS, MANU, and TCU employers judged their workers to be the same in

speed; that is, co-workers or supervisors pressure employees to adhere

td a rigid production schedule.

"They are about the same if they have bt#n trained well."

"Each person works at his or her own pace. If they work too slow

they get fired?"

"Production line paces the work rate."

"Work is systematic. The slow are weeded out, the fast paced, and

the poor workers let go."

Statement 45: "Young workers show less initiative than older workers::

Responses to this statement are closely divided among the three options

although the same option was chosen by the highest percentage (37%) of

employers. Those In FINS and MANU were most inclined to say Out worker

initiative is similar across age groups. From the remarks hat

it seems that these employers believe that individual attributes or the

nature of a particular job affect worker initiative rather than age:

"Initiaiive is related to work attitudes and interesting jobs."

"Individual's character is the deciding factor, not age."

"Usually there is,not much space for initiative--they are told
what to do."

"'In this business they all seem to lack initiative."
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Thirty-three (33%) percent of the respondents agree with the stateutent

that young.workers do not have as much initiati've as their older.co-workers.

Interestingly, relatively high percentages of agreement are reported by

WRT and SSRT organizations, both of which tend to employ iarge numbers

of youth. It is reasonable to assume that the types of jobsheld by youth

in these organizations ('i.e., sales clerk, gas station attendant, -.fast

food service worker) either require little initiative,or offer little

latitude for initiative on the part of youth employees. Youth may view

these jobs as short term, gap fillers which provide little reward for

initia.tive, as indicated by the following contents:

"They lose eagerness fast; this job has no advancement.'"

"Ninety percent of the youth see this job as something to get them
through school."

"They are here only for the money, and the wage is low."

Many employers point out that young workers require close supervision.

Employers say that without supervision youth,would not complete assigned

tasks and that they rarely take I& initiafive for additional work. Typical

remarks are:

"The younger orker has to be told what to do."

"They need cpristant supervision as basic as being told to turn on
the machinel

"I am more likely to have to remind a young person to do a task."

"Most youth do not ask for extra work when their job ls done."

Some managers report that young employees have limied work experience and

therefore feel too unsure of themselves to display any initiative. As 'one

employer says, "They (youth) are not used to the work enAronment and do

not understand what is expected of them. They do not realize that they can

take or other responsibilities or seek additional work." Other cohments



of this nature are:

"They (youth) have a more limited view of the job."

"Their lack of initiative is often caused by not really knowing what
to do."

"They feel less confident and less competent."

"Young wdrkers are not sure of themselves. They hold back--do not
want to make mistakes."

Other employers who agree with this statement comment on attitudinal

characteristics df youth. They make comments such as,the following:

"Youth have poor attitudes--do not care about the job--just some
pocket money."

"Younger ones have a 'this is not my job' concept."

"Young people are generally not as interested in their work."

Employers who disagree that "young workers show less initiative" represent

30% of the respondents. Relatively high percentages of disagreement are

reported by organiCations in the CONS, HEWG, and TCU categories. Since these

organizations are not major employers of youth, it may be that the relatively

few youth they do employ are a select group who demonstrate exceptional

initiative. Many employers who feel that young workers show Initiative

describe them as eager, creative, and energetic.

"They are innovative, ingenious and a source of good ideas."

."Young workers are more anxious to learn, especially when given mortk-
responsibility."

"Young workers are quicker trry new ideas and approaches.",

"Young people seem to take more action; older people play it safe."

"Young workers usually show more imagination and creativity."

"Young workers are inspired by their peers."
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Some employers attribute youth with having more initiative due to the

fact that they arp trying harder than older.employees to receive a good

performance appraisal:

"Young workers are aggressive and are striving to get ahead."

"They show more initiative due to their eagerness to impress and
'show that they care about the job. Older ones adapt a tenure
attitude."

"Sometimes they show more because it is their first job and they
want to make a good imftession."

"Young consider going into a career. They have more job opportunities
and are interested in their future."

"Young want to get ahead; they are not satisfied with being in one
specific job."

Other comments made by those who disagree are not necesarily in favor

. of young workers, but imply that the employer controls how much initiative

may be shown:

"Performaice and expectation are covered when employed. They know

what to do."

"Work is conducted on an incentive basis sthat the more work, the
more money."

Based upon what other investigators have found, it would seem safe to

conclude that job performance and productivity may have less to do with age

than the nature and conditions of the job. The more interesting, challenging,

and rewarding the work task, the more likely it ts that the employee will

exhibit behaviors of commitment, loyalty, initiative, and efficiency.

Statement #6: "Older workers are less adaptable to new problems."

More than two-fifths (43%) of the employers agree that "older workers are

less adaptable to new problems." Large differences among the various

types of organizations are not apparent for those who agree with this item.
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However, it is interesting that so many employers from typically older

worker organizations (e.g., TCU and MANU organizations) agree with the

statement. This may simply be due to the fact that older workers retain

their jobs even though management sees them as somewhat less adaptable

than younger workers.

Employers say, "They (older workers) do not want to try new ideas," ahd

"We like to hire youth for their versatility." *Some employers feel that the

inflexibility of older workers is primarily due to habits which they have

developed over the years and are not willing to abandon:

"Older workers do not usually keep an open.mind."

"The ung grasp new ideas readily whereas older workers get rather
set i their ways. Old habits are hard to break."

"Older rkers will generally develop a system and stay with it."

"Younger, inexperienced workers sometimes use more creative approaches."

Other employers think that resistance to change is the product of the

older worker's conscious decision to adhere to long established procedures:

"Less likely to change from a proven method."

"They have been around longer and feel they know the right way to
do things."

"Older workers have had longer to develop opinions and attitudes, thus
they are more set in them.°

About one-third (29%) of the employers disagree with the statement that

"older workers are less adaptable to new problems." Employers from CONS

organzations, which employ particularly farge percentagei of 30-49 year

olds, disagree more frequently than employers in the other industrial

categories. Many respondents believe that the broader experiences of

older workers allow them to adapt as well as, and better than, younger
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workers. The following quotes are illustrative of the group who feel that

older workers are able to "meet new challenges head on."

"Older workers adapt.to problems better. They take things in stride."

"They adapt somewhat better because they have more extensive experience."

"Older workers generally have more experience and can handle problems
better."

"Older workers have mjv problems solving expertise/experience."

The remaining 27% of the interviewees reported that,younger and older

workers ,pdapt to new problems in a similar manner. Employers, representing

FINS organizations most often report no differences in the adaptability of

the two age groups. A similarity iNthe ability to adapt is explained by some

employers to mean that "both young and oqd employees have problems."

rs remark that "some people can work around a problem while others cannot."

Age is frequently reported not to be a determining factor, while the type of

job often is--"Depends on the problem not on age." A few employers explain'

that "everyone must be adaptable; that is what they are paid for."

Statement #7: "Older workers can communicate better."

Employers are nearly evenly split between "agree"'(42%) and "same" (38%)

responses to this statement. There are only small variations in the percentage

of agreement by industrial category. Older workers are credited with "knowing

how to express themselves" and with being ."more apt to discuss a problem."

One respondent points out that older workers: "can explain things better anq

are better able to follow directions." Another reports that older workers,

"realize that to get the job done, it's necessary to communicate." It is

apparent from the following remarks that some employers value older staff

for their ability to interact with the public:
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"Older workers are more patient and friendly to customers."_

"Older employees communicate better with customers."

"They usually understand clients and the nature of a particular
job a little quicker."

Frequent comments indicate that older workers communicate better due to

their general.experience or the fact that their human relations skills are

called upon more often.

"Maturity makes them confident."

"Skil)s in communication are learned with experience and age."

"They articulate better because of experience."

Others attribute communication skills to technical or educational experience:

"Today schools are not preparing youth properly."

"Older workers have a better education in.,communication skills."

"There is a definite dialect difference; speech patterns are different."

"Young workers have not learned to modify their speech patterns."

?Older workers are superior, especially in written communication."

"Older workers have more knowledge, more patience, and have a clearer
idea about what they do."

"They communicate better from a eechnical standpoint because older
workers know more."

4

"Older workers understand the jargbn of the profession better."

Some employers criticize the communications skills oe behaviors of youth.

They say that "young persons face this jpoor communications skills) as a

major problem on the job." Other remarks are:

"It's hard to communicate with young people. They do not really
listen and think they know it all."

"They shqcked the staff with their 'earthy' street language."
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"They do not take the time to communicate with others."

"Youth consider older people parent figures which sets up a communication
barrier."

As mentioned earlier, nearly as many emPloyers respond "same". to this

comparison. There are only slight variations in the level of response by

industrial category. TCU employers are particularly inclipest to report-

a high level of similarity between the communication skills of older and

younger workers (46%). Perhaps this is because TCU employers seek to hire

only individuals with acceptable communication skills. Many of the TCU

employers believe that all of their employees communicate well:

"Everybody is pretty communicative in this field or they do not last."

"They all communicate intelligently."

"Workers in general communicate very well."

"All workers have to communicate in this business."

"All communicate when given the opportunity."

"Both are capable of communicating when they want to."

Other employers feel that individual differences rather than age group

membership are the critical determinants of communication skills:

"Both age groups have people who excell in this."

"Depends on the,individual."

"Age is not a factor. It depends on the person's interest and
individual attitude."

"Older workers communicate better with older people and young people
communicate better with young people. Depends on the group the older
worker is dealing with."

One-fifth (20%) of those who responded to this statement disagree that

older workers are better communicators. Among these'employers, older

workers are not perceived as having a better rapport with customers.
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Youth are said to communicate better because they are more vocal, less

inhibited, and more sociable than older workers:

"They (youth) converse well, especially with the public, and are
more lively."

"They are less inhibited and therefore tend to be more open."

"Younger vIttrkers are generally more expressive."

"A youth will speak out more freely than older workers."

"Young workers are more outgoing and looser."

It should be noted that many of those who disagree do not mean to imply that

young workers communicate better than older workers. Their comments

indicate that either they view the twe age groups as the same or they do not

see differences linked to age.

"They generally communicate equally.".

"Both age groups communicate about the saMe."

"It varies.from individual to individual."

"It depends on the worker's personality."

"It depends on the background."

Statement #8: "Young workers keep their jobs longer than older workers."

This statement provokes the largest disagreement of all--78%. This' is not

really surprising given the developmental stage and mobility of entry

level workers as well as the benefits and entitlements accrued to older

workers. There is very little variation in the level of disagreement by

industrial category. Employers in HEWG re0ort the largest disagreement,

perhaps because younger workers most frequently enter these organizations

on a short-term basis as interns, aids, or clerical workers. Even organi-

zations which are apjor employers (WRT and SSRT) report high percentages of
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disagreement. WRT and SSRT employers, because of the types of jobs they

offer and the wages they pay, are unable to compete fdr older workers.

Further, they do not really expect youthful workers to remain in the entry

level positions for other than short periods of time.

Employers' comments are varied. They note that youth "have a tendancy to

job hop" and that the "turnover rate is higher among youth." Many

employers say that young employees "tend to move from job to Sob" because

they are sampling different types of work to_see what they enjoy or what

they would like to pursue as a career:

"Young workers are searching at this time in their lives which is
entirely right and necessary." ,

"They (youth) are undecided about the type of work and, therefore

change jobs more readily."

"They are experimenting to find 6ut what they want in life."

"In searching for their niche, they move around a lot."

"Young wdrkers are generally experimenting in the beginning."

"Young workers will usually learn the job andmove on to another job."
N

Other employers attribute job changing to youth's determination for self

improvement rather than experimentation. Their comments are as follows:

"Young workers.look for advancement opportunities. Older workers

look for security."

"Younger workers are always looking for promotions. Youth.are more

mobile and will go where promotions are available."

"Youth are more upwardly mobile and they generally have fewer family
responsibilities."

"They get too good`for the job and go on to better responsibilities."

Some respondents point out that youth are normally only looking for short-
Mt.

term employment as a filler betweem school terms. "Most employees 16-21
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are not working here for a career but to earn extra money for educational

purposes." Other remarks are:

"'Young workers generally go back to school or other activities."

"Young workers usually move along. They work here after school
for extra money."

Other personal reasons for frequent Job changes are family relocation and

marriage. Employers remark that youth "tend to move or get larried."

Many respondents note that long term commitments are not expected for

the types of jobs for which youth are frequently hired.

"Young workers keep their jobs for a shorter period of time because
the type,of work they perform is generally maintenance or temporary."

"Older employees tend to stay on a job longer. Young people come in
at entry level and may not see any opportunities for advancement."

"These are temporary Jobs for youth, but they would stay on permanenf
type jobs."

Most of these comments indicate the employers consider the higher turnover

rate among young employees as both predictable and understandable. Others

see the high turnover rate as expected,. given the type of jobs that youth

are offered. The next group of comments are from employers who feel that

yoUth change jobs frequently without'gopd reason. These employers feel

that youth are "not res nsible," are "too immature," And are "interested

only in making spending money."

"Young workers get bored and leave; they'show less responsibility."

"Youth have.less jotb4i.ance, have not developed steady work habits, are
not steady workers on a day-to-day basis, don't think ahead, are
spur of the moment. Older,workers have more ability tdreason about
situations; they're more consistent, mature, and stable."

"Young people don't like to be hassled. Their attitudes are different."
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"They're pot interested in working and less serious about work."

"Just quit for some foolish reason."

Finally, the other type of comment made by employers who disagree with this

statement.focuses on older workers. Older workers are said to be "more

dedicated" to their jobs and are less likely to take.risks in transferring

because they have a strong need for security. Because of their responsi-

bilities, older workers are said to be more reluctant to go out looking for

a job. Comments regarding the higher retention rate of older workers include

the following:

"Most older Workers are looking for security; youth are not."

"Older workers seem to be more stable and secure."

"Older workers are settled down more and have more responsibilities."

"Older workers are more cautious about holding onto jobs. Kids are /I
not concerned aboUt consequences of leaving a job."

"Older workers are more concerned about staying on jobs for benefits."

Only 4% of the respondents agree that "younger workers keep their jobs

longer than older workers." Some'of these employers commented about

older workers. They believe that because of their work experience and

skills, older workers are mOre mobile in the job market. For example:

"Experienced older workers are in demand and switch jobs often."

"Younger workers stay here,longer. Older workers have experience
and can get better jobs."

"Higher turnover among slightly older, experienced wor ers due to
shortage of talent."

Other remarks made,by those in agreement with this statement are:

"Turnover rate is lower among youth who are usually students and
are not out 'looking for regular jobs."

"Holding a job helps youth prepare for later jobs after graduation.
This is why they hold on."
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"In this program the younger workers seem to enjorork better."

Eighteen percent (18%) of the interviewees believe that age does not ,

make a difference and that length of time on the job depends on the

individual's preferences:

"Depends on the worker."

"If they like their work, they will stay."

"I see no difference in this area."

"Length of stay is about the same."

"Young workers are not coMmited and older workers get bored."

Statewt, #9: "Older workers have a better chance of being promoted."

In response to this statement, 41% of the employers report that older and

younger workers have the same chances of being promoted. SSRT, WRT, and

FINStemployers are particularly supportive of this opinion. These employers

believe that promotions are awarded on the basis of "merit," "performance,"

"ability" and "skill." Promotions are thought to be the product of an

egalitarian process in which everyone has the same chance. Employers say,

"The best get promoted regardless of age." Other remarks are:

"Their chances are equal if all are working as well as they can."

"All workers move up on merit only--strictly merit."

"Performance and quality of work determine promotion."

"If they do the work, both have equal chances."

J

Other employers acknowledge seniority as a conti-ibuting factor of promotional

decisions. However, seniority is not considered to be the only reason for

promotion':

"Length of time with the company and work quality, not age, are the
reasons for raises."
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"Length of time on job and attitudt`count for all." °

"Merit andlime employed."

A few employers remorked that "there's little room for promotion here,"

for any worker regardless of age. A few other respondents note that

promotions-are predictable for both age.groups.

"All promotions are the same with union labor. The only difference
is supervisory capacity."

"Raises occur at time intervals, not merit based."

J-

Thirty-one pyrcent (31%) of the respondents disagree with the statement

that "older workers have a better chance of being promoted." Some of the

employers who choose to disagree make remarks like those of the employers

who eeported a similarity bf promotional policies for all workers. The chance

for promotion is once again reported to be based on "perfarmance," "merit"

or on a system (i.e., union or civil service) that does not take age into

consideration.

"Promotions are based on initiative, drive, and willingness to
improve operations."

"All good workers, regardless of age, deserve promotions when due."

hCapabilities determiprgow far you go."

"Based on civil service-test."

"Becliuse of the union, It's the same for all."

Many employers believe that younger workers have greater upward mobility

due to their initiative and society's orientatton toward youth. Typical

comments are:

"People view youth as more mobile."

"Younger workers have a better chance to move up, more room for
advancement."

"Young workers tend 6 have more initiative, Move up faster."
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"Young workers ask and try for promotions which older ones don't."

"Youth is an important factor in the retail area."

Manprespondents vfew older workers as being at a disadvantage because

they have less upward mobility than' entry-level younger employees. Those

who have not beem promoted are assessed as being either incompeidnt or

uninterested inmoving up.

"Some are not even interested in being promoted."

"OldertworkéPs have risen among ttlanks."

"Most older workers are on the only job they can do."

"Youth are preferred because they may be groomed by an organlhation.

"Youth have better career potentials."

Twenty-eight percent (28%) of the respondents agree that older workers have

an advantage over youth in promotions. Many of those who agree state that

promotion policy "depends on seniority only." Perhaps this explains why 4

particularly large perce ages of agreement are reported by CONS and HEWG

employers; conitruction obs tend to be unionized and government jobs based

on civil service statut. In both "cases seniority is an important criterion

in the proMotion process, i5 the following two statements attest:

"Yes, raises are given based on length of employmene."

-"Promotions are due to expenience and length of time with company."'

, Other employers highlight the experiences, knowledge, an' abilities of

older workers as the primary reasoAs that they, are more likely to be

promoted. Remarks liice the following are common:

"People are promoted because of knowledge and understanding of the
job. Experience is a prerequisite to promotion in this industry:4

"Older workers have more confidence in their abilities."

"You're promoted for what you know, therefore older workers have a
better chance."
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Some of those who agree explain tharbeause of work experience, the nature

of jobs held by youth and older workers are frequeptly dissimilar. They

say:

"Older workers are regular staff and their training, qualifications,
and length of service lead tg promotion and raises."

"Older workers tend to be in promotkble positions."

"There are plenty of people to fill entry level, but we want to
hold on to upper level."

"Due to differing jobs, the young cannot bd promoted."

Once again, older workers are praised for their "maturity," "dependability,"

and "sustained job performance." A,frequent observation is that-they

"stay around long enough to do the job." Employers feel that older workers,

. "can generally accept i.esponsibility" and some employers remarked that they .

were "reluctant to give responsibilities to youth." One interviewee noted,

"Older workers get more respect from younger workers than vice-versa."

Statement #10: "Young workers get worse performance evaluations:"

Again, as with the preceeding promotion issue, the largest group of employers

respond "same" to this statement. Almost half (46%) of them believe'the

two age groups earn similar performance evaluation ratings. A significant

number of respondents explain that the job does not allow for much variance

pprformance:

"All about the same. Everything's pretty well mechanized, hard
to have varying levels of quality."

"Both (young and older workers) do the same quality work when performing
the same jobs."

Other eipployers simply note that evaluations are based on individual per--

formance or merit, and not on age. These respondents say:
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"It all depends on the person regardless of age."

"Based on a person's quality of work; not age."

Remarks about employee performance indicate that young and old alike are

expected to meet the same standards:

"Work standards are the same for

"They have to meet skills standards."

Exactly one-third (33%) of the employers disagree that "young workers get

worse performance evaluations." Employers from HEWG, CONS, and TCU

organizations show the highest percentages of disagreement. This is'

interesting in that organizations in these industrial categories tend to
a

underemploy youth, yet they are seemingly in support of the performance

of those youth they do hire. Many of them make positive observations

abomt the performance of younger workers such as the following:

"Lately the younger ones are doing better."

"Young workers are as capable of doing the job as well as anyone else."

"Youth work harder."

"Younger workers are better because of their speed."

lome perform exceptionally well."

"They do fantastic jobs."

Other employers commend youth for their positive attitudes. The following

remarks are typical:

"Young workers try harder to make an,impression, usually its their
first job."

"Young workers are more eajer and enthusiastic."

"Youth care about their work."

"Young workers want to do a better job."

"Youth are more,concerned about their work records."
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A great number of those employers who disagree with this item emphasize

that evaluations are not age-related 'and "all workers are treated equally."

Some note that performance evaluations are merit-based according to the

individual's performance. Others mention personal characteristics which

affect employee evaluations. Comments made by this group of employers

may be categorized with those who responded same:

"Based on my experience, age seems to make little difference."

"We acknowledge any good job. If an employee works hard, we recognize
it."

"Evaluation is based on the individual's experience, attitude, and
character--not age."

"Other than attendance, younger workers on the average are comparable
to'older workers."

Although only 21% of the employers agree that younger workers get worse

performance evaluations, they tend to be outspoken in their criticism of

younger'workers. It is interesting to note that SSRT and WRT organizations

register the largest percentage of agreement, given that they are major

employers of youth. Youth are criticized for their poor attitudes and lack

of pride and commitment as follows:

"Attitude is deplorable."

"Young workers are not as conscientious."

"Young workers don't take pride in their work."

"Young workers tend to walk away from the job quicker than older workers."

"Overall, youth want to get places fast and do other things, and don't
want to work at their jobs, just put in time."

Some employers)ay that youth are frequently "late or don't show." These

managers view youth as less "responsible" and less "stable," which some

attribute to the fact that they are "less family oriented." Others note that
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youth-need to be prodded to perform their duties. They say that youth

"always have to be told what to do," and that youth have "no initiative."

0

Other employers do not criticize youth, bbt report that they receive worse

performance evaluations because they *have not had as' much work experience

as older employees. Insufficient experience is not believed to be a fault

of youth, but rather due to the fact that they need more time. These

managers say that "it takes time to get a job under control," and youth

probably get worse evaluations because of'inexperience in the work world."

Several respondents noted their empathy for youth by adding comments such as:

"Management is less fair with young employees."

"Employers are harsher on youth."

"Supervisors are apt to bemore forgiving with older workers."
.

Statement #11: "Young workers get along'betier with their co-workers."

Overall, more than half (58%) of the employers respond same to this

comparison. The majority of employers in every industrial category believe

that younger and older employee co-worker relations are about the same.

Numerous employers offer comments which suggest that employee relations

are excellent and the organization's intent is "to hire personable, friendly

people." This desire is reflected in the following remarks:

"We have quite a mixture and everyone gets along. The older workers

enjoy the younger ones."

"We have good personalities here."

"Young and old get along, no problems."

"We have a great understanding among the group."

On the other hand, a few employers like the following suggest that they've

had problems with both age groups:
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"They all have a hard time until they know everyone."

"Conflicts occur among all age groups."

"They all have their ups and downs."

"There are cliques according to age group; the young with their own
age, the older with theirs."

As with previous comparison statements, many employers say that there are

no differences based upon age:

"It depends on the individual."

"It depends on who they are working with."

t.1)

Responses are almost evenly divided between those who disagree (23%) and

those who agree (19%) that young workers get along better with co-workers.

-

Employers who disagree with the statement make comments similar o the

followfng which are unfavorable toward youth. Employers either laud older

workers for their interpersonal skills or criticize youth for their lack

of them.

"Older workers usually get along better."

"Older workers develop relationships. Youth aren't here long enough to
get comfortable with co-workers."

"A lot of young workers don't know how to interact. We have to guide,
counsel, point out that what they perceive js not necessarily true."

°Young workers don't try to get along with cb-workers."

"Youth lack socialization skills appropriate to a work environment."

Some employers make specific criticisms of youth and report that young workers

exhibit immaturity, jealousy, inflexibility, and resentfulness on the job.

They also say that youth are more "competitivel" "assertive" and "argumentative."

Typical comments are:

"Constant bickering and jealousy is a continual problem here."

"Jealousy is a large problem in entry level jobs."



"Youth are much worse. They resent direction from peers and staf."

flame have a rebel attitude and challenge everything."

"Youth don't want to conform with the requirements imposed upon them."

"There's more competition between workers on their.own level."

Some employers disagree that youth have better relationships because

they see no difference in social skills between age groups. They make re-

marks such as:

"Age has no bearing on how you get along."

"It has nothing to do with compatability or disposition."
a

"Age is not a factor, personality,is."

a

Others stress their desire for employees to get along together, skirting

the issue of whether or not they actually do:

"We all have to work together."

7his empldyer strives for all Workers to cooperate, regardless of
age."

Njneteen percent'(19%) of444:.respondents agree that "younger workers get

along better with their co-workei.s." In general, employers who agree tend

to,be from organizations which employ larger percentages of 16-21 year4 olds

(r=.10). These employers offer 'extensive commendations regarding the

personalities of younger workers. They use glowing adjectives like "co:-

-operative," "easy going," "adaptive," "sociable," and "responsive to

criticism." Furthermore, these employers view younger workers as less

prejudiced, less competitive, and therefore more trusting of co-workers and

supervisors.' They say:

"Youth are more tolerant of fildividualTeculiarities."

"Youth don't have competitive attitudes so there is no dislike for
co-workers."
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-"Older workers experience more jealousy, and fear for their jobs."

"They (older workers) argue more and tend to hold grudges."

"Young workers are friendlier."

Employers frequently define youth as more open, flexible, willing to seek

advice, and receptive to different ideas. One interviewee remartg "Older

workers are more set in their ways, less spontaneous." Another feels that

"youth are more open and not as judgmental."

Statement #12: "Young workers -"iuld receive preferential treatment in hiring

and employment policies and practices."

Fifty-eight percent (58%) of the employers disagree with this statement

including particularly large numbers of FINS and CONS employers who hire few

youth. The majority of,respondents are outspoken in their disagreement,

questioning the legality of such a policy:

0
"It's against the law."

"It against any form of discrimination."

"We're required b'y law not to provide preferential.treatment."

"One would get in trouble with the federal government..",,,

"Equal opportunity is the policy.'

Most of those who disagree stress the impdrtance of equal opportunitkbx

asserting that preferential treatment should not be given to any employees.

Comments supporting this conviction are:

"Everyone deserves an equal chance."

"You should try to be fair with everyone based on their needs and the
company's needs."

"All workers need consideration."

"No one should be given a distinct advantage over another."
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The remarks of other employers refer specifically to age discrimination:

"Age should not count."

"No preferential treatment should be given because of age."

"II Age should not be a barrier."

"A person should get what.they earn and not get preferential treatment
because of age, sex, race."

Some employers comment specifically on the personnel practices of their
\,

organization or report that preferential practices do not make good business

sense. They say:

"This is a profit-making venture; qualifications are foremost."

"It's a waste of.time, business is business; such treatment adds more
time to the personnel process,"

"All new employees, young and old, get trained in the same way."

"Age is not a factor. The majority of our jobs are entry-level."

"We hire for jobs by our needs, not age.." I

Another group stresses the need for every employee to be well qualified,

motivated, and competitive in order to be successful regardless of age.

Typical comments are:

"Job should go to the most qualified person."

"Ability and motivation are key elements."

"Everyone should compete against the same itandards."

"Every employee should succeed or fail on his own merit."

A few employers who disagree with the statement come to the defense of

older workers:

"Older employeu.tend to be.underutilized and not given enough opportunity.
If qualified,7311should get the job no matter what your age."

"Older workers are entitled to the same treatment;they have the same
abilities."

"Too many older workers are unemployed to prefer youngsters."
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Of particular interest are remarks made by employers who are opposed to

giving.privileges to youth because they consider youth undeserving and

unappreCiative:

"No! Our biggest turnover is.with young people."

"Young workers will leave work for marriage and children."

"Youth will take advantage if any kind of different treatment is given."

"If you give preference to them they will el(pect it throughout life."

"If you give preference, they tend to not grow and learn."

Only 14% of the employers agree that preferential treatment'shOuld be given

to younger employees. Many of these employers maintain that society has a

particular responsibility to see to it that youth are launched onto a success-

ful career path:

"They need to get started; many of them are good workers."

"They need a chance to be successful."

"Youth need an opportunity to chanpel their energies into useful work."

"They need an opportunity to gain work experience."

"I do feel they need special consideration in hiring in order to .

compete with the older workers."

"It might encourage them to pursue a career."

"Preferential treatment would make them more competitive and facilitate
the transition into the work-force."

Some of the respondents f9cus on the itiportance of offering youth special

training:

"They are more receptive to training, would stay longer."

"They need job training and career education to improve their work
attitudes an4 habits."

"Preferential treatment helps develop skills for more effective
-

employees."

"This training could serve as a springboard for future jobs."



A few of the employers commenton their organization's actual Policies

with respect to young workers:

"We try to be more understanding." '

"Company policy is to seek young workers who want to start a career -

with us."

A sizeable percentage (28%) of employers think that all employees should be

given the same treatment. MANU and TCU employers are most supportive of

the idea of equal treatment of older and younger workers. This group does

not feel that it is appropriate for management to allow age to affect matters

of hiring, training, or promotion. Their comments reflect both 'actual.

practices and personal preferences:

"Qualifications remain the primary criteria for hiring anyone, including
youth."

"We don't hire youth for certain jobt just because no one else wants
the job. Give kids a job where they can go soMewhere with a chance
to advance, not a dead-end, nonrcareer job.,"

"We screen, train, and siart all the same."

"They should all be given equal consideration."

"Everyone should work under pe same policies and procedures."

Statement #13: "There is less risk in hiring older porkers than there is

in hiring younger workers."

Employers are fairly evenly divided in their responses to this statement.

However, again the largest group of r spondents, 38%, report that the risk

is the same; that is, age is not a facto in determining risk. There are

only small variations in response across industrial categories. Many-of

those who indicate similarity between age groups feel that risk is determtned

'by the individual.
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"Risk is not a function of age, but individual differences, attitudes,
outside factors,'etc."

"Any new worker is an unknown factpr."

"You can never tell who will work out the best."

Other employers who choose the same option report that risk exists at any

age and that neither age group should be considered less risky than the

other. Remarks typical of this group are:

"There's risk in all workers."

"Both older and younger have their own kinds of problems."

"Risks for both young and old--they level out."

"Youth sometimes learn quicker but they also leave sooner."

"There are shortcomings from either side; older workers may have bad
habits, but they also have more experience."

Some respondents report that their company's policies and procedures in the

areas of screening and training temper the risks inherent in hiring new

employees:
-4111

"These (riiks) balance out etpecially with good screening."

"Proper training negates this."

"EmPloyees still must be oriented and performances checked.".

Just over one-third (35%) of the employers agree that there is less risk with

older workers. MANU and other organizations which tend not to employ many

16,21 year olds show the most support for older workers (m10) who are

described as more "responsible," "reliable," "dependable," "stable," qnd

"experienced." Statements such as the following also reflect these character-

istics:

"Statistics imply that an older worker will bring more maturity and
stability to the position. Older workers have better attendance
and less negative incidents."



"They've had longer employment and better work history."

"Older workers will work longer and harder because they have the respon-

sibility of fulfilling househad needs."

Other employers comment specifically on the lower turnover rate of older.

workers:

"Older workers are more permanent. Young people will move on."

"Older workers are more likely to have good specific ,skills and stay
on the job."

"Employers are likely to have more turnover with young workers as they
experiment with career choices."

"There's more risk in losing young workers to higher paying jobs."

"Because of the turnover factor it's costly to have high turnover."

"They (older workers) don't move as often after training."

Some employers were quite direct in their negative remarks about youth:-

"You are taking a chance with young workers who have no work record."

"Young workers have no real job loyalty established."

"Young ones find out how hard the work can be and they think they can
find something easier and better paying."

"Young workers are more likely to berred; 4fts expensive to train them
and they walk out."

Twenty-seven percent (27%) of the employers disagree that there is less

risk in hiring older workers. CONS'employers show the largest percentage (41%)

of disagreement. Perhaps this is because of the physical risks inherent in

many construction jobs. Remarks noting the limitations of older workers imply

that employers'are referring to workers who are probably at the higher end( of

,the age continuum:

"Would rather have a young worker because the work is physically hard."

"Prefer young workers because of lifting and loading."
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"The older worker works slower and has limitations."

"Older people get hurt a lot more."

"You must be more careful about union regulations with older workers."

Many employers disagree because they feel that risk is difficult to determine.

"Anyone may quit or turn out poorly, not just youth," expl,#int one employer.

Other similar remarks are:

"Both are risks--how long they stay and their type of performance while
on the 4ob."

"Risk is very difficult to,'ascertain."

Others judged from their experience'that age does not determine risk:

"You can have as big a problem with old as well as young."

"There are different problems with each age group."

"There are risks with all new employees."

As with the responses to other-statements, there are employers who comment

on the individuality of the worker:

"People are human; there is no perfect person. You ha 4. to judge each

person individually."

"It's up to the individual to do his best, younger or older, the same
risk is involved.:

Some respondents take this opportunity tq offer positive, comments about youth:

"There's more'potential for advancement with-ea young worker." .

"Young people stay longer and work for less."

"Young workers are easier to train."

"Majority of youth are good employees."

Only a few employers make direct negative reMarks about older workers:.

"Older workers are more of .a risk in that they expect more from a job.

If they don't get it, they leave."
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"We tend to have more problems with Oder workers."

"Young workers don't have ing7lined negative attitudes. Older workers.
carry habits from job to job."

Statement #14: "All things being equal, any employer would prefer to hire

a
older workers."

About four out of ten (42%) of the employers disagree with this statement.

There is not much ariation in the percent of,disagreement across organizational

-dlassifications, 1any of the employers who disagree witb this statement say

that they try to hire the best qualified applicants. As one employer says, .

"You try to get the best you can, regardless of age." Employe s try to hire.

"whoever is capable," ",the best suited for the job," or "th most productive

workers." Beyond the ability to do the job, attitudes and employment references

are also mentioned as criteria whidh are considered in the hiring process.

Other employers report that they prefer to hire younger workers. Many believe

that youth have the potential for long-standing careers and are, therefore,

more preferoble than older workers:

"Young workers are willing to start at lower positions."

"Young workers Mile more potential in terms of future contributions."

"You have a chante to promote young employees and rebuild your insti-
tution with young ones."

"Youth have a longer work life ahead, they are sharp and have good
potential."

"We nire qualified young workers who are looking for a future. Youth
can be sparked."

"We train youth to our specifications."

"They would prefer younger workerso., They will stay longer and fit in
with clientele better.

"Older workers are not as ambitious and are not looking foe promotion.
Over the long run older workers may not benefit the organization as a
younger person who may move up."

6

4
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Some employers mention motivation

1

r innovation as the outstanding merits

of young workers with comments su4 as:

, 'lounger workers can mean new, innovative ideas."

"Young workers are willing to work harder."

"Young are needed to give fresh blood and new ideas to the company."

"Young workers are more enthusiastic and motivated to prove their ability."

"Youth have more enthusiasm and interest:"

Altruistic reasons for hiring ,iounger workers are given by other employers:

"It's good to give the youth the opportunity to develop their skills."

"Young workers need jobs more than older workers."

Some respondents support their disagreement that employers prefer to hire older

wqrkers op the basis that "age makes no ilVerence" in employee performance:

"There is no age barrier, each group performs well."

"Neither age guarantees quality workers."

"Agi is not an absolute factor in defining excellence."

"All ages should be considered. The one who is most qualified should be
hired."

A final set of employers who disagree express the importance of hiring both age

groups in order to have a heterogeneous pool of workers:

"You want a balance of the older worker's experience and young worker's
energy."

"You need a mixture of both to make the organization viable and out-,
standing."

"Age mix is healthy--different departments require'people of different
ages."

Less than one-third (29%) of the respondents agree that employers-prefer to

hire older workers. These employers praise older workers for their sUperior

on-the-job behavior with comments such as:
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"Older workers are more dependable, more willing to work for paychecks
rather than just showing up to collect paychecks."

"Older workers have better attitudes about working."

"They don't create difficulties involving school and socializing."

A great number of employers stress the "reliability" of older workers, with

references to their "maturity" and "stability." Some of the respondents

attribute these desirable characteristics of older workers to their familial

and financial responsibilities. These employers say:

lder workers are more stable, have clearer priorities, and are less
ikely to leave soon after employment."

"They (older workers) tend to be more stable because'of families, homes,
etc.; they neeVhe job more."

"Maturity, stability, judgement."

Other employers prefer older workers because they are "more seasoned in a

general sense; they have more experience." Some of the employers note that

because they have more experience, older workers can be trained ancl supervised

at less expense.

In contrast to the employers who were mentioned'earlier as investing in youth

for the future planning of the organization, this group does not anticipate

that younger workers will be worth-the investment. The following statements

illustrate the fact that some employers do not consider youth to be a valuable

resource of personnel because older workers are willing to "stay with a job

longer":

"They're track-proven and willing to stay and improve."

"Older workers do better work and there's less turnover."

"Older orkers are a more settled group of people."

"Youth wan glory jobs, older people stay because they need jobs."
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The remaining 29% of the employers replied same in response to this

statement. Their remarks indicate that they do not.rsee age as an index

of employee ability or as a factor to be included in hi ng decisions:

"Quality of work doesn't depend on age."

"If performance and qualifications are up to par, there's no difference."

"Hire the best worker possible regardless of age."

"Age is not'a qualification except for the minimum--you need both
older and'younger workers."

"You want both types; one for experience, one for the future."

SUMMARY

For two of the fourteen statements, employers' responses are about evenly

divided among the "agree," "disagree," and "same" options. These particular

comparisons involve older and younger workers' initiative and the amount of

risk which each group represents to their employers. About the same number

of employers support older workers, support younger workers, or say that

they are the same. A definite preference in response is not evident for these

particular coTparisons.

In reaction to nine statements, employers either show strong agreement or

disagreement. The three statements which elicit the largest percentage of

agreement among employers are:.

"Young workers usually arrive at work later."

(52% Agree, 16% Disagree)

"Older workers are less adaptable to new problems."

(43% Agree, 29% Disagree)

"Older workers can communicate better."

(42% Agree, 20% Disagree)
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Employers are most likely to disagree and least likely to agree with the

following:

"Older workers have worse attendance records than younger ones."

(71t Disagree, 4% Agree)

"Young workers keep their jobs longer than older workers."

(78% Disagree, 4% Agree)

"Young workers generally do better quality work than older ones."

(49% Disagree, 6% Agree)

The.following three statements also evoke large percentages of disagreement

from employers, although the corresponding percentage of agreement is a bit

higher:

"Younger workers should receive preferential treatment in hiring and
employment policies and practices."

(58% Disagree, 14% Agree)

"Older workers usually take longer to get their work done:"

(45% Disagree, 17% Agree)

"All things being equal, any employee would prefer to hire older workers."

(42% Disagree,..29% Agree)

Employers are most inclined to judge olilerand younger employees as the same

in response to the following comparisons:

"Young workers get along better with their co-workers."

(58% Same)

"Young workers get worse performance evaluations."

(46% Same)

"Older workers have a better chance of being promoted."

(41% Same)
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In summary, most of the employeri who were interviewed judge younger workers

to be tardiet, absent more often, and less likely to stsy with their jobs

than older workers. They also say that younger workers take longer to get

their work done, although it should be kept in mind that care is appreciated

more than speed by some employers. Employers feel that older workers

communicate better and produce better quality work than their younger co-

workers. The major fault of older workers is that they are less adaptable

to new problems. TheyAjudge both Age groups as the same with respect to

their relations with co-workers, performance evaluations, and chances of being

promoted. The majority of employers support egalitarian hiring and employment

policies and practices and are not in favor of the preferential treatment of

either age group.

Frequently there are only small variations in response choice by industrial

category. Those organizations Which show strong support for younger employees

are not necessarily the ones who employ large numbers of youth. Often organi:e

zations such as WRT and SSRT show strong agreement with statements praising

the characteristics of older workers, even though a majority of their employees
1

are under 21 years of age. This finding would suggest that because of the

nature and benefits of the job, employers are limited in their range of employee

choices. They might prefer adults but can only attract youth. On the other

hand, sometiMes organizations such as those in the CONS and HEWG categories

exhibit ,support for younger workers.although generally they are not major

employers of youth.

In several cases the most positive endorsement of young workers does come frOm

respondents whose organizations do employ more youth than older people. Still,

it cannot be concluded from these data that age composition of the work force

in a specific organization is associated with how respondents judge the

9enerations__ .....
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Employers in FINS and those in MANU companies show the largest percentages

of "same" rankings. These employers are thost inclined to see no difference

between younger and older employees. One possible reason might be that

conformity to certain rules and standards are fostered in these organizations

and variances in performance are not tolerated. Another possible explanation

might be that since these industries employ so few youth, age related behlviors

are not readily apparent.

Overall, employers stress equal opportunity and they do not believe that

age should be a critical criterion in hiring decisions or employment policies

and practices. In general, they do not see youth as being very different from

older employees. It is true that while youth are appraised negatively for

lack of certain work qualities, explanatory.caveats are frequently offered.

For instance, one of the reasons why youth are said to be tardy and absent

from work is that they have domestic, child care, and transportation problems.

Besides' being absent and late for work, employers judge employee turnover rate

to be higher among youth. This turnover, however, can be attributed to the

fact that long-term commitments are not expected in the types Of jobs for which

youth are hired. Many of them at-es-viewed by youth as temporary placements

. or "fillers" between school semesters or other activities.
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CHAPTER VI: ISSUES AND POLICIES OF YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

In this chapter attention is given to a number of policy t.elated issues

pertaining to youth employment. Tke chapter begins with an analysis of data

de'aiing with respondent awareness of youth employment programs and

evaluation of the youth who have participated in such programs.

Awareness of Federal Job Training Programs .

Each employer respondent was asked whether or not they were aware if their

company had employed any youth who had participated in any federal job

training program. For the total sample of 1313 respondents the answers to

this question were as follows:

Yes -- They are employing such youth: 44%

No They are not employing such youth: 297

Not sure whether they are or not: 27%

When the distribution of responses are examined within the frimework of the

organizational types, significant differences do occur. HEWG organizations

are most likely to,respond in the affirmative (61%). The finding would be

expected since this category of organizations represents one of the largest

employers of program youth and because these are primarily non-profit, govern-
..

mentally funded agencies. For the remaining seven industrial organizations

the positive response rate varies from 21% for CONS to 58% for FINS. With the

exception of HEWG, the number of respondents in an organizational category does

not appear to be correlated in any positiye manner with awareness. The findIng

is somewhat peculiar since the number of employer respondents selected in

each organizational category was determined by the number of program youth

employed by that Organization. Possible explanations might be that the indi-

vidual interviewed for this,study was not involved in the hiring of a particular
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program or control group applicant. It is alsolikely that in some cases youth

do not choose to declare past participation ih a federally'funded program.

Finally, there may be organizations which do not seek to highlight the fact

that they do employ program youth.

Uncertainty as to whether or not such youth have been employed is highest

for CONS (35%) and FINS (30%). Not surprising, it is among the HEWG respondents

whire uncertainty is least prevalent (21%).

Interestingly enough the awareness picture presented above does not change

in any dramatic manner when there is control for participants and non-participants.

That is, only a slightly greater number of employers of program youth state

they have employed such youth than is the case for employers of non-program

(control) youth.

4

Although the differences are in the expected direction, greater variation

would have been a reasonable expectation. A variety of possible explanations

might be offered, some noted earlier. Yet another alternative interpretation

might be that in some instances there was not a proper matching of youth with

employers; cases where intervidWers failed to follow respondent selection

groundrules.

Those respondents who answered in the affirmative were then asked to indicate

approximately how many youth who had participated in any federal job training

program had been hired by the respondent's oreyriition. The,average for all

eight industrial organizations was nineteen (19). The largest single employer

is, according to this survey, HEWG with thirty-three (33). There was no

attempt made to determine whether these were full or part-time jobs, subsidized,

temporary, or within what period of time such employment occurred. Manufacturing

is the second largest employer of federal job training program participants (24);
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followed by FINS and CONS (12 each). Once again, with the exception of HEWG

organizations', there is little in the way of an expected fit between organi-

zational sample size (based upon reported employment of participants and

controls*) and number of program youth estimated to have been employed.

(N
.

Nor is there a direct relationship between r ported employment of program

participants and control group members and employer's knowledge about federal

Job training programs in which youth employees might have Oarticipated.

We do, however, find that those most knowledgeable about such programs are

HEWG employers (34% "very knowlidgeable" and 55% "somewhat knowledgeable").

All together, about at fifth of the employers say they know nothing about

such programs; a little more than half say they are somewhat knowledgeable

about such programs, and the remaining twenty-five percent (25%) say they

are very knowledgeable.

Program parttcipant employOrs are a little more likely to report that they

are very knowledgeable about these programs than control group employers

(20% and 13 respectively).

In Table VI-1 are found the distribution of responses to a question asking

employers:

"Overall, how well prepared was/were the youth from the federal

training programs?"

The sample size in Table VI-1 is restricted to those employers who stated

that their organizations employed youth who had participated in some

federal Job-training program.

*See Table II-1
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Table VI-1*

Employers,and Assessment of POogram fartici ant's Preparation .

,

-Level of Preparation lo ers

Exceptional

Sufficient 5

Poorly 13

Don't Know 13

N.= 617

Table VI-1 indicates that the great majority of.employers are fairly gene us

in their asSessments of the level of preparation of federal job-training

program participants.

An analysis of employer evaluations within the framework of the eight Industrial
4

organizational types aoes show significant variations. Of the 617 respondents

who indicate that they have employed employment prograM participants, the most

enthusiastic asiessment comes from the CONS (31%) and,FINS (27%) group who

state that these new employees were "exceptionally well prepared." WRT

employers, while less glowing in their evaluations, are relatively positive

with about a quarter (24%) reporting that the youth they hired from these

programs weret "exceptionally well prepared." 'The strongest praise, then, comes

from the two industrial organi.zations quite far apart on the employment

selectivity scale: FINS which is most selective in age, educational.and

*Full Response Statements

I. "Exceptionally weil\prepared: education closely matched entry job requirements."

II. "Sufficiently prepare* education covered most entry-job requirements,
but missed some."

III. "Poorly prepared: education did not cover most ery job requirements."
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behavioral qualifications, and CONS which tends to be among the least

selective. Those less likely to make the "exceptional" assessment are

SSRT and TCU (both 15%) and MANU (13%) employers. It is likely that only

the very best of program participants are directed toward the FINS employment

pool, while those entering SSRT organizations are younger with greater.

educktiorial deficiencies.

Excluding EFF where the sample size is two (2), the most severe evfluations

Oi entry-level preparation come from TCU and MANU respondents with about

a fifth of eac

that these per

there are also

each fndustrial

The larger the

respondent woul

group viewing youth as "poorly prepared." It should be noted

entages are subject to both inflation and deflation since

significant differences in the proportion of employers in

category selecting the "Don't Know" response.

rgantzation, na doubt, the more likely it'is that the employer

not have had direct contact with the youth employee.

Regardless of Ihe variation among organizational types, the overall evaluations

are fairly positive:.

20% - saying that program youth are exceptionally rell prepared

54% - saying they are ufficiently prepared

13% - saying they are p orly prepared

13% - saying they cannot ake any judgements on level of preparation

A final-awarepess qdestion ask d of each employer respondent sought to

9deprmine their familiarity wit the local youth employment project. Each '

respondent was provided the nam of the local project by the interviWer. For

example: "Have you ever heard the RTP-- School to Work Program (or YCD

Program) in Nashville?".
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For the overall-sample (1276 respondents) a majority (64%) say they have not,

heard of the locally designated program. Four out of ten do respond in the

affirmative. An affirmative answer is more likely to come from those

identified as employers of participants than from those identified as employers

of control group youth. Differences between the eight industrial organizations

are not significant (excluding FFF, the range of local program awareness is
A

30% for TCU and 44% for HEWG). All in all, it would seem safe to say that

most employer respondents, be they employers of program participants or not,

were not familiar with the names Of local youth employment programs.

Differential Minimum Wage

Having devoted some time to employer familiarity with and assessment of

federally sponsored youth employment programs, our attention now turns to

more general policy related matters. The issue of a minimum wage differential

for young workers has long been a subject of some debateS among policy makers

as well as employers and union officials. The basic assumptions made by

advocates favoring a lowerir4 of the minimum wage are that such-a move would

motivate employers to hire more youth. It.is also commonly believed that

the majority of employers.would endorse a minimum wage differential and

would respond to such a chgnge by increasing their pools of.entry level youth

employees.

,e>

Counter arguments have also been presented by a wide range of union Officials,

employment policy authorities, and national organizations) Althqugh eiere

1
See, for example, Sar A. Levitan, "Coping with Teenage Unemployment,"
National Commission for Manpower Policy,'The Teenage Unemployment Problem:
What are the Options? Washington, D.C. Government Printing Uffice, 1-9767

Jobs for the Hard to Employ: New Directions for a Public/Private Partnership
Committee for Economic Development, New_York, N.Y. 1979.
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are a variety of studies which attempt to project-the potential impact on

employment of a differential minimumwage policy, there appears to bealittle

in the way of empirical data dealing with employer attitudes toward such a

policy change.

The employer respondents in*'this survey express, for Le most part, opposition

to a lowering of theminimum wage for rung employees (aget 16-21). More than

three-fourths (78%) are opposed to suchn,acpOss the board reduction while

a fifth (20%) are in favor.
ar.

Although differences bdween industrial organizations are not significant,

there are a number of interesting variations. The stotigest advocates for the

lowering of the minimum wage for youth are those organizations which do tend

to employ the greatest proportion of entry level yOuth (SSRT-27% and WRT-22%

in favor).

The stongest opposition comes from those organizations which tend to have high

ynion membership enrollments (TCU, MAW, CONS), and HEWG which is made.up'

largely of governmental agencies and national organizations.

Four factors appear to be related to the differences and attitudes toward the

minimummage. They are:

1. Lowering the minimum wage will make more jobs available to youth.

2. The currentminimum wag is too high a price to Rai for inexperienced,

entry level youth.

3. The higher the average wages paid by the organization, the less inclined
they are to hire more youth as a result of a lowered minimum wage (r*.11),

4. If employers favor lowering the minimum wage, they say that they would .
be more likely to hire youth if their wages were lowered (ro.42).

. .

Comnts employers offered to sypport the advantage of a minimum wage reduction

include:
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"It is important to give teens a chance to:earn money and thus keep
them out of trouble.% .

"It would encourage employeri to hire yoUnger workdrs and provide them
with experience."

' "It would help all kids, not just some, find a job."

"It would stimulate employment of young,workers:."

,Those who endorse the 1Iwering of the minimbm wage are qUick to point out that

the curreutwage is already too high, and that this.condition does contribute

to inflation. These employers hold that young workers are overpaid even at,

minimumiwage by virtue of their inexperience and need,to work part-time. Further,

there are some who believe that young people already have too much money and
,

they are taking waget away from older, more needy and more deserving employees.

"Their lack of experience should not require them to be paid as
much as older workers."

"It really raises the prices to have to pay for it."

"A part-time worker shouldn't get that high of wage--it runs up the cost." .

"Training is so expensive."

"I cannot afford to pay wages to young workers who have no skill."

"I don't think they need as much to live on."

"They don't'have expenses. Older workers do."

"For those in school, that's a lot of money for them to make in school."

A few respondents' favored lowering the wage, but with qualifications that it

sIlould be done during training, for students, and-part-tiMe employees:

"Minimum wage should be lowered for training a person for a.job."

"It should be only for part-time."-

"Especially for students. They are not on the job that many hours- or
'working to full potential."

a

"Only if it would make them more marketable."

."Only for-students and those under 18."
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As noted above, the majority of respondents are in favor of maintaining

current minimum wage laws and offer diverse arguments to support their views

on this issue. The two most frequent objections were,that employees should'

be paid equal pay for equal work, and that age alone should not determine

one's wages.

"We would nOt want to see two people performing the same task at
differentwages."

"Everyone is entWed to work and should be paid the same."'

"If they are able to do the same job as older workers, they are
entitled to the same pay."

"People should not be asked to work for less than their fellow workers.''

"Young Workers should be paid the going rate of each particular job."

A significant number of respondents protest that the minimum wage is low

enough, and must not be made lower in the light of current economic conditions.

"The cost of living is going up--wages should go up too."

"The way taxes are, everyone needs as much money as anyone:"

"Because of inflation; cost of living."

"If they '[workers] are worth minimum Wage, they're worth more."

"Wage is low enough, any lower the employees would steal."

Another group of respondents argue that young workers need their wages as much

0 do older workers.

"They need to make a living like everyone else."

"They depend on it as much as ahyone--highcost of living is just as
bad for them."

"They have a hard time making it on current minimum."

"Many young workers are supporting themselves or providing finahcial aid
to their families."

# 0

"If they have to work, they should be paid the same money."

"They should be able to at least make a decent salary."
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Yet another perceived consequence of lowering the minimum wage is that it

could lead to the exploitation of younger workers. Such a policy would have

negative results for both the employer in terms of decreased quality and,

production, and the employees who not only earn substandard wages, but be-

come increasingly disillusioned.

"It would be demoralizing to younger workers."

"That will discourage kids to work for almost nothing per hour."

"Employers would then take advantage of younger workers."

"Slave labor."

"Penalized for ;Outh."

"Company gets richer, workers lose."

Directly relative to this issue is the belief that poorer performance would

follow, no matter the age group effected, should the wages not be in keeping

with either a federal standard or the job market. Minimum wage is viewed as

having the further advantage of attracting and possibly keeping workers on

the job.

"Would add to the problem of quality of work by youth."

"They wouldn't work for less."

"Money keeps people on the job."

"'Good performance is required and pay is necessary."

"The quality and performance would be very poor.'

"People will not work if wages are too small."

Other respondents think that lowering the minimum wage would be less fair

to older workers by disQlacing them from the job market. These respondents

considered it a form of reverse discrimination since older workers would no

longer be competitjve.
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"It would harm the employability of older workers."

"It would force the employer to fire his long term workers to
improve profits."

"It would create more of an employment problem for older workers."

"Too many adult breadwinners are displaced."

A handful of respondents admitted that any change in the level of. minimum

wage would not affect them directly, either because of personal reasons or

becaAe their businesses are unionized or similarly regulated.

"We don't really have any flexibility. Our schedules are set by the
government."

"We would maintain our current.staff regardless of reduction in minimum
wage."

"Aileffect On our operations. No bearing on our industry."

Minimum Wage Reduction and Youth Hiring

The response percentages remain the same when the question asked is, "Would

you hire more youth if the minimum wage was lowered?" Seventy-seven percent (77%)

responded no and twenty-three percent (23%) answer yes. As might be expected,

those most likely to endorse lowering the minimum wage are most likely to say

they would hire additional youth if that wage actign was implemented. SSRT

organizaiions, the largest employer of youth, were mdst in support of lowering

the minimum wage (27%) and are most inclined (30%) to state that such an action

would lead them to employ more youth.

Those respondents who state they would hire additional youth felt that such

a change could open more positions for youth and be economically advantageous

to eMployers and industry. Assuming no -other constraints (such/as union

regulations). they tend to agree that such a wage policy would encourage
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employers to hire more youth. They point to the full range of economic impli-

cations of such a. practice; (a) more people would be employed, (b) their

(the employers') labor expenses would be reduced, (c) they could offer increased

or better products and services to customers, and (d) profits would rise.

Their comments reflect these attitudes:"

a---

--"It woul4 open more positions."

"It would help to get youth a job that would provide work experience."

"More could get jobs."

"I could afford to try out more youth for these jobs."

--"Labor expenses would be lower."

"It would stretch budgeted funds further."

"We could do more within our labor-wage guldelines."

"We could be more flexible in our hiring practices."

[
"More kids working, more gets done, and much faster."'

,c---

d---

"I'd be able to give better service with more employees:"

"'We 'd save, money."

"It would be good for profits."

"Econ8mics."

Many respondents disagree simply because they do not have the flexibility to

hire extra workers, regardless of wage level, because of legal contracts or

fixed workloads. These respondents usually state that lowering the wage would

not develop more jobs, or affect their individual hiring practices.

For example:

"Must have only a certain percent (youth)."

"We hire only what we need."
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"We'd still hire the same number."

"The wage itself has no bearing on our needs."

"Minimum wage ts not what prevents me from hiring--other considerations
determine hiring needs."

"Our office labor force is set by law."

"Wellready have many (youth)--work available is,the key factor rather
than wage."

"We wquldn't be effected because we don't employ young workers
because our clients prefer mature workers."

"More workers than needed may cause problems."

"Wage is not a factor."

A second group of respondents argue that lowering the wage would be likely to

create more problems by causing dissention among workers. Furthermore, most

4

businesses are controlled by pre-determined wage schedules.

"It'd be impossible to have people doing the same job at different
wages."

"Other workers would complain."

"Salary grades ire established regardless of age."

maintain a job schedule based on job responsibilities."

"Union Contracts restrict this."

"Equal pay for the same job."

Some respondents feel that lowering the wages would actually make it more

difficult to recruit qualified workers and keep them on the job. Lower wages

would also affect the level of production and quality of work by any. group'

workers.

"The best workers want enough pay."

"It would be harder to hire."

"I don't think they would work for less."
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"I can't pay less and expect the same work."

"You'd be hiring kids who couldn't get any other job, not desirable
employees."

"Definitely not, a lower wage would not provide incentive to do
a good job."

"We have difficulty attracting the people we desire at the wage we do
offer."'

"You get what you pay for."

Another group favors maintaining the minimum wage because of inflation and/or

their desire not to exploit workers. The following comments best typify these

sentiments:

"Young workers would not be exploited by my agency."

"Inflation permits youth to barely make it on,$1.35."

"Sub-minimum wages perpetuate poverty."

"If lowered it would not meet the youth's economic needs in terms of
supporting themselves."

"Conviction to paying fair wages."

Many respondents repeat a popular opinion expressed throughout the interview:

that hiring has nothing to do with a person's age. For example:

"We are looking for experience and attitudes, not age."

"People should be paid on knowledge, experience and ability to get
the job done."

"We don't have just 'youth jobs.'"

"If they do a good job, we'll pay them for it."

A few remarked without elaboration, tat they viado pay the minimum wage. One

respondent, however, did say: "We emplo four youth at sub-minimum wage because

pf their age--we've applied for the waiver and received permission."
4



A final group of respondents add that they now pay younger workers more than

minimum wage:

"We pay more than minimum wage to all employees."

"Most (of our) positions pay more than minimum wage."

"This organization has no problems paying the youtt what it does and

can."
vs

"We would never start a youth at minimum wage."

Preferential Treatment of Minority Youth

There is also very strong consensus among employer respondents opposing the

preferential treatment of minorities in the hiring of youth.

Seventy-eight percent (78%) disagree-that such a policy should be implemented,

while the remainder (22%) would endorse a preferential selection process. The

strongest support (33%) for preferential treatment comes from HEWG organizations

which are the largest single employer of both program and control group minority

youth. With the exception of HEWG, nearly eight out of ten of all other emOloyers

express opposition to a policy of preferential treatment for minority youth.

Comments made most frequently by those who chow "yes" in response to this

question are general in nature, providing no specific reason for the need for

preferential treatment of minority youth. The comments indicate a desire on

the part of these employers to provide minority youth with a chance in the work

place. Examples of comments are:

"Try to help minorities."

"Need some help to get on their feet."

"Not getting the chance they should be getting. They should get a break."

"Might help them rise above poverty status."

"To encourage minority youth."
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"They need an opportunity to have a job."

"Might help-them later in life."

"To'give them an opportunity to get experience."

"There is a need to push employment of,young." -

"Most times they haven't had the breaks that other youth have gotten."

The idea that minorities have been discriminated'against in the past, and that

preferential treatment in the work place is a reasonable approach to overcome

past inequities, is voiced less frequently than the more general comments

noted above. Examples of these comments are:

"Because minority youth have been and still are discriminated,against."

"Because minorities have constantly been segregated against in employment
hiring."

"Some commitment should be.made.because of past inequities."

"To remedy past ills."

"To compensate for the discriminatory practices Oich have led to the
high rate of unemployment among minorities."

"Becauswof unfair labor practices in the past and for future improvement."

"They have been discriminated against and need a chance to catch up."

"So often color and ethnic background is used as a yardstick for performance
and productivity."

"To make up for all the past inequities."

Some respondents note that preferential treatment is necessary or appropriate

due to deficits in the educatiOnal system or American society. These comments

suggest that minority youth, through no fault of their own, are at a dis-

advantage and should therefore be provided with added opportunities.

"Lack of available training."

"Educatil;a1 system and society at large have not met the needs of
minorit s.?

"Society has not provided equal leVeJs of development for some minorities."
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Others believe that the practice of preferential treatment for.minority youth

is the only way these youth can gain entrance into the work force. Preferential

treatment is seeh by these respondents as the means by which minority youth

get an equal chance in the job market. Without preferential treatment, non-

minorities are seen to have an advantage.

"This is the only way many, minorities will ever get a chance to prove
mhat they are capable ordoing:"

"Everyone should have an equal chance. Inequities qtill exist."

"In ordinary circumstances non-Minorities have an advantage."

"Hoping to arrive at some other means of getting them job opportunities
hasn't worked o ."

Affii-mative ac n regulations are occasionally mentioned by responde'nts. A

few comment that by treating minorities preferentially, government may be

relieved of some of ifs burden and that such treatment is beneficial to the

economy. Examples of these comments are:.

"I support affirmative actions."'

"We have an active EEO Program."

"We're morally in favor of equal opportunity employment."

"Would encourage and in some cases would help the economy by taking sgme
of the weight off government agencies."

-The majoritrof comments made by those who answered "no" to this question reflect

a very strong view that preferential treatment is an unacceptable form of dis-

C hicrimination and "m-C-1-iryto.Ae----'---rican politics and social values.

"No one race of people should be favored.
All equal--no prefernece."

I don't think prefereptial treatment
because of race, etc."

We'll be going backward.

should be given to anyone

"Everyone should be hired on an equal basis."

"All should be treated equally."



"There should be equal opportunity for young of all races."

"It is un-American to hire or fire because of r/ace."

"There should not be preferential treatment based on race."

"Why differentiate? Everybody should have the same chance."

"No, but ratherJan equal fair chance."

"It should be equal. lifon't believe in/preferential treatment of
young people."

a

Some see preferential employment pol,icies as a stimulus for conflict among

employees.

"Equal training and balanced treatment 4s essential for all personnel.°

"Believe all should be treated the same and then there is fewer problems
with all employees."

"[Preferential treatment] causes problems with other youth not given
preferential treatment."

"You do that and you have no morale left in the place."'

Qualifications for the job were mentioned frequently by respondents who°

do not agree with preferential treatment. Along with qualifications these

employees note appropriate training, skills, ability, and past experience as

appropriate conslderations for employment decisions. These respondents

place the individual's appropriateness for the job above prefereqtial treat-

ment. Some comments' note screening procedures. For example:

"Need emphasis on being best candidate for job and not filling
a quota."

"Minority [status] can be a factor, but more important to look at
education and skill."

"Depends on their qualificati6ns and capabilities to carry out the job."

"Performance is the criteria--not race."

"It should be based on desire, aptitude, and ability to work."

"Regardless of who--qualified and enthusiastic is what matters."
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"No reason to. Race or color.has nothing to do with peeformance."

"All applicants are screened thoroughly and [are] hired depending upon
qualifications."

Ne hire young people on the basis of their potential."

"Qualified should get jobs."

Finally, respondents refer tO EEO and Affirmative Action POlicies in their-

comments. For. example, one said that "EEO laws state that race or sex should

not be a factor" and another simply remarked that he is an Equal.Opportunft

fOloyer." One comment noted that preferential tréatmenVis reverse discri

nation--,"1 do not believe in reverse discrimination."

"Racism."

"Discrimination is r pugnant."

Work Behavior of Minority an/I Non-Minority Youth

Better than eight out of ten employers (88%) feel that minority youth.ar no

more or no less a risk or problem in the work place than are white yout of (

similar socio-economic background. Differences between industrial organi-
.

zations are minfmal and of no significance.

Prior to the presentation fconETents it is worth noting that many respondents

did not take the factor of socio-economic status into consideration.. Expressed

'comments suggest rather, that employers were limiting their issessifients only

to differences between minority and non-minority youth.

Those who did agree that minority youth were a greater risk frequently commented

that minority youth are more of a problem because orpast deficits in education,

training, and work experience. Other comments are not as specific but reflect

a belief that minority youth, more so than white youth, have4experienced familial

and personal trauma. Comments follow:
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"Less experienced, training, exposure."

"Lack of job related skills and experience."

"Haven't had the opportunity to create good work habits."

"Backgrounds are limited."

"Because they come with more problems7-at home, economics, etc."

"Need to be trained in work habits and proper attitude on job."

"Because of background, social up-bringing, attitudes of the
minority individual."

Poor work attitudes are noted:

"Attitude is rock bottom."

"Has appeared to be job attitude."

Others, however, point to-the lack of self confidence or self esteem.,

"Poor self esteem and lack of education."

"The youth feel insecure in the job place,.therefore they perform poorlY!"

"It's harder.for minorities to adjust."

"Basically, difficulty is adjusting to d different atmosphete.."

Others noted, Wi*/hout elaboration, that minority youth are less eager to commit

themselves to a job.

"Generally, they do not want to dedicate themselves to the job."

'"They usually don't sttck around long enough to be worth it."

Though infrequent, there are some severe and sweeping generalizations:

"They create problems."

"Because they are generally dishonest."
4

"Have had lots of black youth talk back and disobey rules."

.

The majority of respondents, as noted earlier, do not see race as being highly

associated with the work performance or attitude of youthful employees. At
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ta same time, and as will be noted in the discussion which follows, there is.
-I.

same sent'iment that socio-economic background may make a difference in how

/
youth perform on the job.

, II
"On the job they are no different than any other youth."

"I've observed no difference"iand "All Yotfh*are the same."

"Minorities are as intelligent and responsible as other yotitn."

"q3erson's race has nothing to do with the job."

"From my personal experience, they follow the same rules.and adapt like

anyone else."

"I hive not noticed a reater risk."

"We've had no probleM or risks with minority youth hired here.":
"Our experience has shown that all of our youth tericrto be'well

motivated foe this type of work."

A smaller
/
group of respondents believd that youth are similar, but also

1116

include in their commerits the notion that youth are more of a risk than older,

more mature employees. 6"

4"All youth have the-saMe difficulties in emplorent.."

"Have had equal success and failure with hiring minority disadvantaged,

and other disadvantaged."

"We have had kids.from all roots--and problems have ariten in every

status." _

"There is always risk regardless of status

"All youth are risky in the workplace."

,.,

The comments of employers more than suggest that they try not to generalize,

but rather consider the individual. Many simply say that performance "depends

on the individual." Some note that an individual's attitude or value§ are

-relevant.

"I view everyone equally allowing for individual Shortfalls."

(-
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"If someone truly wants to work he isn't going to cause any problems
tuch as being late or absent."

"Any incompetence on job or absenteeism stems from individual's
attitude, not his race."

"All individuals should be judged as such and the risks or proble
are the same with minority and non-minority groups."

"Individual characteristics govern.hiring here, race is not a factor."

"Doesn't make any difference. Look for good work attitudes."

Socio-economic status is mentioned by some as being associated with variations

in youth'performance and attitude. Most of these comments emphasize the
t

relationship between the SES of youth and the potential high risk to the

employer as well as the lack of relationship between minority status and risk.

"Encounter the same problems with employees of the same SES; race
does not make the difference."

"Poor is poor in any, race, and poverty creates other problems."

"They seem to have some 'class' problems that transcend race."

"Youth of the same socio-economic status have basically the same problems."

"Problems, social. and economic, know no color."

"More a question of socio-economic [status] than a race factor."

"Not so much race as social class."

"Race has nothing to do with it. It is a matter of poor and not poor."
sr.

-

The question: "Do you consider low income youth an even greater risk or

problem in the workplace than other youth?"

also generates limited endorsement from respondents. Employers who yiew
0

minority youth as a greater risk in the workplace are also more inclined to

view low income youth' as a greater risk (r..40). till, about twice as many (22%)

agree with this statement than was the case in minority/non-minority' youth

comparisons. There-also appears to besome differences in how employe;s*from

various industrial organizations respond to this question. Discounting
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FFF where three of thirteen (23%) respondents agree, the following distri-

bution is obtained:

F

Percent Agreeing

SSRT 24%

HEWG 21%

MANU 20%

FINS 20%

WRT' 18%

CONS 11%

TCU 10%

Onte again those who disagree stress the points of individual differences and

the dangers of generalizatfon.,

"We gte no experience to indicate low income youth present greater
pro ems of risks."

"I cannot tie any discipline problems to income background."

"We have a mixture of low income and high income, and I've'noticed no
risk:"

"Economics is no barrier."

"Low income doesn't mean they'rejoing to create a problem."

"Just because a person's poor, doesn't mean they're a risk."

Many respondents feel strongly that low income youth in particular were less

of a rWc than other employees. They credited such youth with above-average

motivation, persistence; and ability, often ut-performing other workers.

"A great deal of low' income youth really want to prove themselves on
the job and do well."

"In some cases its a better risk, they're mast interested in hanging
onto a job."

./

"Not necessarily--many of them are motivated to get ahead."
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"Based on my experience they are motivated even more."

"Disadvantaged youth want to work, whereas privileged youth feel no
challenge."

"They are appreciative of a chance to work."

"If they are given a chance, they will hang with it."

"Low income youth try much harder to abide by rules and regulations."

"Many are trying to get ahead and are willing to work."

Additionally, several respondents comment on the high personal standards and

ethical values of these young workers:

"I have experienced that low-income youth are brought up with great
values."

"Some have strong, ethical family values." ,

"We have more theft from people from upperclass families."

Relative to this latter remark are criticisms of more affluent employees.

"To us upper-median income causes more problems--poor attitude, not
really being a hard worker."

"Upper income youth are more inclined to drugs;and often take advantage
of a job to support a drug habit."

"Advantaged youth may have poor attitudes--do not have as much at stake
as poorer youth."

The-remaining comments, though noteworthy, are less frequent. A few respondents

feel that risk is not characterized by income or background, but rather

characteristics of youth.

"Problems are general problems of youth."

"Age is the problem, not race."

"All youth have the same 'basic problems."

"Most youth are low-income."

A handful of responses indicate that some employers seek to avoid knowing

anything aboutnthe employees' social or economic status.
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"A lot of times we don't know their income level--we just want good
workers."

"We are not interested in where they came from."

"I never inquire about income."

A final group feel that while no serious risk is involved, younger workers

and low income youth do benefit from supervision and specialized training.

"They can perform if taught properly."

"They need more training and supervision."

"All4they need is special training."

"They require closer supervision and more intense training."

"Not if they want to work and you work with them. They can bejaught
and trained."

Respondents tto agree that disadvantaged youth are more of a work related

problem, are without exception, quite willing to share their views. For this

group of employers, low-income youth are broadly characterized as: lacking

education or skills training; holding negative work attitudes and habits;

having family or personal problems, as well as suffering from economic deprivation.

Many of the remarks, however, appear to be qualified with the caveat that these

youth are victims more to be pitied than scorned.

"Their upbringing carries with it domestic and other types of problems."

"[Their] environmental background is so different from the norm."

"[Their] social background might be different and present sOme barriers."

"Generally associated with low income workers is a lesser integration
into society, more to overcome."

"Low income youth have had less supervision in the home [growing up];
develop poor attitude."

"90% of the time they are, because they come from a deprived environment."

"The 'system' has made them a higher risk."

"More problems brought to the job due to the life style."
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"Low income youth don't look to future--just live day-to-day because
they were brought up that way."

"They haven't learned to work--they haven't had the home example to
7 follow."

(-

Cther problems mentioned are more specific to the workplace. Two often

related complaints are that many low income youth are unskilled, uneducated,

or inexperienced, and that they have not as yet internalized the "work ethic."

"All younT workers need more skills and experience."

"They lack exposure to the office environment; perspective May be .

different related to personal property and attendance."

"Their attitude reflects that they want and need money, but do not
know how to work, feel a job is owed to them--seem to have personal
problems."

"They just don't have a hard work attitude in which the middle class has."

"They generally lack employability ikills."

"I try to give them the biggest break--they have a worse attitude and
next-to-nothing in home training."

"Low income workers need job orientation."

"Usually, educational level is not as great.".

"In my experience they have the attitude of 'I don't care' and 'I'm here_
only for my paycheck and nothing else."

Trustworthiness is of concern to some respondents, although some of the*

particular concern may be related to the nature of their business or.industry:

"[They] are more difficult to trust."

"I'am more likely to keep an 'eye' on them unconsciously because of
their upbringing. We have had alot of theft problems in he past."

"They are more apt to be an internal theft problem."

"In this business, the're's a strong temptation to steal."

"If risk is defined according to economic need, lower income youth
are more likely to take leftovers home for themselves or family or
are more likely-to take company's money-rI understand this."
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"Possibility of theft."

"I think they might steal money."

Another problem area mentioned includes work attitudes, motivation, and

V

discipline:

"Their-attitude and value systems are different than non-low-income
youth. Low income youth are less motivated, less self-sufficient and
need more supervision."

"Low income youth lack self-motivation due to handouts from social
services/government."

"Often quit."

"Usually they lack dependabilfty."

"Low income youth are less stable, more likely to quit, or not show
up to work."

"Low income youth are less reliable."

"Tend to be job hoppers."

"Tend to leave sooner."

A final group Of remarks includes behavior and appearance, andWere much less

frequently mentioned:

"They generally lack manners., Speech, social graces."

"Personal hygiene and appearance tend.to be a problem."

Job Training Assistance for Low Income Youth

Yet another question which provokes a high degree of consensus is 'one that

asked respondents the following: .

"Do you feel that some job training/job assistance should be'provided
for loW income youth to enhance their opportunities for employment?"

Better than eight out of ten (82%) respondents agree that some job assistance

should in fact be offered to low income youth. Omitting FFF,'where the

sample is limited; significant differences are again apparent among the other
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seven industrial organizations.

Support for training is highest among HEWG and FINS employers, (both 90%).

Disagreement, on the other hand, is most prevalent among CONS employers (26%),

SSRT (23%), and WRT (22%). Speculation as to the reasons for these significant

variations would be along the following lines:

HEWG employers, in this study at least, were the major employer of program,

and control group youth'as well-,as the largest eMployer of minority

group yotith. Further, the HEWG organizations in this sample are heavily

dominated by public sector agencies.

FINS employers, while not Major hirers of youth, do requi(7nd are

dependent upon entry level workers with specific skills and profi-

ciencies.

. 0

A
SSRT, WRT, and CONS employers account for most.of the nat40:*entry level .

- . .

youth employment and place youth in jobs which'require 411mal ;Job ski)ls

or cognitive accomplishments.

The majority of employers who do agree that some job traininj or 'assistance

should be provided to low income youth did attempt to specify the type of:

'training they felt would be appropriate. As might pd anticieated, individual

respondents frequently cited more than one type of trainjpg. Each of the
4

following were mentioned: a) basic educational training; b) training in job

seeking skills and job holding skirls; c) preparatory training about working

and work environment; and d) training about appropriate work attitudes and

behaviors. Handson training, actual work experience, or on-the-job training

were favored (e). Comments about training in specific job knowledges or

skills were also expressed (f). Mentioned less frequently are: g) training
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should be available to everyone; h) program sponsorship; and i) incentives

to employees.

A. Comments about training in basic educational skills and statements that

indicate training should be done by the schools are most prevalent.

Educational training (basic education and career education):

"More basic education, training in working with other people, available
for youth of all income backgrounds."

"Training in basic skills such as reading, writing, office skills,
job placement, special programt to provide work experience."

"Better basic education."

"Remedial reading/writing (communications).

"Basic reading and writing to fill out job applications, etc."

"Basic education is necessary; good math and English, writ g, speaking.

Understanding business environment."

"Greater educational opportunities to help them realize their career
potential."

"Basic educational opportunities should be given to.low income youth."

"Career education, job development, and placement."

"Career education and preferential treatment in hiring."

-

"Basically career counseling; labor market orientation; exposure to
various Industries and agencies."

Traininn by schools:

"Some job training here. The high schools should do more training on
basic skills (filling out forms, betng on time) to hold a job. Also

language."

"High school level skills training; work-study programs."

"Schools should place more emphasis on the importance of having the
skills for doing various types of jobs, e.g. typing."

"In high school where they need job training.to be sent out to the
work force, perhaps half days the last year on a work experience program."

"Facts of what they have been trained for. This should be done twice;
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once entering high school and once at the start of,the.4th year."

"Integrated program with school (7-12) focusing on employment development;
career development."

"Should be something through the schools in the development of.pre-
omployabilityiskflls: -filling-out applications-,-ihtervieWing; basic
sfkills, dress, etc."

"Schools should stress what business J4 all about. The cencept of profit."

"Better.schbol training and greater job preparation is needed. They
should be given basict (reading, writing, spelling). Next they should
be'given on-the-job training."

"Training in school seminars by private sector on their job skills."

"Career orientation at school at an early age."

B. Comments about job seeking and/or job holding skills are also frequently
(

cited.

Training in job seeking skills and job holding skills:

"Courses in attitude, financial planning, job expectation, ba ic
job interview, filling out application, skills related to ge ting

d

a job."

"Finding jobs, keeping jobs, counseling."

"Job seeking skills,(filling out applications, handling an interview
and proper appekrance)."

"Should receive educational counseling expressing the importance of basics
(reading, writing, communicating). Should have interviewing training;
need career goals and work behavior."

"Job seeking and job keeping skills--attitUde toward workers and super-
visors."

"Training in basic job skillshow to apply, where and how."

"Services which enhance .interviewing skills, job holding and job seeking
skills."

"Career education should-be taught to include job search skills,
.

interviewing techniques, career awareness and survival skills."

"The types of services would be basic job skills, such as filling out
resumes and communicating with supervisors."

"Employment skills,-interviewing, application's, job retention skills."
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C. Closely related to job seeking and holding skills-are comments about

pre-employment Preparation, including preparation for the work environment.

Job Oreparation/pfl-employnent training/preparation for the realities of

the working environment:

"Pre-employment preparation."

"I would like to see more job training programs for youth that would
help a great deal in getting them better prepared."

"Pre-employment and training; job 'sampling; economic assittance prior
to earning a salary."

"Programs to teach them how to adapt to work,"

"Job orientation about the work world and job placement assistance."

"Exposure to work environment."

D. Statements about employee attitudes and behaviors are made almost as often

as comments concerning job seeking and holding skills.-

Traiiinq in appropriate attitudes and work behavior:

"Job training to provide a sense of responsibility, proper attitude."

,i'As far as our company is concerned, clerical training would be important.
Generally, training in attitudes and responsibility would enhance oppor-
tunities for employment."

...orientation to work place (attitudes) are more of a problem than
skills."

"Work habits."

"Educational, vocational, and programs directed towards a responsible
attitude."

"Training in work behavior. Access to job opportunity."

"Activities centered arouniacknowledging rules, punctuality, 4spe/t,
attitudes, effort, attendance, etc."

"Career counseling, work habits and work behavior type-training sessions
should be offered."

E. kands-on training activities are considered most beneficial.
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On-the-job training and other forms of hanils-on experience:

"A program in which youth could become involved in the work they
want to do--the acfbal experience."

"Help them gain some experience, help to improve the level of orZ's
ability."

"OJT."

".Work experience, job p;eparation and-skill training, employment
counseling. Job searc skills."

"More'programs like this which expose them to work."

"Our employees are trained on a continuous basis."

"Program between the company and the school to give the kids some type
of hands-on experience."

"Each company should have their own training program for the job they
,have and set placement goals for those jobs."

"Actual job/career related training so as to put them into the job
market to compete on an equal,basis."

"Cross training.into other departments."

"Training under person(s) skilled in area--on-the-job training."
,

F. Other respondents specify training in specific skills or areas of knowledge.

Vocational training:

"Should have training in Vocations."

"More vocational schools so they are able to immediately go to work."

"General job skills by basic vocational training."

Clerical/office training:

"Office skills."

"Helping them in the basic skill areas, office (typing) related skills.
Knowledge about computers, employability--youthAon't feel they are
being prepared properly in schools. If not in school, why at job
site?"

Technical training:

"Counseling (school & job) entrly level technical training."

_

"Technical skills in an area overtooked or given little attention in
the schools is on general small business practices (i.e. applying
what you learn to a real position). Everyone is not going to be an
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executive. How to\apply for a job."

"Technical skills and on-theTjob training."-

Management training:

tt)

"Managment training programs." -7

"Low income training institutes in the field of technology and management."

G. A smaller proportion of employers expressed the view that training should

net be restricted to youth or necessarily to the poor.

"Job training should be provided for everyone seeking employment and
tailored for job needs."

"Low income youth should have the same thing available to theni as any
other grou0."

"But not just for low income. Courses at Community College--job related."

"Anything that would help low income youth get atted. Many times they

need 'a boost."

"Teach youth skills so that they tan compete on an equal basis with each,
other."

"Al) youth need job training. This is not an income problem. Career
education should be part of their high school orientation."

"Some form of v9cational training and social training so they'd have
.an equal chance with those they compete with."

"Should be entitled to a good start; chance to learn skills and the
ropes of working and getting a job."

Government training programs:

"More state programs."

"Programs like CETA should be created for youth."

"Government programs such as OIC."

"State and federal programs; technical, metivational, and educational."

"Government programs set up so that they.can get the training that is
required."
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Several do refer to incentives for employers who provide training services._

"Vocational training and employer tax cre8its."

Those respondents opposing job enhancement programs fgr low incOme youth,

were less inclined to share their neasons with interviewers. The comments

they do provide, however, can be placed within four categories: a) state-'

ments emphasizing.the value of self help as opposed to help from others;

b) statements noting that employers (private sector) should be resppnsible

. for job training as opposed to governmental sponsorship; c) statements

indicating that schools should have responsibflity for youth trainipg and

that schools as well as other local institutions are doing their job; and

d) statements taking exception to the iedea cr restricting ob training

to any one aie, race, or economic group.

A. Self Help

"Opportunities for employment are there. They s have incentives,
desire, and motivation to seek work."

"Everyone should'have own initiattve."

r "Not just for the poor--if they really want to, they'll find a job.
So many young people just don't want to work."

"Should abolish about 99% of programs and just let kids get out and
work. They take too much advantage of federal programs--just sit
back and expect money and not have to work for it."

.d

"They .appreciated a job more and will'stay on the job longer."

"You have to start at the bottom'and work your way up in anything you
do.".

"Ktds need a good attitude out of-themselves in order to get a job.
Don't feel extra assistance is necessary." .

"Ne, feel they should be on their own.!:

"They should receive training on their own."

"Must.pull themselves up by their own boot straps."
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B. The Employers Responsibflity

"Employers should train employees."

"We train all of our eMployees. Some youth may have to work at

employment training a little longer. A job in industry iA a better
way of employing youths."

"Prefer to train them in our own techniques."

"We train them ourselves."

"The organization sponsors on-the-job training to prepare the youth for
a job."

C. The Schools Responsibility

"More emphasis should be given tor improve education while youth are in

school."

"Schools should be responsible for providing such_services."
,

"We do a lot of work on COE, etc. in school. Every student is exposed

to how to fill out job applications, go through a job interview, ete."

"Schooling should prepare youths for the market place."

'"Enough already at high school."

D. Unrestricted TraSning ,

"All income levels should have a shotc5t job training to help them
get jobs."

"They are willing to give a chance and training to any 'well motivated -

person.

"Should be available for youth of all income levels; general trainin ."

Who Should Provide Epooymclitiminina?

Employer respondents are very much interested in the issue of who should play

the primary role in job training and placement of\grloyed youth. 'With

few exceptions each respondent did express some opinion or attitude. About

half of the respondents select the government (at 'all levels) as the major

ageilt for the organization and implemdntation of youth employment enhancing
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activity. The,other helf.of the*Oondents'are.:alMoseequally divided between

i;1.:t-hose mho feel the task should with ,the'privte-seotor and those who endorse

a more collaboráQiv effort between the private and public sectors.
.

,
t .

The comments ftade by respondents, however, more than suggests that a majority

were not comfortable with being "forced" to make a choice between the'private

and public Sector. We say "forced" since the question asked included only two

options (Public Sectbr or Private Sector) and did not include any other

alternative'response. It is from the Comments of.respondents that ce were able

to determine that at least a fourth clearly preferred some combination of

publié and private effort in the matter of youth employment training. An

analysis of expressed opint9ns and attitudes also ind1cates'9at even among

those who did choose one or other of the available options (public vs private),

there are many who would wish to see a Viable partnership between government

and the priVate sector.

Prio'r to the presentation of a sampling of respondent expression, it should be

noted that while there is no significant differences in -how employers of the'

eight different industrial organizatIons respond to this.question--there are

variations. At the same time, differences between employers of° program youth and

.thos,Jaho hired control group are minimal.

--%

Thosewho.believe that training and placement services for unemployed youth,4-

is the-responsibility of tht public sector frequently comment that these

services are social or public responsibilities.. "It is a function of society,"

commented one person. Respondents qualify their cOmments by indicating why

they believe these services are the responsibility of the government.

"Governmentshould have the responsibility to provide its people
with basic training regardless of their income status."
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"It is a public problem arrd it could be better controlled and monitored

than if.left tcOhe'private sector."

"It's the government!s function to train skills deficient in youth."

"The governMent should provide these services."
4

"The government has participated in depri.ving youth of basic skills

and it is their responsibility to4temediate."

"Government should set.up more programs that will benefit youths looking

for jobs."

"It is the government's job to try to set upfprograms to benefit unemployed
youth."

"This is more in line with what they do."

'"There are federal, state, and city funds that can probably be used for

'this purpose."

"If it provided [it is the] public's responsibility to do so."

RespondentVlso point out that the Public sector is better equipped to launch

trd19ing and placement services for unemployd youth. The public sector is

seen as having,the'resources necessary to provide these services.

."They have the resources to develop and operate training centers."

"Government can afford it."

"The scale is too grand for private business,to provide what's
needed to the underprivileged."

"They [public sector] should have more facilities and finances."

"[The public sector is the] only sector with funds and facilities
available to provide this training and placement in a uniform maflner

for all interested youth."

"More agencies to Provide job opportunities."

"Because they have the funds to do it."

"More work force and time to do this type of service."

"They have the means and capability to do the job."

"The government would be able to properly fund the programs."
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Also mentioned frequently by respondents who believe the public sector should

provide training services is the public education system. These respondents

call for the public schools to institute training programs to meet the needs

of youth who will enter the work world.

"Public schools should be the base for job training."

"It should be provided within the school system."

"All training would work better if they started from high school years."

"It should be ilandled in the public schools."

"Improve upon already existing public education to meet [these needs]."

"Should happen in high school because they still have a chance to be
employable after graduation."

"Educational institutions already established. Just include more job
training in various areas."

"Schools in position to prepare for life should mix academics with the
realities of working."

"If it starts in the schools, it will improve the characterc'of the kidss
when they get out there."

"Training should be provided by the school systems."

Some respondents state that, if left to the private sector, job training

services would not be readily available. They point out that the private

sector does not.possess the necessary resources to implement andssustain large

scale training and placement efforts. Still others hold the position that the

private sector is not really interested in taking on such a massive venture.

"Private sector does not care."

"Cannot depend on the private sector."'

"Private will only train their children."

"If private sector does, they will not put out the money for jobtraining."

"Private won't take expense and trouble to do it."

"Private sector is in the business to make monev. They cannot take on
the job of training even though it has an obligation to the community."
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"Wovld rather have private, but don't think they will offer training
e41ially to everyone."

"Private industry won't go to the degree needed to do this."

"I am in the private sector and cannot afford to do joh training on
a mass scale; however, the larger businesses should."

"Many in the private [sector] do not have the skills or; the money o
do so."

Still other respondents note that they pay taxes and see training and placement

service legitimate expenditures of their tax dollars.

"Public because of all the employer tax dollars."

"Because that's what we pay taxes for."

"Taxes should go to help youth which finally helps everyone."

A few who commented on the payment of taxes indicated that if the government

were to provide tax incentives, the private sector would,then be able to

deliver training and placement services. Others do not mention taxes speci-

fically, but note that incentives are necessary if the private sector is to

contribute to a national effort.

"Private sector, if tfie taxes weren't already so high."

"Unless the private sector contributors receive some kind of goverriment

releif."

A few mention that the public sector should be in charge of ttaining and

placement services bkause of their [public sector] control of the economy.

"I believe it would help the economy if more programs were set 4 to
help youth acquire jobs."

r
.

"Because they have control over what goes on in the economy."

More than a few respondents who chose.the "public sector" option comment that

a partnership between both sectors was necessary to provide necessary youth

services.
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"I would like to see the responsibility shared, but.the government has
the money to do the job."

"It should begin here [public sector] and disseminated into the
private sector."

O

"Both should be responiible, noi just one,"

Many of the respondents who select the "private sector" option make 4pe point

that.it is the private sector which provides most jobs. Because the private

sector i$ teeil by these respondents as ,the sector providing major employment

opportunities, it is considered to be the best enterprise for the Ur:Oiling

and Oacement needs of youth. These respondents believe that the relationship

between training and the work enyironment will be'stronger when services are

provided by the private sector.

"It is where most of'the jobs are."

"Private sector can better address specific needs of their own than
general public sector training."

6 .
!

"My reason beinp they,would Only have the single job of preparing youth
for the woeld bf work.".

"Far more capable of offering a wide variety of skills i the actual
work environment."

"Skills and work habits are not taught or emphasized enough in the
public sector; private is primarily on-the-job training with all the
job rules in force."

"They woUld be given more personal attention."

"Experience is better provided by private employers."

"On-the-job training--will learn faster and'have better'understanding
of job."

"Private bUsioess can provide definite training."

"No point in it unless there is a job for them to go to. Find from .
past experience that youth from federally funded job training programs
do not-Work out."

"Because they are the only ones who could hire."

"No need for government interference. Government trains in a vacuum and
is a waste of time."
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"Due to linowledge of the type of qualificationA [required] by the
private sector."

"The market place needs to establish, hire, and train what they need."

06er comments from those who opt for the private sector indicate that the

private sector...does (or would do) a better job of providing training and

placement services to unemployed youth than does (or would) the public sector.

Others add that the public sector has tried to provide these services, but

has not been successful. Some who felt that the private sect& would perform

better say they.cduld do so at less expense and bureaucratic confusion.

"Better approach to anything. If the private [sector] can't accomplish
it, 1 wouldn't expect public [sector] to."

"Any jobs the public sector can do can be done at less cost by the
private sector and at a profit."

"Public sector has already been tried, and it is not working."

"We can do a better job. We.are more attuned to productivity. We are

a profit-making organization."

"Because of these incentives to make a profit."'

"Private sector does a better job. Youth are more apt to apply self to
maintain job in work environment."

" e train better than the public sector."

"Better prepared-to handle and train youth."

"They would not tolerate poor performance.

There are also those who hold the view that private sector involvement will

require an easing of governmental regulations and more in the way of incentives.

"Private sector.can handle this area of training if they had more
incentive such as lower wages."

"With proper incentives--Targeted Job Tax Credits or private sector tax
rebate for,hiring youth. Private sector knows what skills areneeded.
Government doesn't."

"Should reduce taxes so private industry can create more jobs."

"1-67
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A handful hold the view that government is already over-extended and expected

to do too much.

"I don't feel that the government can afford to offer training for
unemployed youth."

$ "Too much is expected of government."

"Private needs to get involved--publlc only so much they can do."

"Because there should be greater responsibility on the part of private
business."

A few emphasize the waste that comes with governmental involvement in the

delivery of services, as well as the added burden placed on taxpayers.

"Public funding or assistance could be a big waste of money; lots of
kids don't care to work."

"Because all won't use or need training 'services, so all should not.pay."

"Better,for country in fhe long run; government programs pull up taxes
with burden on middle income people."

"Taxpayers are paying enough."

Several believe that the private sector as.part of its social responsibility

should take on job training efforts..

"They gain economically from the public by sales of.products and feel
they should refund the public in terms of employment."

"Business should e more involved. Companies should participate in
community activ'ties."

"Because it [private sector] benefits so much from the community."

As stated Iarlier, no matter the option selected, many respondents do see the

task of providing employment related traininljasomell as job.placement as

a responsibility of both government and the i3rivate sector. Some qualify

their comments by indicating an equal sharing by the two sectors, but most

simply talk about the appropriateness of a national collaborative undertaking.

Sample responses of those who marked both options are:
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"Both private.and public should contribute in providing quality training
for unemployed youth."

"Both7seems like one sector shouldn't be.burdened with the entire thing."

"Has to be a cooperative effort. One can't handle it alone.! -

"I feel that in order to decrease unemployment both need to pi;oVide
them services."

"The burden falls equally to both areas."

"Both should share equally. They both have the money to do it, but

would rather spend it on something else."

"86th to provide equal opportunity."

"It's the responsibility of both. Both have an important role and one
can't do without the other."

"Both benefit from increased productivity and produce better citizens."

1 72
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CHAPTER VII: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As we noted in the introduction of this report, our concern here is with the

attitudes,,perceptions, and experiences of employers of low income youth.

More tpecifically, youth between the ages of 16 and 21 who had participated

in the federally funded.programs under the Youth Employment and Demonstration

Projects Act (YEDPA) of August, 1977.

As also noted earlier, this report should be viewed as a companion piece to

. _

a series of research reports, prepared by E.T.S., dealing with the experiences,

attitudes: and perceptions of program participants. %These two research

inquiries are meant to provide insights into both sides of the employment

coin--from the Perspective of the employee as well as that of the employer.

Not unlike other larger scale national surveys, particularly those relying

upon interviewers, this study is not without certain sampling and data

collecting flaws. The problems are not major, but they are worth noting.

We would.have, for example, been more comfortable had we obtained a sizable

number of employer respondents from each of the eight industrial categories.

Certainly, it would have been.beneficial had there bean a larger sample of

respondents in the CONS and FEE organizations. The respondent size of each

industrial grouping, however, was determined by the number of program parti-

cipants and controls/reported to have been employed within a particular

industrial organization.

9

There were also cases, we believe, where interviews may have been conducted

with an inappropriate respondent. That is, an individual who was not responsible

for the screening and hiring of-youthful employees.
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. Finally, there were instances where.interviewers *failed to obtain information

requested in the survey instrument. Again, however,.we do not believe that

these shortcomings are sufficient to seriously detract from the qualgy or

credibility of the findings.

As reported in Chapter II of this volume; the largest single eMploying organi-

zation of program participants and control group youth was the Service and

Select Retail Trades (SSRT). Health, Education, Welfare, Governmental

Services, and Religious (HEWG) agencies make-up the second largest.group.

These are primarily non-profit, public ;ervice agencies. The two service

categories, Wholesale-Retail Trade (WRT) and Service'and Select Retail Trade

(SSRT.) accounted for the employment of about half.of all the youth followed

in this survey. The smallest samples of youth employees were located in

Construction (CONS) and Farming, Fisheries, and Forestry (FFF).

With the slight exception of HEWG organizations, differences between parti-

cipant an control job placements were minimal. The largest proportion of

YEDPA uth were in the SSRT-end HEWG areas, while contrali tended to be more

even y distributed among three work settings: SSRT, HEWG, and WRT.

A v riety of variables are associated with observed differences in where

partic ants

oubt va

ound employment. Operators of programs and program sites no

ir access to entry level job opportunities nd the role

ecting participants with potential employers. The'they playe

National Council of Women, for examplev had the largest percentage of employed

participants in HEWG organizations (ill%),,while La Raza reported the lowest

percentage of HEWG emplOyment (leo). La Raza, on the other hand, was most
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successful in MANU placements (26%). Private Sector.Initiatives report four

out of ten placements in SSRT (40%) as compared,to the National Urba6 League's

(13%). The National Urban League, however, does report a higher rate of

employment in WRT organizations (33%) than all other program operators.

While most jobs obtained by youth were in the private sector, almost a fifth.

(17%) found work in public organizations. Both the National Urban League and

Recruitment Training Program repoft a twenty-two percent (22%) placement in

the public sector as contrasted with Job Factory where only four percent (4%)

of participants were employed in public agencies.

Sizeable differences are found when comparisons aee made between race/ethnicity,

sex, and organizational work setting. Black youth are more likely than either

hispanic or white youth to be employed in HEWG organizations; blacks are less

likely to be employed in NANU; and white youth show the highest employment in

WRT. A particularly large percentage of white males are in WRT compared to

black and hispanic males who tend to be concentrated in SSRT and MANU. The

greatest variation between groups is found in HEWG organizations where black

females show an employment rate taenty-six percent (26%) greater than white males.

Age and educational status were also found to be significant factors in accounting
A

for differences in where youth found employment.

(

Upon examining the racial/ethnic tomposition of the total work force of all or-

ganizations represented in this study, we found that more than half of the employees

are white, a little more than a quarter are black, and less than a fifth are

hispanic or of some other ethnic heritage. Whites tend to be over-represented

in the Financial, Insurance and Select Business Services (FINS) and in

Manufacturing (MANU). Blacks are over-represented in HEWG employment, and

hispanic1 are over-represented in PFT and MANU. .
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As might be .anticipated, we find that the largest proportion of younger youth ,

(ages 16-18) are employed in the SSRT organizationsthose companies with the

highest turnover rates among young entry level workers. Similarly, the data

indicate that the lowest average hourly wages are paid by those organizations

which do employ the largest proportion of entry level youth.

Data dealing with entitlements and benefits show that more than half of the

employers report that their companies offer full time employees at least the

following:

Paid Vacations

Paid Holidays

Hospital/Medical Benefits

Paid Sick Leave

Life Insurance

Since the majority of companies require some mandatory period of employment

prior to employee access to these benefits,/ it is doubtful that most entry

level youth actually participate in these company offerings. Further, the

information provided by'employers makes clear that the most gomprehensive and

attractive benefit packages are found precisely in those organizations which

employ the smallest number of young workers.

Finally, we find that counseling services for,employees tend to be found in

organizations where there is less in the way of emoloyee turnover and more

in theway of work force continuity.

From Chapter III we are able to gain some insights as to the barriers which

youth, particularly low income youth, may confront as they seek to make the

school to work transition. The data show that every employing organization

does insist upon entry level employees meeting some type of entrance criteria.
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That,finding in itself is not startling. What is of interest are the range

of entrance demands of employers of Youth entering the job market. Nine out

of ten employers require evidence of qualification in at least four areas.

-Five'of tqn employers require that new workers meet at least seven entry

_4(Jalifications. Further, the vast majority of'respondents belienot only

.
that these standards are desirable, but that there should be greater enforce-

ment of these entry level qualifications.

.

Interestingly:as many employers note'the importance of "personal appearance"

as "ability to read,".and "ability to write." Far more emphasis is placed

upon cognitive skills and personal groominb than upon "work experience,"

"high school diploma," or "previous.job training."

While there is a high level of consensus among all employers for these entrance

qualifications, there are variation's between organizations. Briefly, those

employing the largest proportion of younger adolescents tend to be less demanding

in entrance qualifications. The findings are reflective of a system which

operates efficiently in absorbing new young workers into those jobs which are

viewed as being most appropriate for young, first time, e'ntry level novices.

The employment gates are opened mos,t widely to the unkkilled, uninitiated, and .

inexperienced for entry into those jobs which demand the least in the way of

skill, experience, or commitment.
ft!

Still, the question which must be r'aised ts "WW so-much for so 3itt1e?" That

is, given the demands of these entry leveT jobs, why the insistence upon sa

many entrance qualifications? What is the relationship between these quali-

0

fications and the demands of the job? Further, what evidence is there that
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youth who meet some or all of these qualifications are more productive or

keliable employees?

The role and saliency of entrance qualificatfani becomes even less clear when

we note that only a small number of employers utilize written tests,"oral

tests, or performance tests in sorting out acceptable and.unacceptable candidates.

Howfemployers can assess cognitive skill qualifications without such tests

remains a mystery. We might speculate that there are some serious discrepancies

between qualifications cited and qualifications enferced.

As there are entrance qualifications, there are also behaviors and conditions

which may act to keep young people out of th

4

work force. Disqualification
,

factors of employing organizations cover a de range of behaviors and personal

attributes. Almost half of the employers tate that a record of dru6 use

would disqualify a you person for employ ent. A third would deny employment

because of a priion record; a fourth for an arrest; limited English ability;

or physical handicaps.

Employers do then, establish 9,ualifictions for job entry and a significant

number, though not a majority . will disqualify applicants who fail to meet

certain behavioral, social, and physical criteria.
.

We find that age )s a very important factor in controlling the kinds of lobs

which will be available to young people. Further, we found that although

the very large majoiNity of employers do insist upon evidence of cognitive skills--

reading, writing, and arithmetic--only a ha;idful actually use some type of

test or twokrument in order to assess the applitnt's\pbility to meet quollifyiAg

standards. Most employers appear to rely upon personal interviews and prior

job references as the datq used to screen out desirable and undesirable candi-

dates. The findings from this portion of our investigation would suggest there
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may not necessarily be a rational fit between the skills required by the,

entrance level jobs youth'obtain and the qualifications-disqualifications used

by employers. further, these data suggest that factors, other than those

identified in this research, may be playing a role in hiring decisions.

N

Again, the inform\a ion from this study cannot provide anwers to questions,

of racial, sexdal, or et$Inic discrinrknation. The discrepancies, however,

between expressed qualifications and.lack of means to assess these qualifications,

and the lack of fit between job requirements and,expressed qualifications-

disqualifications, does contribute to the impression that discrimination is an

operating factor in the employment Process. Both sides, employee and employer,

enter,the hiring process with little'in the way of meaningful exckange data.

The youthful candidate does not Obssess hard evidence of competencies, attitude;
%

1

or motivation. Employers, on the other hand, seem to be without measures; .

benchmarks, or standards with which they might more effectively and More

judiciously aSsess youthful job candidates.

. Finally, these analysis suggest that there would be merit in a closer working

relationship between those_wh6 employ youth.,and those involved in the

education and career related training of.youth. Such a collaboration might

heTp in maximizing the goodness of fit'in the school to work Xransition.

In Chapte'r IV, we dealt with the employers' experiences with and assessments

of young employees. There is much in the way of consensus among respondents

as to the areas in wkich youth are in need of wqrk preparation.- Cited most

frequently is an improvement in werk related attitudes. A more positive work
-

attitude as Well a greater "knowledge of proper behavior on the job" are noted

% far more frequently than are needs for improvement in j, skills or technical

education.



.
A .

..

Employers feel that youth lack an appropriate work etg'ic and that they are
. .

.
.

.

. also very much in need of basic educational skills: reading, Wtiting-,'and ..

,

arithmetic.

'According to our respondents, 0 turnover among youth is far more likely to
4

be the result of action faken by the young employee rather than the eMployer.

Eight of ten respondents saytthat voluntary termination is thimajor source

of employment turnover among youth. Being fired or being laid off accounts

for only a #ifth of the job terminations. The major reason given for the

high level of votuntary job departure on the liart of the young is that they

have found and acCepteda better job. Still, almost half of,the respondents

say that a combination of a lack of intexest in the current job and peesonal

reasons (i.e. family, childbirth, delinquency) are strong contriiuting factors

% y----'
...--

F.
-.,..., .

to fhe relatively 'high job mobilirlof youth.

Abtente4ism and unacceptable attitude or behavior are the main reasons why

youth are terminated by their employers. Clearly, the data provided by

tresOondents points to perceived deficiencies in attitude and behavior as the

most salient problem factors. faflure to possess necessary'job or technical

skills are rarely mentioned. As we point ou? infhapter IV, these findings should

not.be surprising since the bulk of entry level jobs taken by the young require

minimal competencies. Employers then look for young workers who will be

dependable,,.presentable, and fairly well-behaved--characteristics and. attributes

which are not, according to employer respondents, prevalent among contemporary

youth.

,
,

Interstingly, despite the problems encountel-ed, these same respondents tend

to hold a fairly sympathetic and anderstanding attitude toward these Same.
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A.

young employees% Respondents make two major points: 1: Many of the jobs held

by youth are not the kind that would enhance a strong commitment to task or

employer, 2. predictability an'd responsibility are attributes which come.with

maturity and are rarely to be practiced by adolescents. Further, the perception

of a lack of appropriate work values and behaviors is a more prevalent a problem

among the young, it is mit restricted to youth. On the contrary, respondents

feel that many older, more mature employees are also lacking in appropriate

work motivation, loyalty:and responsibility.

Noted also In Chapter IV are data indicating that the majority of program and

control group youth are satisfied with,the work they are doing; believe that

they get a fair pay tor the work they do; feel that they are doing worthwhile

work; and given current knowledge of their job, they would take the same job

again.

'What is also clear from the evidence provided by these'youth is the fact that

while they are content with their current entry level job, very few expect

to.continue to work for the same organization in the near future. LesS than
AY,

a third feel that, given a choice, they would choose to remain with the same

employer ftve years hence.

The fact that employers do anticipate high job turnover among youth and that

they do recognize that dependability is not a prevalent characteristic of

i

American youth does not make the task of screenina, training, a scheduling.

iyouthful employees any' easier. Obvio4y, employers would prefet that youthful

employ;exhibit more in the way of loyalty, gratitude, and responsibility--

attributes not too dissimilar froth those they would wish to see in all their

employee. Meanwhile, those who do employ large numbers of youth will continue

to anticipate more of the same kind of job related problems and will do the
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best they can to minimize the dysfunctions caused by the highly mobile and

kinetic behavior of youth.

In Chapter'. V we examined a number"of attitudinal areas dealing with film

-respondents compare older and younger workers. We also point out that the

explanatory comments offered by respondents add a veey important dimension
. , -

to our understanding of not only what employers believe, but also why they

hold the views they do.

There are four work related comparisons in which employers hold fairly similar

views toward older and younger workers. Generally, as many agree, disagree,

or feel there are no differences between the generations in ability to comMuni-

cate; opportanities for promotion; and on-the-job initiative. Nor do they

believe that one age group is more or less a risk toemployers than is the

'other.

Argument among employer respondents is greatest when questions of adherence

to work schedules and adaptability are raised. Clearly, respondents see

younger workers as less reliable in matters of promptness and wdok attendance

and older workers less adaptable in dealing with new problems.

The two questions which generate the most in Vie way of disagreement are:
t

"Older workers have worse attendance records than younger ones." and

"Younger workers keep their job ionyer thar older wOrkers."

Aga'n, a theme which is prevalent whenever employers discuss young, entry level

07em,loyees is that younger workery4;-; viewed as unpredictable and highly mobile.

While less dramatic in emphasis, employers are also inclined to disagree that

older workers are-less efficient than younger workers. The majority do not
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believe that younger workers should have an advantage over older workers in

either hiring or on-the-job practices. Nor do they feel that they would prefer

to emOloy older rather than younger worker.s.

Ability to get along with ones co-workers is viewed as an attribute shared

equally by both older and younger workers. Similarly, respondents see older

and younger workers fairly much the same in performance evaluations made by

supervisors and in ttie quality of the work performed.

Although we do find some instances where there seeMs to beta relationship

between age composition of the organizational work force and age-based evalua-

tions, the pattern is not consistent.

What we find from thes _ onses and comments,is a profile of the younger

worker as someone not unlike older co-workers, with several strong exceptions.
#

The youn9er worker is considered to be less reliable in showing up for Work

and frequently as someone who will not show up on time. Further, he or she is

an individual who frequently-changes jobs, and when at work may be less efficient

in''the use of time than more mature employees.

Perceived differences are far less pronounced in matters of communicating and

getting along with co-workers; quality of work performed; edaptabilitS, to

problems; and asiessme%s made by work supervisors.

(
Finally; employers are not inclined to prefer older to younger workvs nor do

they believe that age .should be primary Criteria in hiring and work policies.

Ineg-haVer VI attention was given to botti the respondent awareness of'YEDPA

programs as 11 as attitudes pertaining to a number of important policy

matters,
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A little more than half of the respondents report that their firms bave

employed youth employment program participants. A smaller number, some 30%

are not certain if they are employers of such youth, and the remainder respond

that such hirings have not occurred. Employers identified as having employed

program participants are more likely, although the difference is not significant,

than control group eaployers to report an affirm'ative hiring response.

Whether employers are or are-not aware of having employed youth who are products

of federal training programs does not appear to be associated with awareness of

local YEDPA programs or evaluation of the quality of employment training

programs. The majority pf employer respondents are not familfar with local

YEDPA organizations, but the majority believe such programs have been successful

in enhancing employment opportunities for low income youth.

There is also a fair degree of consensus among employers as to the following

policy issues:

I. Job training/job assistance should be provided for low income

youth. Many respondents believe such programs should be available

for youth as well as adults, no matter economic status of the potential

client.

II. Preferential treatment of minority youth should note advocated

in either policy or prOgram.

III. Minority youth are not perceived as being more or less of a risk

gor problem in the workplace than non-minority youth. The education

and socio-economic statu-s of youth are considered to be more'

important'variables.

IV, There should not be a differential minimum wage for youth.
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V. A differential wage scalemould not lead.to greater-employment

of youth.

VI. 'Responsibility for the provision of job ttaining and placement for

unemployed youth should rest primarily with the public sector in

collaboration with private enterprise.

4

1b5
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